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PREFACE

The Officers and-Men of the Fifth Army have met successfully the test of many phases and types of combat,

In the

face of determined resistance they wrested a strongly defended
.:beachhead from the enemy and fought their way through many types
of terrain, over mountains, through valleys, across rivers
anywhere that troops can go.

They have endured the hardships of

severe weather and climatic conditions, and they have overcome
all

the obstacles that Nature and a rutIhless,

imposed in their path.
and breadth of much that
Europe.

clever enemy have

Their experience has covered the length
is to be expected in future fighting in

The lesons and experience they have gained should-be.

of value to those who follow them,

in

th-is Theater and elsewhere.

MARK Wt CLARK,
Lieutenant General,
Fifth Army

(vii)

THE ITALIAN CAIPAIGN

LESSONS FRO

1943,

Period from the Landings of September 9,

SECTION

.

through February 1, 1944

INTRODUCTION

I

The material contained in this publication is not to be
It

considered as tactical doctrine.

represents a summary of the major

lessons from the Italian Campaign digested from the reports of the
Army Ground Forces Board,
experience,

Allied Force,

lesson material,

which contain reports of combat

and comments from corps,

division, brigade,

regimental and battalion cormanders and their staffs.

Additional

material has been drawn from other reliable and appropriate sources.
A

It

is believed that the lessons and examples given herein,

applied

if

with judgement and due consideration of individual situations,
of value in

will be

the training of units and individuals who have not yet

entered combat,

or have yet to experience

combat-under the conditions

peculiar totlhe Italian Campaign,
2

In all. reJorts and testimony of battlle experience the sound-

ness of basic principles prescribed in

IL$Q

been confirmed,

veals but little
M,uch th.at is

standard training literature

Detailed study of the operations In Italy re-

experience that contributes "new " tactical lessons,
contained ifi this publication merely reaffirms the

previously published lessons of the Sicilian Campaign,
restated fox the purpose of emphasis.

As in

and are again

the fighting in

sicily.,

the appiceation and modification of basic doctrine to meet effectivel4 the peculiar characteristics

of Phe Italian Campaign also present

a.number of interesting and valuable lesson-experiences.

3.

The distinctive aspects and peculiarities of*the capaign

and the terrain over which it has been fought should be fully appreciated in order that the summary of combat experience and battle

-i-

lessons herein may be understood in its proper perspective.

For this

reason the following sections outlining the general nature of the
oprations and.the terrain involved are included.

SEC 4ON

4.

GU,,.ERAL

IT

CHARACTERISTICS OF THI-L CAMiPAIGN

"'

In general, the Italian Campaign thus far -has consisted of
four .phases; a la.irge-scaie amphibious landing operation in the face of
strong and. prepared resi.stance; the deVelopment and. 'xtension of a
beachhead against stubborn resistance and counterattack; a mountain
campaign in the hinterland in which the enemy contested every mile of
advance and

xwithdrew under pressure to prepared winter defenses; and

a phase of static warfare in high, rugged mountains under severe
weather and. cliratic conditions.

5'

COT,,ARISON
I

a,

!,T%
TH2rr
TC ,, SICILIAN CAMP.1AIG.N

Although much of the specific combat. experience in Italy

has been similar to' that in Sicily, the broad aspects of the two campaigns present marked differences..
b.

Resistance to the assault landings in Sicily ias nominal

as compared with the determined opposition encountered at--Salerno and
adjacent beaches.
....
c.

The campaign in Sicily involved pursuit action th~rough-

out, and resolved itself into one prolonged, unbroken, attack whichdrove a withdrawing and delaying ehemy from the island.

In Italy the

,enemy has conducted a determined all-out resistance, and has yielded.S

ground slowly and only after being fored out of his.positions.

In

almost every case he has fallen back to prepared defenses from which.
he has continued his stubborn defehsivy action, launching strong
counterattacks which have frecuently forced our troops .to defend rather
than. attack.

After being driven to his so-called "Gustav. Line,"Ithe

enemy stood- at bay in his winter positions in a hold-at-all-cost.effort
not matched by any general resistance encountered by
our forces in previous campaigns.
d.

Although the seizure of Sicily involved a campaign of

mountain fighting, the mountains traversed on the island
were. not prgperly comparable in height, slope, or ruggedness to those
fought over in
Italy.
e.

In Sicily the campaign was conducted during the dry
season,

in the heat of summer, at a time when rivers and. streams
had become
flat, dry watercourses easily crossed during the advance.

In Italy the

difficulties of mountain fighting have been materially
increased by
continuous rain which produced prolonged periods of mud
scarcely equali
-led during the worst muddy season in the Tunisian Campaign,

Severe

cold in contrast to the sumimer heat in Sicily has prevailed
throughout
a large part of the Italian Campaign, and the winter
rainy season has
swelled the numerous streams and rivers into formidable
water barriers
involvingriver crossing operations not hitherto experienced
in any
campaign in this Theater.
f.

The effects of these contrasts in the broad aspects .of

the two campaigns are best revealed in their comparative
duration.
The island of Sicily was taken in thirty-eight days,

The campaign for

the Italian peninsula is now in its sixth month.

6.

THE LANDING OPERATION
a,. In the landing operation, surprise was not achieved,
and

German forces had occupied defensive positions and were
prepared to
resist the landings several" days before the assault.

Although the de-

fense preparations were not complete, .the resistarnce encountered
wras
formidable.

Beaches were extensively mined,

Strong points centering

around numerous machine guns had been organized and lired.

Artillery

was in position to fire on approaching craft and on the
beaches.

Fire

was actually opened on the convoy while assault units
were being loaded into landing craft.
,.

-

The assault units,

b;,

including artillery, some tank destroyers

and antitank guns landed successfully before dayight, and subsequently
assisted by air suport and naval gunfire, gained beachhead positions in
thu face of enemy opposition during the first day. Some disorganization

of units existed, but tile narrow beachhead. mvas seized and maintained
a.ainst several armored counterattacks which were .repulsed by divisional
artiiiery and antitank wveapons which had been'brought ashore early in

the

landings.

7,

DE,7LOP1,.LNNT ANID EXENSION OF T ILLFJACIIEAD
V

Following the assault landings and. establishment of initial
positions on D-Day,
in

the Italian Camnaign entered its

most critical phase

rhich the narrow beachhead -.vas developed and extended inland.to pro-

vide space for maneuver and a resumption of large-scale offensive operations, Necessary reorganization arid-realignment of units were
accOmpLished, and the initial temporary disorganization occasioned by

landings against opposition was rectified.

The extension of the oeach-

head recuired more than a week of critical fighting,

and was carried out

agyainst strong resistance and under pressure of counterattacks and tank
action.

During this period assistance and cooperation of the highest

order were rendered by the supporting air and. naval forces.

e,

mOUNTAIN CAI,,..IOA!GN AND STATIC
a.

resuted.

f'.
ARFA.RE

After the. extension of the beachhead,

the offensive was

The enemy was. gradually forced back into mountainous country

in which the cam-paign of the ItS, forces has since continued, except for
a few limited intervals of open country fighting.

The gradual and stub

bornly contested advance, to the eneray's wlinter line involved mountain
fighting of a type and under conditions not before experienced either in
northern Tunisia or in Sicily,

The mountain masses have been higher and

more rugged than any previously encountered.

They have often been fought

for and occupied piecemeal or one at a tine.

In such operations fighting

at close .uartors and the widespread use of grenades have played a major
-c4W-

Ut.0

role,
b.

The advance has included several large-scale stream cross-

ing operations, involving wet bridging on a scale not heretofore required.

The numerous blow,\rn bridges along the line of advance have also

necessitated a continual routine of bridging operations of all' types to
such an extent that the Chief Engineer, Fifth Army,
fighting in Italy as a "campaign of bridges."

In the forward areas as- the advance pressed through the

c.

high mountains,
tence,

referred to the

practically all supplies,

including ammunition,

subsis-

and other essentials have been transported to the front line

elements by hand or by animal transport over mountain tracks and trails.

p

The problems of supply occasioned by a combination of terrain, weather,
have not been equalled in past experience in this Theater.

and climate

d. Town and village fighting, and the passage of major
demolitions in towns and villages have played a large part in the opeExtensive use of mines by the enemy has continued and

rations.

increased,

and because of the terrain and the limited roads and trails,

has constituted an ever-increasing menace and obstacle,
mountain areas,

combat has often beenreoeolQlme.i..nto

ions of' small units and strong combat patrols.

In the high

series of operat-

The use of massed

artillery, necessary literally to blow the enemy out of his mountain
strong points, Has proved increasingly important; and in the high,
sharp hill masses providing excessive dead space and defiladed hostile
positions inaccessaule
become all-essential

as support weapons.

Climate and wveather have also influenced operations to a

eo
marked degree,
difficulties

to artillery fire, mortars, of all calibers have

The prolonged periods of rain, wi~th the attending
occasioned

by mud in the cultivated and less rocky areas,

and the severe cold in the high mountains have had their effects

in

impeding and slowing up both combat and supply operations.
f.

As the advance finally reached the prepared

the fighting has become more bitter and intense.

"-

"Gustav LineI

Under the static

conditions prevailing in this period,

it

has often been referred to as

a "1918 campaign" transferred to the Italian mountains.

SECTION
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; CHARACTLRISTICS OF TIlE. TLRRAIN

III

BEACHHEAD AREA
The. beachhead area consisted of a small and. restricted un-"

a

dulating coastal plain,

traversed by small streams and out by deep,

narrow irrigation ditches.

The larger streams were generally from fifty

to seventy feet wide, in depth varying from four to six feet.
stream banks Were steep,
top to the water's edge.
sparse olive groves,
scrub,
roads.

fruit trees,

The

often averaging from five to ten feet from the
The plain was intermittently covered with

cultivated fields,

A

areas of wild vine growth and

and Uwin rows of shade trees bordering the rrain

The tovns and v.lla2ges

with twisting., narrow streets,

dotting the plain were small,

compact,

Houses were of thick stone and mottar

construction.
b,

The streams and irrigation ditches restricted the move-"

merit of wheeled and tracked vehicles,

hut did not impede the advance and

The undulations in the plain afforded relativemaneuver of foot troops.
ly good fire and minor maneuver positions for infantry, and the groves,
vine growth, and tree plantings provided some thin satisfactory cover.
Buffs of trees bordering the larger streams also provided. fire positions

for both enemy and. friendly infahitry and artillery.

.

The coastal plain

rose abruptly to belts of moderately hirh mountains situated at varying
°distances from two to ten miles .from the

shore line,

This high ground

overlooking the plain gave advantage to the enemy in affording artillery

positions uhich comanded the plain, and also provided him favorable defense positions into which he withdrew as the beachhead was extended.
10..

MvOUN0INOUS WT T ,6LxND
a. The hinterland throuch which the advance of the U.S. forces

-

progressed was generally characteristic of the southern Appenines,
The general terrain consisted of steep,
vation,

cut by narrow,

rugged mountains of high ele-

twisting valleys and gorges.

The surfaces of

the slopes were rocky, irregular, and covered, thinly with scrub everL

green and some stunted oak.

The valleys extended to the coastal plain

or terminated-against interior mountain barriers.

They were generally

drained by deep gorges forming outlets for the watershed towards the
sea.

All land in

the valley areas except the steeper side slopes had

been under intense cultivation and the soil,

as a result of centuries

of working, became seemingly bottomless mud after periods of continued
rain.

The more moderate slopes were covered with scattered vineyards,

together with fruit and olive groves.

In some of the higher areas,

fairly large hardwood forests prevailed.
b.

Villages and towns were sited both in the valleys and on

the slopes of high mountains,

Buildings and houses were of stone construction,

mountain tops.
thick walls

some being located on the heights or
with

invulverable except to -direct hits by artillery, and

afforded excellent coimmanding positions when villages and to i.,ns were
on dominating terrain.
c.
dif'ficult.

Maneuver through terrain of this sort has been slow and
Frequently it

along the whole

front.

imposed difficulties

has. been restricted to small unit operations

The rugged mountains,

poor roads,

of supply not hitherto encountered,

and. mud have
and the

location and occupation of artillery positions have been accompanied
by numerous oroblems asa result of defilade,
cult ground.

and diffi-

In some of the areas covered with forest and thick tree

growth the newer element of fighting in
general scope of mountain warfare,

woods has been added to the

and exacting standards of rock and

mountain climbing have been necessary in

the higher areas in addition

to the more conventional-infantry fighting.

11.

dead space,

ROAD NET AND COIONvSUNICATIONS ROUTES
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a.

The road net and system of terrestrial communications

through the area of the advance have been -limited and restricted.

The

metalle.d road system consisted of a few. main-routes generally widely
divergent, laterally cohnected by poorly constructed secondary roads
and tracks,

The roads were generally narrow,

country were often cut into th, steep slopes.

and in the mountainous
Numerous gorges and

valleys, streams and other surface barriers had'necessitated extensive
bridging of the highway routes, With the result that nearly all roads
viere punctuated at frequent intervals by single or. double span stone
bridges and culverts.
dangerou's.

In the higher regions gradients were -steep and.

Through the valleys and Cultivated areas, roadways were.

generally bordered with stone walls, restricting off-roadway movement
of vehicles..

In the mountains off the few principle roads,

all ground

communication has been restricted to trails and tracks the majority of
which could accomodate only a single fileof troops or pack animals,
The systematic and extensive demolition-optrfations bf ..the
b,
enemy seriously increased the problems produced by the limited and
restricted nature of the road net.

Practically -every.bridge in the

wake. of the hostile withdrawal has been thoroughly demolished.
Sections-of road on mountain sides have been blown out, and mines have
been extensively sown over all routes of movement and supply.
the main roads have funnelled through towns,

road and building demo-

litions have been carried out by the enemy on a large scale,
leaving barriers requiring extensive
ed and tracked vehicles

12.

'

Where

<.

often...

engineer operations bef~ore wheel-

could resume the advance.,-

A-

R.TVJ{S AND SIhEAMS
The rivers and larger streams forming the watershed of the

region often presented serious obstacles in the advance of our forces.
They averaged from 50 to 100 feet wide, with depths varying from three
to six feet.

The currents were generally moderate .and freer-flowing.

Fording places were generally accessable to infantry, and in some

. ...

.

....

-

instances, supporting tanks were waterproofed and. forded the -rivers
behind the infantry.

Blown bridpes continually necessitated wet

bridging operations on a scale not heretofore recuired. to provide
for crossing of wheeled vehicles, heavy weapons, and supplies.
Smaller streams and tributaries restricted the movement of vehicles
and heavier wv\eapons, but ,presented no serious barrier to foot troops.

SECTION
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IV

LANDING OPERATIONS AND BEACHHEAD EXTENSION

GENERAL
The landing operations-at Salerno and adjacent beaches

.. were the first

in this Theater to involve ser ious enemy resistance,

and for this reason the general tactical lessons are of special
interest.and importance,

The tactics and technique of amphibiou's.

operations are-highlr..specialized

and technical subjects,

and fully

detailed treatment is. naturally beyond the scope of this pubi-S
cation.

Certain broad tactical lessons of vilue to any ground task

force likely to be involved, in
appropriate to this summary,

future amphibious landings are

and. are therefore included.

In the

selection of lesson material contained herein attention has been
directed to those aspects of

the" landings which relate to the tac-

tical operations of the grouind units involved.,

14.

,

TIMING OF LANDINGS
a.

.The timing of the landings in an amphibious assault is

a highly important element in the success of t'he operation,

It

is

believed essential that the fullest use of the cover of darkness be
miade, to prevent undue loss before reaching the shore.

Conversely,

landings during daylight hours, or landings staged too, shortly before dawn and not completed before daylight will permit a relatively
small enemy force supported by artillery to inflict serious losses
on the assault waves and follow-up before and as they reach the

"9

beaches.

b.°

At SALE'RNO the H-Hour was 0330 on September 9, which left

less than. two hours of darkness to cover the follow-up and completion
of the unloading.

-WhenLdayliaht arrived'the beachhead had not been

estab.ished, and observed enemy fire was directed on the beaches which
.j

seriously interfered with beach operations and subjected the unloading
craft to direct fire from 88L

A landing operation incompleted

guns.

before daylight will also permit the enemy to organize and deliver
counterattacks and tank attacks while the beachhead is being consolidated,

It is therefore essential that the operation be timed to allow

the landing of all assault and supporting troops before the end of
darkness.

In this connection th- Commanding General of the 36th

Infantry (Assault) Division. reported:
The German troops encountered in this area (SALERNO),
although relatively small in nurbers, were. employed with
great skill and showed stamina, initiative, and a-deter
mination to fight. Landing during thechours of darkness
insured little loss before striking the shore,. It would
have recuired the survival of only a relatively small
portion of hostile 88's and tanks to have inflicted heavy
damage on the assault waves before they reached the shore.
It is beli ved sound to conclude that landings on hostile
shores should. b executed at such a time before dawn as
will permit the Landing of assault infantry,. tanks, artillery, and ahtiaircraft guns-prior to the time that hostile
tanks can be used effectively against our infantry. AW
landing made during daylight hours will without Question
result in German counterattacks with tanks prior to the
arrival on shore of the appropriate means to'defeat those
counterattacks.
15.

TTTLANDING
INFLNTRY ACTION IN THE ASSAULT

Ina landing operation against serious resistance, a certain
amount of disorg~anization, landing of elements on wrong beaches, and
disruption of plans must be expected.

Unit cormmanders must anticipate

these conditions and must be prepared to correct them swiftly and. without loss of control.

Officers of' all echel.ons must not lose sight of

their primary planned objectives, and regardless of temporary disrup/•-

their
tion, must act quickly to carry out their missions and reorganize
troops to resume the general plan of attack.

Leaders must keep con-

on
stantly in mind that the success of the operation as a whole depends

-
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.

the ability of individual units, however smalI to carry out ti ir
missions through the maintenance of discipline, control, and initiative reaordless of local disruption of plans,

A major lesson at

SALER{NO emphasizes that assault landings against opposition recuire
the highest level of troop leadership and discipline.
the assault Division Commander indicate that there is

Comments of
room for mark"

ed improvement in this respect:
.The infantry in' landing operations, as in other
op-ratins,, carries the heavy load, suffers the losses,
and must have the guts to go forward despite danger and
*..

heavy casualties.
Without question our trainincr has
yet produced disciplined offieers and ciscinlined men.not

Throughout th--e

v6troi
and is

ionthere was-ample p

.

roo
CR&,

which is so essential to infantry operations
so difficult to obtain and maintain was not

achieved in an adenuate degre.,

.

.Thore will always be

some boat waves which will land on beaches other than
thaee intended and which will land at times other than
those proscribed,
Commanders of all
units must expect
these things to happen, and be prepared to take prompt
action to rectify such occurrences and reestablish

their units in proper place,
Likewise the General Officer in
assault landin <s stated in

.,

charge of the beaches during the

his report:

, . *Leaders up to and including battalion have a tendency to allow their troops to get out of control.
This is- esrpecially true of night operations, . .Some
lagging troops stopped behind dunes.
These were urged
on toward objcctives
, .

16.

ART T LLERY IN TI-lL ASSAULT° LA1NDINC
a.

The outstandig lesson of. field artillery in

the

SALERNO landings was the necessity of uetting units ashore early in
the assault operation to provide timely and adecuate support for the
infantry,

The early presence of this artillery and its-timely sup-

port was chiefly instrumental in
counterattacks

repulsinr strong German tank and

shortly after dayhiight on P-Day.

The Army Ground

Forces observer with the assault division reported that
*
. .Close and prompt support by artillery units was a
very effective morale booster' for the fighting soldier
in the line,
The close support rendered sy the 36th
Division Artillery was characterized by its promptness.
It was credited wvith stopping a tank attack of 25 tanks,
destroying 21 and immobilizing 3.,•

11!-

.by other antitank weapons and units,
sithout
this supports,upplemented
extremely
the hostile attacks that- developed night well have created an
critical situation.

In this connection the Commanding General of the

wore
stated that "it is certain that the Germans
36th Infantry Division
k
tanks shortly
greatly surprised by the warm reception accorded their
after dawn on 9 September 1943,

and th. Chief of Staff of the same

assault division stated in his journal oft-Day that
.Had it not been t1'or the arrival. of. the 151st Field
Artillery Battalion thirty minutes befyre the first
the
counterattack by German tanks, it is probable that
beachhead would have been destroyed.,...
b.

Of. eual importance from the standpoint of amphibious

sons was the use of DUKV's for landing artillery.

This means of brina-

Uor
the first Lime in this

ing in artillery was tried at SALLNO

TheAter.

sWke,

in
A total of four battalions of 105mm howitzers was landed
purpose

as a means of transport for thi
,anner,
and.the1K

this i

proved highlyi satisfactory.

ExPerience showed. that the hoaitzer, a

can be efficientsix-man gun crew, and twenty-one rounIs of aimjmunition
ly taken ashore in

one of thse vehicles,

to bring in more airiaunition,
also used to assist in
that considerabl.

Additional D)eIJrs

and equioped Aith A-{ramos

unloading the hoiitzears.

It

tias

,ere

used

these 'ere
furthe r reporte-)d

by
cargo space on the larger ships can be conse.rvud

loading the light artillery onto DIJTh."s prior to sailing,

c.

It-is essential focr th

iandines and for the operations

and Liaison
immecdiat. ly followinu to 'have artillery' forward observers
and inof fiers-vhll forward-with their supported infantry compan1es
Thus disposed tney are able to locate

fantry battalion commanders.

4
during thu
targets and brine[ dowen fire on th.-s promptly an' effectivcly

ThV assault Division Commander

early critical period of the operation.
pointed to this principle in

his reort-,.nd declared:

.So lone as the observers w,ere with their supported
units, the artill-ry rendered! close, support at all times,
Several forward observcrs
The radio
were captured.
damaged by hostile fire.
lack of forward observers

became casualties anj, a few
observers were
sets of soe
Thus at on- critical time, the
materially reduced the value

-
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oX artillery support.

17.

..

PROVISION FOR REPELLIW ARMORED COUNTERATTACK
The most serious threat during the petiod immediately after

daylifiit following an amphibious landing is
counterattack,

from hostile armored

Every provision should be made for adequate antitank

support of the assaulting infantry,
early on D-Day.

to repulse such enemy tank action

The landing plan should include the taking ashore

before daylight adequate artillery (Cf. Paragraph 16, preceding),
antitank weapons, tanks, and tank destroyers.
also be supplied with antitank grenades,

The infantry should

frangible incendiary gren-

ades., antitank rockets, and other wea p ons for close combat against
enemy armor.

The first tanks ashore at SALIIRNO were landed with the

sixth assault wave,
later on D-Day,

and the remainder of the tank battalion- came in

Too destroyer battalions of' self-propelled guns

came ashore late on D-Day.

The effectiveness of both tanks and de-

stroyers in providing support and defense of the beachhead has been
uncuestioned.

They were largely employed in perimeter defense in

hull-doqin positions; and successfully repulsed and destroyed enemy
armor on a number of occasions during the establishment of the
beachhead.

Concerning the problem of defense against hostile armor-

ed counterattack

shortly after landings,

the Commanding General of

the 36th Infantry Division has reported:
. ,The
division plan included the landing of artillery
and antitank guns in DUNK 's and the landing of tanks in
LCE' s and ECT' s prior to daylight.
Although some of these
elements failed to la nd prior to daylight, a very considerable number of weapons suitable for antitank use were
ashore in time to repel tank attacks made in the vicinity
of RiD) and GREEKF beaches.
Because of accurate enemy fire
on YELJLON and BLUE beaches, DUJKNs carrying artillery and
antitank guns were unable to land in that vicinity.
This
made tt possible for tho enemay with tanks and machine guns;
to pin down the right flank assault regiment during most
of the day on 9 September 1943.,
.It is' concluded that

special steps must be taken and a special effort made,
particularly with the navy, to insure that artillery,
tanks, and antitank weapons are ashore by daylight for the
purpose of repelling possible armQred attacks...

-
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charge of the beaches observed in

Siriiarly the General Officer in

his

renort that
,
J*Tanks should be landed early in the assault to counter
enemy armored action, and troops should be provided with
all possible hand weapons to counter early arid close-up
"Molotov Cocktails" should make an exenemy tank action.
cellent weapon in the hands of troops for action of this
sort.

The numbers of enemy tanks and the nature of their employment against
the beachhead were summarized as follows'in the report of the assault
Division Commander:
. . .The enemy employed tanks in groups of from five to
twelve. In some cases, but not all, infantry accompanied
the tanks. In other cases infantry esisting the advance
The enemy
of the landing troops was supported by tanks.
tanks moved siowly under concealment searching for our
The nature of the ground was such that freedom
infantry.
of action of tanks was restricted by ditches. The tanks
were not difficult to observe and our antitank guns inThe fact that the
cluding our artillery were forewarned.
to
enemy tanks moved slowly and in groups of from five
twelve made it possible to discover and fire on them from
A conservative estimate is that about fiftyconcealment,
eight German tanks were destroyed during the advance to
our objective..

18.

NAVAL GUNFIRE SUPPORT
a.

The landings at SAL':RUNO were madewithout prior naval

gunfire preparation and without naval fire support for the first few
hours4

The minefields in

the Bay of SALT'RNO prevented the approach

of naval vessels closer than ten miles from the shore in the early
period of the operation,
was impracticable.

and thus close support of the landing force

The enemy dispositions,

including dispersed and

concealed machine guns and artillery likewise made doubtful targets
It is

for pre-linding naval bombardment.

likely that the naval guns

could have destroyed or neutralized German artillery pieces within a
fewr hundred yards of the beach,

but naval firing before the landing

would have alerted the German defense forces and would have permitted
them to know the exact time of the landing mhen the fire lifted,
these reasons the assault Division Comander concluded that naval
gunfire prior to landing should not be executed unless definite

-
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For

targets are knowh and are 'located,,
b.

Shortly after daylight on D-Day the supporting destroyers

were able to tpproach closer to the shore, ahd supporting naval gunfire was employed freduently with satisfactory effect.

ThigD fir' was

especially effective for destroying German gun positions and assembled
combat vehicles.

The fire was accurate and was tied in'with the

maneuver ofP the ground troops.

This coordination was made possiblA

and effective because of previous practice and training of Army and
Navy artillery observer-spotter parties.
c.

A suniary of the naval fire support and its results was

given by the Army Ground Forces. Observer with the assault division:
. *Naval Lunfire. can be of material assistance in
amphibious operations to support the attack iniand. It
of
.ndln
replaces long range organic artillery, the U
which must be delayed until the beachhead has been made
secure,
On many occasions naval 7unfire was enmrloyed
in the SALFRNO operation on such targ:ets as tank concentrations, heavily defended towns (such as ALTAVILLA),
and on tareet's beyond the range of organic artillery.
The Chief of Staff of''the 36th Division a:lso reported that n.val gun°D

fire had effectively silenced German artillery ;vjhich was shellinro the
beaches on D-Day, and the General Officer in chdrge of beaches stated
that numerous naval concentrations were effectively placed on the
commanding positions about AGRIPOLI and PAESTIUM.

The effective

coordination of the Navy and ground forces is shown in a report of
the Artillery Section, Fifth Army, which Stated that a field artillery battery forward observer successfully adjusted the fire of the
14-inch guns of H.MSS. WARSPITE on ALThVILLA,

19.

ANTIAIRCRAFT DEFLUZSE
Enemy air' reaction to an amphibious landing cannot be

accurately predicted.

It is therefore essential

to include in the.

plan of operations the early landing of strong antiaircraft, units
for the defense of the beaches a.nd beachhead"aet. Although at
SALERNO the supporting air cover effectively countered and neutralized the enemy air effort to a large extent, hostile aircraft

-
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succeeded in'breaking through and delivered a number of strong bombing
attacks during the operation.

A reinforced battalion of antiaircraft

guns and two battalion's of antiaircraft automatic weapons were landed
early on D-Day...

Some of these units were called on immediately after

landing to assist in repelling hostile -armor,

and fulfilled this

mission creditably, one battalion destroying two tanks soon after
landing,

Employed in their normal role, these units provided timely

and effective protection, and were credited with the destruction of
twenty enemy aircraft during the first ten days of the operation,
20.

PASSAGE OF MlINTD PEACHES
a.

In all amphibious landing operations5, mined beaches are to

be expected' and plans for their passage must be included in the general
plan of operation.

Such passage involves two phases.

First the in-

fantry assault waves m.ust press their attackinland to their objectives

regardless of mines and take their losses. 'The secoh'd phase consists
of clearing lanes for- the passage of vehicles, tanks,

and gns as they

come ashore, and the routingof these through the lanes to' prevent
losses through mine action.
b, In the SALT RHO landings, the second phase above indicated
was not fully and adecuately carried out, in that vehicles'frequently
came ashore at points which were considerable distance from the cleared lanes and were da.fmaged or destroyed by mines in moving to the lanes 0
The problem thus created was summarized in

the report of the assault

Division Commander:
carrying vehi2cles -landed. on the beach
.°Some-craft
Many of the
at points other than at a preparod roadway.

vehicles thus landed struck mines after getting ashore

'-

It would have
and were destroyed or severely damaged.
_been much better if the craft" carrying vehicl; s had. remained out from the beach until roadways were available.
The main reason for landing. at points other than roadways was to unload as ouickly as possible and return to
the ships in order to avoid being subjected to shellfire
at or near the beach....
c.
sively mined,

The beaches over, hich the landngs were made wvere extenIn some areas it

was reported that no general pattern.
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existed and that mines had been thickly sown at random.

In others

the mines were laid in irregular fields of three to five rows, each

row fror

ten to fifteen feet apart.

roughly one ilne per yard.

Laterally the rows contained

The mines encountered vvere generally the

1942 tellermine, partial-pressure antitank type.

Some of these were

found mounting a plastic, pellet-filled container screvwed into the
mine., which cAve antipersonnel elffect.

These containers wiere

approximately eight inches in diameter and containe,d some fifteen to
twenty pellets.

Other than these, no antipersonnel mines or booby

traps on the beaches proper were reported.
21,.

CO1KhUNICA IOfNS
a. Communications between the assault elements and lover

echelons and division and hi,-.her headquarters -.,.,ere unsatisfactory
during the early stages of the landing operation,

This condition

was probably caused by a combination of circumstances includingp effects of strong enemy resistance, wetting and damage of signal
equipment while being brought ashore,

And disruption of signal plans,

The Gneral Officer in charge of' the beaches reported that
. . Carelessness was noted in the landing of coivmunications e uipment,
Mtost corimunication failure is

believed to be the result of careless handling of
equipment by personnel..

and the assault Division Co.mmander reported in greater detail:
. . .Signal.communication between the Division Head
quarters and the varnous subordinate units was
practically. impJossible prior to 1000 on 9 September,
1-94,3.
However., it was possible to maintain conni:unication by messengers in jeeps, and this method in
most cases was much mor.:e rapid than radio in code.
The radio set which accompiyniud the Division.
Headnuarters ashore for comunication to VI Corps and
Fifth Azrmy could *not be used. because of mechanical
failure.
Some infornation was transmttted to th&
convoy afloat through the Beachmaster.
However the

most reliable means of gettinr information back to
the Corys and Army Commanders vas by use of
messengers in boats,
The early landin of jeeps for
conurunicat.aon rurposes is necessary..
b.

Failure to include communications

eruipment with the

air liaison officer"ith the assault div-_sion also delayed the
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support bombing missions when they were needed in

the early period.

This situation was noted by the Army Ground Forces observer with the

division as follows,
. .Early air bombing support was lacking due to
*
communication equipment of the air liaison officer with
tarly
the 36th Division not being present with him.
requests were tUransmitted through the Navy but several
hours elapsed before the missions were accomplished.
Upon securing the communication equipment the missions
were very promptly accomplished. .

22.

MISCELLANEOUS POINTS
The following miscellaneous poi.nts have been selected from

the comments, observations, and experience contained in reports of
the assault Division Commander,

the General Officer in

charge of the

beaches, the Army Ground Forces observers, and from journals and reports of the units involved:
a.

Battalion and regimental commanders should land early,

so as to influence the ection,

Troops in e,perienced in

assault land-

ings tend to bog down and therefore leaders must be exceedingly
active and aggressive.
b.

Thorough provision for reserves must be made,

and

transport to make them readily available to any threatened point is
equally important. This applies to floating reserves as well as

mobile reserves ashiore.
c.

Some small unit commanders after landing selected

positiLens apparently with cover and concealment •as the• primary objective rather than positions •from which effective fire could be
delivered on the enemy!
d.

After advancing inland some unit s failed to dispose

themselves for all

around def'ense while halted on an objective,

or

occupying positions for defense.
e.

The self-propelled weapons of the infantry cannon com-

panies were used to good advantage.

They 7,,ere attached to front
t

line battalions and woTre employed in the forwtrd areas to fire on
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tanks, vehicles, and gun ,positions. They were kept in concealed
positions of readiness until just prior to opening fire. As soon as
their fire iissions were completed, these guns wer6 returned to their
concealed positions.
f.

Small units such as companies should not be split among

several boats.

Units going ashore early in the landing should be as

near intact as possible.
A "beachguard" unit should be designated to land soon

.

after the-assault raves in order to clear the beaches and adjacent
area of isolated pockets of the enemy left in the wake of the advance inland.
h.,

Troops must be thoroughly, impressed with the dangerous

consequences of bunching on beaches or in the dunes.

They must be

made to keep scattered and move forward under available cover.
I.

Care should be taken during the later stages of an

amphibioud operabion to provide for adequate ammunition supply.
.

The use of DUINs permits maintenance of lar;Y-e forces

over beaches..The performance of this vehicle in the SALERNO oyeration was reLiable and effective.
sand prime-mtiiovers.

DUKWs also proved to be excellent

They frequently were employed efficiently to tow

-guns and stuck vehicles across sand when the organic prime-movers
had failed.

SECTION

23,

V

:INFANTRY UNITS

GENERAL
In general, few "new" lessons developed, from the infantry

fighting in

Italy.

River crossinr operations in

the face of.

resistance; and combat ini forested areas comprised the newer types
of battle experience'.

In

the main,

infantry action in the campaign

waVEms
characterized by adaption and some modification of standard
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basic principles to meet the situation that difficult mountain terrain,
severely unfavorable climatic and weather conditions,

"art of the combat experience to be

A large

enemy resistance created.

and determined

passed on to units in training relates to the different phases and
problems of mountain warfare and to1 the methods employed in this type
of fighting in Italy.

The Characteristics of the terrain together wPith

the nature of the enemy defenses was productive of'wide ex}perience in
the attack of empilacements, bunkers, and similar positions; in village
and town fighting; and in the varied operations of small. units.
ing and patrolling, as in past campaigns,

Scout-

assumed. even greater import-

ance in the fighting in Italy, and night operations of all types,
especially night attacks directed at limited objectives, have comprised
an ever-increasing part of the infantr
line elements,

action.

The supply of front

because of the terrain -and other conditions prevailing.,

has necessitated the exercise of initiative, ingenuity, and responsibility on a level not heretofore reruired,
Sicily.

even in the mountains of

Among all ranks physical hardening and conditioning to meet

excessive strain of the mountain campaign have been paramount to the
success of operations,.

Continual cooperation and coordination of the

associated supporting arms, especially in the employment of artillery
of all calibers, tanks in small groups, and the attached chemical mortar units have been deciding factors in the advance of our forces.
Above all else the .Campaign has shown more emphatiqally than any other
in

this Theater that there can be no substitute for troop .leadership.
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MOUNTAiN WARFARtE
a.

and Hardening

Pjy sical Conditionin

The necessity for physical conditioning and hardening of

the individual'infantryman of all ranks cannot be exaggerated.

The

strain imposed by continual fighting in the mountains is -obvious, and
it

has been materially increased by mud,

climatic conditions.

rain, cold.,

and unhealthy

Only the hig<hest level of hardening and stamina

-
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can resist the physical strain of combat operations under these
conditions.

The high percentage of non-battle casualties as a result

of exhaustion and physical breakdown as well as by sickness has demonstrated this fact only too clearly in Italy.
rentsof infantry in

the present

campaign,

Concerning the require-

the Coimander of the 3rd

Infantry Division declared:
.Another factor which must be recognized is that to be
an infantfiy soldier reouires high standards.
You have got
to select.
To be a doughboy now in this type of warfare
requires a hi her physical standard than to be a paratrooper,
or certainly a member of' the Service Forces or of the Air
Force..
.Not long ago one of my regiments marched fiftyfour miles in thirty-six hours..
An example of the strain that must be withstood in the
fighting that has prevailed, and its effects on the endurance of the
infantryman appears in the report of the Coimmander of the 1st Ranger
Battalion, a unit noted for the stamina and physical conditioning of
its men:
*.The Battalion relieved an RCT in a sector north of
VENAFRO and after splitting the Battalion due to the
terrain., attacked and took the heights in their sector.
The terrain was extremely rugged and heavily mined, and
the weather was cold and wet.
The enemy constantly
shelled and counterattacked the positions, Under such
circumstances there wqre many cases of physical and
mental exhaustion, especially among replabements.
The
action was such that even the older (battle hardened)
men were affected. .
Similarly the G-2 of the 34th Infantry Division pointed
to the excessive physical labor of infantry comnunications personnel,
and reported that the work of the "regimental and battalion wire
crews in

this terrain is

endurance."

so fatiguing as to be almost beyond human

"The'Commander of the 1st Battalion,

179th Infantry like-

wise asserted that the linemen of his unit have been "worked to the
point of exhaustion."

The necessity for training in the development

of physical stamina, in self-care, and in sickness prevention was
stressed by participating commanders of all ranks.

The Commanding

General, VI Corps recommended that troops in training be made to

maneuver "over the toughest and hardest hills available, as w;e have
done in Sicily and in Italy," and the Assistant Division Commander
-
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training,

of theI36th Infantry Division has-emphasized that in

"physical

conditdonin. is all-it..portant.
. Inf ntry Tactics in
A

the Italian Mountains

ajor lesson from mountain fl iting in

and Sicily, that dominating heights must be seized,
approaches .must be avoided, and

northern Tunisia

valleys and natural

nits must work along the high ridges

and down to force the enemy from his positions, was again emphatically
deonstrated-in Italy.'

Some modifications of. this principle have been

necessary because of the unusually rugged mountains,

In

some instances

the tops of mountains cuuld not be approached or occupied, and the
infantry action was thus confined to the slopes.

The nature of the

mountain ranres and the organization and construction of enemy positions
has frequently made necessary the seizure of selected terrain features
one at a time,

in such cases provision h.d to be made that the enemy

did. not occupy and organize adjacent terrain features which would render
the first feature untenable.

Regarding this, a company dommander of the

504th Parachute Infantry stated that
. . .The-..present system of pushing the Germans off one hill,
on>y to find them, on a hiigher one in rear (or in the flank),
is discouraging to say the least. Weare, however, grateful
for th spl.endid artillery support we re.ceive.
These ,prtinciples

'wore aiso summarized in

a report of the

Cogman(ing General., 45th Infantry Division as followPis:
. . .You have an abnormal situation. in mountains like these.
You can't scale the peaks and, you can't use the valleys which

are mined.

This means you must work the slopes.

You must

-,

concentrate on taking one terrain feature. When you, get that
you must decide thu next one to tackle. You can only learn

these special tac tics by going in and applying them..

*

From

the defensive stand~point it is a case of defending mutually
Often the dlistances make it verY hard to
supporting areas.
find mutually controlling areas..
The Commnander of the 179th Infantry likewise reported on
the principLe of avoiding approaches and working the slopes and ridges:
front of organized German positions we have found
*..In
i.lii.es only in the natural avenues of approach. These
avenues are also always covered With machine gun and. mortar
fire. The attacking units must'work along the sides of
rid.;.es, instead of using dra-w.)s or gullies..
On the ridges and less jagged mountains the enemy often
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disposed his strength on the- reverse slo})es

in

order to

fire on our forces as they crou sed over the crests.

mng
rI
heavy

In this con-

nection a Division Coilmuander has decc>rd:
*These Krauts are rear slope boys. We neglect
reverse slope-defense.
The riman-puts more men on the,
reverse slope than on the forward.
The tendency of our
infantry has been to ue the forward slope and be easily
observed and et the hell shelled. out of thei. .
Much of the infantry fighbing in the
Luntainous
terrain of Italy has been resolved into individual operations of
smalleru urnits and combat patrol action.
In these operations the
familiar princi Les of thorough and careful reconnaissance, covor-

ing of approach,

control,

conccniment and, cover, and suport have.

all. bevn essentLial to success,

iLn thle r-untains these basic

elements of infantry action, with some uiodification in
to mfCet the peculiarities of the terrain
as elsewhere,
still

likewise

have been as apnli cable

the combination of fire and maneuver lias

Droved to be tile first
2.

technique

principle of infantry combat.

Inportance and Use of

elortars in Mountain Terr.'ain

orta's of all calibers have proved to be increasingly i-yortanL in
particularl

the .uountain fighting ii

useful in

ILaly5

They have been

reaching enemy defiladed positions that

could not be covered vvith artillery fire becaise of

d

ead .snace.

Frequently they have been the only means of dealine :ath enemy
mortar positions dug~in behind ridgsiacssbot
bhrnao5
It. has been found that they are 2]so excellenb for attacking enemy
on forward, slopes,

positi-ons

and a BattaLion Cormander of' Lbe, 1dOh

Infantry advised,
, . ,Take care of. Lhe forward sloepea with your umortars.
Your ow; mortars can hit the enetyvs defended positions
on forward slopes as .eil
anti> iery...

pehaps

-Lter,than the

Observation of mortar fire has been an i.u.portant
factor,

Because of, difficulty in maintaining the supply.of

an-munition'
er of thef'

unobserved fire has often been wvasteful.

The Gohan -.

45th infantryDivision reported that the "Siu
8
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mortar
,

e

have now is-an adecuate battalion. weapon.

It must be fired.with bbserv-

ed fire, othert.ise they. just throw amuni tion around."

The numrous

heavily protected, stone bunkers .hi ohcharacterized the enemy positions

however, generally proved to be J_Invlnerable to even the .heavy mortar
One of the Ground Forces observers who irterviewed a large nuoer

fire.

of partlcioating unit cormmnders and m.,vortar crews reported that "all
s7

agreed that a direct hJit with Slima heavy mortar shell would not destroy
a bAnker and that, alnost always each bunker had to be put out of acti on
by the rifiLe units themselves."

.Tn this connection the Conmander of

the 179th Infantry reported:
.Direct hits rei-made on several bunkers with 812,i
heavy shells. These shels did not )netrate, but merely
scattered the top cover,

.

.

In many instances massed mortar fire provod to be exce.tionaliy valuable for neutralizing enemy dug in position_.-before an
attack.

ThE, following account of such

action is taken front there-rort

of a Company Coi mmander whose unit successfully capturd a strongly

defended hill position:,
. pushed on with the leadinr< platoon and weapons
platoon to a smartll hill just south of IiLL 760 (the
b
4we
met with heavy fire as soon as .we
objective),
I called
tried to move forward toward HI.L 760. First,
There aas oite
for a mortar concent ration on -HILL 760,
a pause after that. Then I calcid for another concentration on the sme area, but this time I arrangsd for
the 81' s to start firing about two minutes after this
concentration lifted. The 81's caught the erians just
c ominp olt of their she lters, and we could tell by the
screams that we
re ot a lot of them....

yy object was to work on th.e Germans until I could
acunt on their staying in their she-lters for at least
So I kept mixinr
f'ive rirriutes after a concentrati on.
up the fire. Sometimes I woutd throw in my 60's to hit
an area where I figfured they we-re taking cover from the
Several times this drove the Oermans
heavief- stuf f.
out into the ospen where we could, shoot them down jwith
rifles and B.R' s,
Finally I had worYked the.me, over long enotgh to be
,ouldn't poke tneir heads out of
pretty sure that they wv
their shelters for five or ten minutes after a conI (7ave ordcrs -for the ]eadinr
centration had lifted.
platoon to move forward as far as possibLe 'under the
next concentration and to carge HILL 760 as soon 'as
Then I called, for another
the concentration stopped.
The concentration came
concentration on HILL 760.
When the
down and the leading, platoon moved-forward.
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concentration lifted they charged and caught the Germans
just coming out of tkei.r.' shelters and took them prisoner
in about thirty seconds.
We captured our objective with
almost no casualties.
Transport of mortars and aLmmunition in the Italian
mountains proved to be especially difficult.
fairly well Polved by the .use
though it

The problem has been

of packboards and animal transport,

has been found seldom practical to carry forward more than

two or four 8.nmi's in

an attack,

"Four 817s are all that a company

can 'carry in these mountains, and .stLl
keep supplied with amunitmon'
reported a Battalion ]"ecutive of the 30th Infantry, and a heavy
weapons company Commander of the 7th Infantry declared at a conferonce
on the lessons of the Campaign:,
. , .In
this tyce of terrain use only two 8limi mortars.
We. can fire all the anmunition 'vve con get up with the
two mortars.
It is much better to have two mortars
firing whon yo.u need them than to have six mortars with-out ammunition,.
Likewise a Comroany Commander of the 504th Parachute Infantry which had
been employed in

the line in

ordinary infantry action,

operations of his mortar platoon,
.

.

riE-is-four

mountains we can

reported on the

with comment on animal transport

l rm R mortars,

but in

°

these

carry only two and havo any ammunition.

My platoon is down to 2 officers and 1.9 mon,
We use
five or six. mules with each mortar,
One mule carries
the 81.
The remaining mules each carry 18 rounds.
Even as slow as riflemen move in this country, the mules
can't keep up.
In a movement of two or three miles, the
mules will get a haif-hour.behind...
--

.In river crossings the transport of thu heavy infantry

mortar was especially difficult,
ation was reported by an Sim

Ex-perience Ln this typo

01

oper-

platoon sergeant with reference to

the crossing of the VOLTULNO:
. , .Wc had to hand carry our mortars across thne river.
We dide not set op until vie reached cur objecti vo. M]
e

put then1 in position on the objective and fired on
targets of opportunity.

I am quite sure we knocked out

some machine guns, We had trouble in. hand carrying the
mortars across the river because of the steep banks and.
it was also hard to keep up by hand, carry. We took only
two of our six mortars across with us, and sixty rounds
of ammunition, as we did not know when ,u could. get more
aimunit ion.
Experience and lessons from the action of the

/L2
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chemical mortar units employed in the campaign are civen in a separate
section under Paragraph 30, infra
d.

Supply of Forward Units in M,1"ountain Terrain
The su.pJy of the forward elements in the high, rugge

mountains became one of the chief problems of the Campqaign.

Limited

roads nets, extensive demolitions by the enemy, and bad weather
accompanied by periods of scarcely passabl.e mud seriously impeded the
movement of supply transport in the rear areas, but such movement was
In. the forward combat areas,

possible

the high mountain ranges,

as the advance pressed into

supply had to be accomplished almost entire-

ly by animal and hand transport,

and in some. instances where units
No

were at impracticable distances from sources of supply, by air.

vehicles of any sort could be used in these areas, and the units often
engaged in heavy fighting in the, rugged sLopes and ridges, depended on
pack mule trains and hand supply methods for ammunitiun, water,

and

The use of vackboard1s for dismounted transport became in-

rations.

creasingly essential,

employ animals.

and. in sorie reg-ions it

became impossible to

At tunes the trails over which the--suppi-q

colums were

forced to movem were scarcely- defined at all, and men carrying supplies
were required to climb sopes, rock formations, and numerous severe
obstacles.

A typical comment on the surplyproblEem appeared in a ro-

port of the Cormmlanding Officer,, '7th Infantry:
z,.,ere tremendous, the only
method being hand-carrying parties, and then iin only smal
amounts, since .th men needed both hands free to climb. ,*
,* ,The difficulties

of suo.,-plyv

Entries in the unit journal of the oamo reg:iment reveal tcesely andl in
bold relief the problems confronting forward elements in the matter of
supply.

*The folLowring are quoted from to.e journal of 9-10 Novemtber,

1943:
e
T10

onl ressare to Dvision, sugOr

suing

droppin, supplis by -Jir to 1st and 2nd Battalions uhicDh
are on miounta3ins where sJ')Oly is difficult..
ravinu
Te ephone sifsae from 1 st hattalion "
043
ton,
are
supplies
an
ammunition,
fire f ght. Vatec,
an't go -any lalther until they are obtained. .
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13508-3 told Chief of Staff of the supply difficulties, It took six hours to evacuate a litter case
to theo bottom of the mountain. .

1-535 - 2nd Battalion still
not moving.
enough to feed only one meal to one company.

Had rations
L'ost of the

battalion is up there.
The supply of isolated.units by air was an innovation

udopted in Italy because of necessity.
s

Initially the dropping of

eppiies-was undertaken by the use of A-36 combat planes.

Diffi

culties attending the use of these cr:ft resulted. in substituting
the artilleery air OP cub pltnes, ahich have been reported' satisfactory for the work.
Details of the methods emp-oed worc *,iven in
a report by the Division Ouartermaster and Assistant G-4, 3rd
Infantry Division:
Ylfe have developed a nethod of dropping supplies,
ammaunition, and water to isolated units by cub pltxne
because the method of dropping by combat pianes is too
complex and the results are not satisfactory. .One
cub nLane can carry and drop about 100 pounds.
Our
cubs have been ecuipped with Air Force bomb releases
fort1h.'work
So far we have sit so equipped (January 7, 1944) and expect to have the other four
ecuipped very soon.
On these missions the cub does
not carry an observe,in order to stay within the
allowable load limit. One plane can carry two 5gallon wauer cans wired to.d"board, ammunition up to
a weight of 100 pounds packed in boxes, or two bundles
of rations containing 72 C rations per package. ;hatever is slung under the plane must not be over 15
inches thick or over about 3 feet long, otherwise it
is too dangerous for the plane to take off.
We keep food, water, and amunition sufficient for one
battalion packed at the Quarterrtster Company.

If a

call comes in from a regimental c orrtrnjndor to CX-4,
these supplies can be. dropped in 14 hours provided
w eather conditions, etc., are OK.. The unit receiving
the. suppliies disritys a panel in the shaoe of a orescant at the point where they want .the supplies dropped,
The dropping is done from a height of about 400 feet
and our pilots can usually put thera within about 20
feet of the spot indicated..
Details covcring the methods, and experience with pack

animal and hand transport are contained in a separate section under
Paragraph 40
e.

infra.
Training for M1.ountain Operations
Combat experience in Italy has again emphasized the

-
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indicateding
f 0o, soun
necessit

in
for operations
e"atiotraining forso

mountainous country.

As

indicrted-abovc, phys.cal conditioning is among the foremost of al
training subjects.

Of ecual importance are such subjects as adaption of

basic infantry principles to the peculiar terrain conditions, training
in su.pi, functions, and control of units operating in rugged, difficult

Commanders have all

mountains.

ducted in actual mountains,

apreed that such training must be con-

the more rugged and rough the better.

Such

training d-ould be realistic, with al.. phases of£ maneuvers and opera t.ions
actually carried out.

Simulation and theoretical operations should be

reduced to an. absolute minimm.

A number of unit cormanders were out-

spoken in their approval.. of the training conducted at the West Virginia
primitive area, but stressed. the necessity of introducing a greater
degree of realism in the maneuvers there, especially-in the matter of
supply.

A .Cencral Officer of the 4_5th Infantry Division reported that

"the West 'irginia

training was valuable.

This country was more nearly

like what .'oare operating in here than any other piece of terraivn we
have seen."

Similar opinion was expressed by a battaiion Executive

Officer of the 179th Inf-antry; who also stressed the necessity of realism in supp.'..y functions:
. ..

e profited by the training

.,e received in

rest
the .Wf

However I think it-would be imVirginia primitive area,
proved by otaying supply actually instead of theoretically.
Make the units actually supply their men by means of pack
trains and. packbcards, Mvcake the men actually carry, on
,eight of rations, wqater, and ammupackboards, the full snould
training in
,..
include com,,.,,l7ete.

The course
nition.
the use-of nack animals for at least forty men per battalion.
Every possible man in the battalion should be taught how to.
load arid unload a mule....
ABatotalion Commuander of the same regikment

commented on this subject in

almost identical tcerms, and added:
. .l.n p1layinag Lh.i s actual supply, the large amounts of
ammunition which are expended should. be kept in mind. An'

ex)enditure of thirty to fifty rounds per mortar per dayT
is

fairly coRon over here.,

One company has fired as much

in one day.
as 250 rounds of 60mm mortar ammnition
that all this has to be carried u a mountain by
Remember
l
a
hane
General
ed in country siilar

o~ntaintrain n.a for divisions likely to be employto that experienced in Italy was recommended by a

number of higher organization commanders,

and 'the Chief of uhe Train-

ing Section, Fifth Ar'y., advised that
.Al divisions coming over here would benefit
a course of training in thle West Virginia primitivefrom
area.,
V-/e have a iountain Warfare Training School set up in the
MJATESE Mountains and it is doing a fine job.
This
training, however, would, not duplicate the traininr ,hi.ch
units would receive in West. Virginia.. It would suqplement it,
f.

Other 'Su e c

Rc
Belated to .ountain Warfare

Other subjects related to mountain.warfare as wel. as
common to all infantry employment are treated under separate
headings
in succeeding paragraphs.
'
TROOP LEAD ' THS° 'iSIP
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In Italy, sound trco'p leadership proved to be the outstanding requirement in infantry combat,

The severity of the fighting

and enemy resistance, difficultterrain, and excessive hardship
resulting from weather and climate all imposed a necessity for a
higher standard of responsibility

,nd coimmand ability than ever before.

Shortly after the landina operations the Comander of the 36Th
Infantry Division stated in a surunary of combat lessons that
the
necessity has never been greater for
and non'commissioned officers who have
confidence in their own ability to lead and, commrand
others and in whom the enlisted men will have confidence,
o .
.Without question we need. much
Creater basic training in order to discipline the so-ld1er and 'lye the
leader a
A.A..Officers

chance to acouire confidence end ability to
command,
Officers as well as m-- hol sat hi
careers in the Army by bein.a held. to a hi. her standard
of cire, thoroughness, an] responsibility7.
The

ighting, in

portance of leadership in

Italy has also greatly emphasizek the imasmall unit operations and led the Division

Commander of the 34th Infantry Division so urge;

,Stress leadership training.-7 in sa .L9units.
Develop in lieutenants and non-conmiiissioned officers'
a vdillingness for Pesponsibility.,
In more specific detail a regiLental commnder expressed siir
viewms as a result of combat experience from Salerno to the
Gustav
Line2

-
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. . *Small Unit operations (are) dependent on the ability
.and leadership of the small ..
unit and squad'leader, In
patrol work the small unit leader is on his own and is
responsible for the fate of his meh an'idthe Eh-uccess of
0".
his mission. In a coordinated attack, the degree of coordination is dependent on the smll unit leader's
knowledge of the plan, his ability-to carry it out, and'
the-measures he employs, In ail nigrht operations, the
ability of the small unit leader to control his unit,
rendered increasingly difficult. by darkness, will deter-.
mine the success or failureof the mission.
.

r

All comnanders emphasized the necessity of developing resourcefuliand competent junior officers ready and capable of taking over
comiand, in the event of the senior coimmander's loss.

The higch rate of

casualties among unit conranders up to battalions has forciblyd riven
home the increasing importance of this requirement.

The Commanding.

General, 45th Infantry Division bluntly declared:
. o *The battalion commander problem is serious.
The
way to train battalion commanders is to 'take one out and
,.send him visiting other battalions where he ca iecarn
and.tecach,
eanlile the ex_,.,ecutive gets cormund and.
g.Oranizations

one-man job
leadership.
conmcanders,

ar

he gets hilled and the organization lacks
The same situation is true of company

--

Every lieutenant

be a company commander.
same way.

freonentli too mnjuch a

s hould knowN'heeis

11
They should b

goi.. to

rained much the.:

,

-ikewise
the Assistant Division Commnader of the 30ti Infantry Djvision
stressed the necessity of "developing-the responsibility of company

)

lieutenants and non-comin*ssioned ofi.cers,

so that th.Yey can Lake over

. is
when the next higzher commande Y

and the C

killed,"

d

.,nCneral

VI CoY'ps recommended that
*

.

.Vfo niust develop the responsibility of junior

officers and non-comissioned officers in, maneuveb~s by"
placing the 'second-4n-command suddenly and unexpectedly
in charge by makingo< the coimmander a "casuaity".

26.
DSTRIFTLOP

F StALL ARMS FIR[E

As in the campaign experience in Sicily,
has shown that infantrymen still

fai

the Italian Campaign

to make full use of the fire
,

power of their rifles and other smail

ar.ms.

T'here still

remains a

tendency to hold fire until targets are clearly defined and observed
rather than to cover with fire an area known to contain enemy troops.
The principle of full small arms fire power and its proper distri-bution

3,0

-

has not been unstered.

The Cofmnder of the VI Corps repoteo that

. . In battle our rien still do not use small arms fire
enough or distribute it properlyo F or example,, fire is
coming from a nearby small hill, but you can't see the
eneny. You should'covor that hill With small arms fire.
Reports still indicate that our men do not do this,

Exenri.ence with this deficiency on the regimental level was described by the Commander of the 7th Infantry:
VR.* have had a h'ard 'ttmegettin,. riflejen to use
their rifles. Thiey depend on.the artiLileiy and other
supporting weapons-boo much,
In most cases it would be.
better if they fired even if there is no visible target.
group of riflemen may bestopped by'a German machine
gun which they can't lo te but if they will open fire
in the general direction of the achine gun, the Germans
will usually pull out. I believe, there has been
too
much emohasis in the SLates on fire orders and control
of fire by unit leaders.. M'n must be tb:ught to open
fire at once in the .general direction of any target that
is hoidxnr them up, w'ithout waiting for any squad leader ,
or other individual to tell the to ocen fire..
A battalion commander of the'same rerrimnb reported in simlar terms

and advised,

'Teach your r"iflemen td use theirP rifles -,rhenever they

are stopped, without waitingT for someone in authority to tell them
what to shoot at," and the Commanding General of the 45th Infantry
Division esmphatically declared:
*
. ,The infantry is not usin' its fire pomer.
This
has got to be drilled into them., just' drilled into
them.,
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FitPLOC)iE'NT OF INFANTRY 2P.ORTTWEAPONS
As in the Sicilian Csimaign, the fighting in Italy has

again demonstrated the necessity

of full and coor dinated empl~oym ent

of all ini'anbr;r support weupons.

In the

m0esenu campaimpn the

terrain has imposed even creator obstacles and lifficulties in weapon and ummcunitiou& transuort than were encountered in Sicily, but
again the lesson has been learned that proper use of a]l support
weapons is

essential to infantry success.

In some' instances the

reouirements of this principle have not been fully accomplished,
and comments on this deficiency have appeared. ir the reports of
several comnanders

In a conference of battalion commanders anA

other officers of a regiment of then3rd Infantry'Divhsion on the

-

3

lessons.of the Campaign,

one battalion commander observed that

conurianders are calling for fire support from'
oA
. ..Cmpany
the battalion cormmander before they have employed all the
means at their own disposal. They must learn to make full.1
use of. their organic supportin[g weapons.
The Commander of the heavy weapons company of the same regient also re.,,.
ported in this conference:
. . .Rifle companies are not using their weapons platoons
to the maximum advantage, and my men notice this frequent.-.
ly. We cannot give all the support from the, heavy weapons
company, and for this reason max.um use should be made of
Teach your riflemen that the Jerry
the weapons platoons.
or. second
first
machine gun is not very accurate - his
burst may be near, .but the rest are nearly always high.
Another Battalion Commander likewise commented on the failure of some
company commanders to employ properly and. fully the supporting machine

0

guns available to them, and stated that
. . .There is some question as to the conpany commanders
knowing how to use attached machine guns, You just cannot throw them around everywhere, They must be tied in
with the general action of the company, and uhey.must have
the protection of the riflemen..
In the 45thIn'antry Division,

experience has been notI.

si.iar

With

reference to the proper use of the supporting machine guns of the
weapons platoons

ind comopanies, the Division Commander declared:

. . .The weapons platoons and companies [ust be used to
operate in close conjunction 7.r1hth the rifle companies
supported. People must .be trained to keep these runs in
position all the time. Ther must not be out of positio
except when chaneing positions, either in the- offense or
defense. Whenever they are halted they must be dug in.
We have been losing guns and men because they ere not
.
dug in.
In some instances it

-

has been rioted that .infantry colmmtnders

have relied too much on supportin

arti] lery w.,hen .full use of their own

heavy weapons woul d have. suf]ficed, and undue cix nenditure of artillery
amunition could have been. prevented.
drew attention to this uuboc

intefllwn

The Coimanding Genral,

VICrs

terms:

. .A good manyT battalion comanders do not understand
They ca .tI for. artili
the fire power at their disposal.
lery fire ihen they could handle the situation with
We iave- wasted too.much artillery
their own mortars.
that had to be
ammunition on small targets -ammunition
brought up over long; distances over bad roads..*
The problems of keeping up the heavy automa tic weapons In
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support of, the rifle elements varied with the difficulties of the
terrain.

Vihen the ground made possible the carrying of the heavy

mmciine runs, these were generally preferred.

Experience in this was

thus described by a heavy weapons company Commander:
.The heavy guns can ,rent ral]y keep up in the attack
and they have a very stable -mount. W;-,e
do not care for
the light machine gun in the attack, but we always have
the lights available if needed. In soft ground the
light tripod sinks too fast, but the tore the heaVy tripod sinks tLe bettor stabiIity you have.
Over fiatter
terrain we usually carry the one platoon of' heavies and
o'nse platoon of lights. WTe often L
out the rifle
corianies by giving thorn a light if one of-theirs gets
k-nocked. Out of action.,
In

the rugged .mountainous areas, it became often impossibl.e

,o keCp up the full. complement of heavy w.eapons as vel

Sto

keep then in. action.

In one regiment a li..ht

:mchino

as aimnunition
,nwas

attached to each heavy section and could be ta..en un into, Areas
the heavy guns could not be transported.

MLaintenance

here

of support in

this fashion was thus desdribed by the ComTander of the 7th Infantry:
o
. *Our heavy weapons cc-moanies have. carried 'ust
. ;
about half of their weapons in Italy
r.
In that way they
could .kepup both the , uns and the mortars and. enourh
annunition to make them useful.
Every iachine gun
squad i.n the heavy w,.Teapons. company hvas a Light mac.ine
run as well as a heavy,
They carry tle liht
machine
gul up these mountains and later-substitute the ,heavy
gun if it is practicable to briny the heavy gun up. , ,
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,.PLOTuE'ENT OF ANTITAN K ROCKTS

NiDIENAD S

Combat experience ,in Ita y with the antitank rocket,
launcher and antitank grenad~es was generalvy similar to that in
.Sicaiian

Campaign.

in

The

Italy those weapons assumed greater imporL-

ance arid have been more extensively-used because of the nature of
the enemy~ defensive ,positions.. They have been especially useful
against emplacements, durtin and covered, positions, and the stone

bunkers that w.vere continually encountered.

Both hays continued to

be effective against armored vehicles at close range, and in general,
co'mimnders have expressed satisfaction with the results obtained.

In

the early stages of the Canpairrn the Cormander of the i43rd In-fantry,
which had not experienced

previous combat,

33

reported as a result of

this first

btt-

Ien.cetat
epr...

our, m41en are sold on the AT grenade and. the bazooa,
A
m. both are very good for th 'purpose desi'noc
aniI
We bve modified, alL our bazookas to use flashlight btterUl. rocket launcher tea,-s consisted of three men
. .K
5
ith ler. rockets each, or a total of twolve for each
"Iaunh,.-her. To carry the rockets we improvised packs from
condem.ined shelter halves and this mode it much easier on
.
the ron,

Later in

the Campaign the Chief of Staff of the 36thInfantry Division

recorded the folloing incident
rocket

in
£uncher
at

the hands of

Lnce of the

Ihich i"I..ust.,ates thexcel

trafined and determined troopis:

ell

1 saw one of our men- with a bazooka wa.k outtoward a
, .
his
He aim,
tank which was being engaged by artilli-y.
the
'hit
H
yards.
swventylive
about
at
bazooka and let go
throigh
feet
forTy
sailed
which
tank just bi-lou the.turret
the air. " host of our bazookas have been used against
The bazooka is
machine ;un n-sts and. concrete pilbo-s.
The Germans call it the, shoeltwr 7511,
fine a:a-inst herm

,

*

Non-conrissioned offic.rs of the lv3rd Inantry also tstified from.
exnrinc

personatl

as to the effectivtn;iss of' theS

One

weapons.

1
and-a
platoon sergeant stated that the bazooka is a woncerful acaapon,
t
d i
'r
rifl1e
nd
'
th-;-bazooka
that
reported
cr
ena
o
if
as
actingcorporal

grenades are good againstmachine gon and mortar nsts.
rifle grenade against a machine

ifigu nest

I card my

and knocket it out, and th

we turnd a bazooka on another and knocked tat out, too."

in the

action at LAGITON, a unit had attacked a strong stone bunker, and the
following example of effective emplovment off the rocket launcher was
furnish, d by one of the participants:
anhourtor more -the leader of tie platoon return .After
d end iported that his ]p.l!teon had bcn urixren
back fron the vicinity of the uner by heavy small arms

After a.: had taliced over what to do, he borrowed

liLe,

a )azooba rlnU several rock ts from my company end returntwo°
Latr
ne told me that he find
latoon,
ed to is
roets
at the bunker from a rangc of about, tqentv-fivc
ywxrds.
Tb- fire' from the bunker mrvdiately stopyed and
wh n tie p1_
ctoon ciosed with it a few minutes later they

f ndh

bunker abandoned,

The antitank

.

renade also provAe,ffctive against these

strongly built bunLers which were nurous throughout the Oermn
positions.

0 nd

Aithough both grenades

rocks

abJe of. pnetrating the bunker walls, they

-

3 4-l?-

are reporte.

as incap-

e-ro effective wh n exploded

-

,

close to the slits
well directed,

and in moost cases both grenades and rockts

stunned the occupants.

Onr

ihen

sergeant who had consider-

able experience with both weapons stated that after using th,,m on a
bunker, "if you close in fast you'll find 'em (the defenders)
knocked cold or goofy."

either

A staff serr.eantof the same unit observed

with respect to grenades against these bun.ers:
,
.Since the slits are close to the ground levuL, a
grenade .exploding vithin t-±re;- feet or so df the slit
will get the Germans if they are looking out.
! have
a lot of faith in hand ,grenades,.
As against tanks, both grenades and rockets were repoombed
satisfactory, there being some diffurence between units as to pro.,ferenc .

An Executive of a battalion'in'the I8th

Infantry

-enthusiastically declared that
; ,We have got the tanks whipped.
Men actually
fight for a chance to get close to a, tank with a
bazooka or an AT
Bgrenad.
Both ar swell-don't
make-any ch anEs in them.
In town fighting both th e grenade and the rocket launcher
have been especially vaELiuable for ciarine out strong points,
ings, and providing fon protection against armored vehicLes
lieutenant who participated in

build""
A

the clearing and occupation of

MUGNANO reported from his experience in

th

taking of thi s town:

91
I believe the bazooka itlin
the platoon should
be up with the point when passing, through a town in
order to frnish early protection to the point
against armored vehicles,
In one case (GNANO)
I
had my bazooka firer Lollowina me about fifty yards
just in front of the advance party.
Due to firfhrnm German armored vehlicles i was Unable to bring
4.

him strairht up and he had to work his war around
through Lthe buildings.
When he arrived the armored
.vehicles were moving out, .,
Sound training has been essential to success with t]ie rocket

launcher.

A number of cormmanders recormendri more traiin{ ,, thLLCe

ammnition to render the teams proficient before going into combat.
The Executive Officer,

143rd Infantry,

though his unit did vjelil with

the rocket, state 1 that

,± did not htve sufficient trainine aeLunition
for our bazooka teams before going into action. We
were so anxious for practice that 'wc.. actually used

-

5

-

some amunition that had ,been classified as defective.
we blew up some bazookas,

but no one was hurt.

Ye.,s,

,

Experience throughout the campaign has shown that thoroucn care
of the launcher and protection from damage, and additional ien assigned
to carry and operate the weapon
use,

It

re highly ilrportant in

has been found that proper care is

its

successful

often difficuit to maintain,

since the launcher must be carried by ordinary riflemen in addition to
their rifles and other equipment,
The Commaner of the 45th Infsnbry
Division pointed out that in

several instances because of failure of pro-

per care,
. the bazooka, has not. proved satisfactory.
It gets wet
and goes out. of commission. It has to be kept very dry
because of the electrical contacts, It.is delicate,
cumbersome, and easily dama-ed.
.
The problems of successful operation of thisweapon were clearly outlined
in a report of a battalion Commander of the 179th Infantry:
. , ,The main trouble vith the.bazooka is that it is an
extra weapon and one that is easily dented. When the
going gets especially tough the men carrying bazookas
sometiies discard them and just keep their:. own rifles.
Then when you want a bazooka to knock out a bunker, yea
find there aren't 'any around. Or the man carrying the
launcher bangs it around in trying to carry it as well
as his own rifle, and it is unserviceable when you want
it...

The need for additional ren in the rifle coppanies to obviate
-the problems aboVe cuoted has been mentioned by a nunber of corm-Landers.
Opinion is that a team of at least two ;Ten per launcher should be available to carry andi operate the launcher, unencumbered with other wtapons
or duties.

In d~iscussing the problem and.] the question of where the

bazooka teams shouLd be assigned wuthin the corcuany, a BattiOn hxecutive of the 189th Infantry stated! that it does not matter where the beam.
is assigne~d, but tha,U "the main thing] is .to have Uwo men with each
bazooka with no otLher weapons to handle."

ikewise .the i'atta.-jon

Cormander. of the 179th above cuoted added. that "it

would be a diffieren't

story if there were beams of two men with each launcher with no other
weapons except Pistols.°

1

The same opinion was. expressed by the Command-

er of the 168th Infantry-

" 36

-

.f-

o

.It

doesn't matter where you put the bazooka tean. in.
Just add some men anywhere in the
T/O to hand]_e it, so vwe don't have to take other ,men f'or
.

the rifle company.
.it,

.

S

One serious deficiency with r)ard. to the use. of grentes has
been Lhe lack of suitable .touches or basr in

which to carry thm.

The

need of sudh equiument vas felt in the Tunisian and Sicilian Cal,'ai#ns

In [Laly ib

as been neeced more urg(.ent'y becase of toe inc eese d

emph)loyment of these weapons.

A batta Lion Executive of the 30t-.In-

fantry reported that such pouches are "bad-ly needed,
"stuffed in

pockets

nd hunrr in belts,

men baking c,over, properly."

.grenadeS
andthat
.

as they are no.,

In the. 179th IrJabntr'

sequences as.-Daresult of thiss equiprent.-

deficiency

interfere wtLh

more ser'i..ou.s con,cre. reorte

h"r a

Company Comander:
.Our men need. a ban- or pouch'for carrying

en:deo.

shou.ld be made wit:h intern-al pockets ight c.knob so
oot
-f, f
• h
f, even
c )..-j,,i
Fond
g_.r .de va,:
thatthe lever of -the
if the pin works out.
I kno-of one officer and several
men who have been ]-illed by g7renades cpLoing in Leir
pockets, apparently because .the pins worked out as they
It

were craw.ing a.lon.
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F4 .PI,OYMI
t',NT
ppf37j'/.r AD 57-,m ANTT4K GUNS
1
In the Italiar

Campaign,

the enloymenbof jxm 'a.ri

7mm

antitank guns co.mprised two g eneral purposes.

In areas suited bo-the

employment

their normal anbLbank

role,

of hostile armor, they wv.ere used in

In the close, mountainous

country where no threat ofenemy

tanks was .present, they were also used-whenever. possibWe in genera].
support of infantry operations.

In the difficulb mountainous terrain,

employment for' the latter ourooso presetrd ser'ious probloms of lj1ans-l
port,

locabion of positions,

and ammunition supply.

througheut the several divisions that participated,
differed as to the relative effectiveneas

In.. both roles
opinion has

of these two weapons.

Come

comanders definitey recromm'"ended that the 17,mm be replaced by-itcrlc_
p
57rm because of the added fire nower of the latter.

The Cc mnder of

the 45th in.antry Division has stated that he prefersthe 57,.,, and
the Division Commander of the 35th shn. iCthe sane

-
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of other com-manders of all grades conversely expressed

OW w-1_tA

tsatisfc

the 37im gun as a battalion weapon and recotiended th.at the 57 .i.
reserved as aa .

'i nental gun far reneral sopoort.

tact 01 the

be
('C> 1at

h-'
i

a..lounteins lndlte

exe rience reported in. both open country and

s,

the 37cmw proveO to be an excell.] ent weapon for the attack of pilbo

The Coorinder o f tie 3-th i-

emlaced mchLne guns, and strong points.

fantry I)ivision stated that UtWe want to keep the 37nmm wath the
attalions beca-use it

o the nor-fyani Ia ntitn',

ence

.ncrr

an ece.... ent pj.1]A,.x weapon,a

is

robe of lhi s

Un. a Battalion 9'C1 LAAv7e

f

Inion ty reorted:

the 1201

The 37}.ein un shoul b the batta.,ion antitank weapon
It will stop a MK VI tanr if you put scrao on the tank
id then
when it is 200 to 300 yards trot. your positio
Lou
soko.
tw
of
ot
comae
it
when
hit it in the side
ac-d
LnS
av,,we-or
y
if.,
tns
at
gget sicie shots
c
Dick,,
fasI-siootinand easy to
properLy. The 37m.. is q
a regimental
is eood asS7:m
get intop1osition. The
fle apo to back up t e 9r Sbut" it is too slow going into
action for a battalior weapon.
In anotler Divi.sion,

iots

ander of t

though lie discounled the ca.

Infantry expressed i sililaar opnio
bility of the gun to stop .a ,at

Co

the ,,,gi.enu-b

.

VI tank:-

.11 think that the 37nira should be thu battaclion a.it%
I
sank weapon. The 7 is a Too. triol-threa.t weatpon
bactalionIs
the
not
is
thdlt
b-t
VI,
ia,,
s -1it not stop
...n..
I
Son-c.).Lody bebin1 h:os :ot to dtn
job any a;
its
hotr.
and
aced,
elt
is
it
37rmi wiLl top a 11 IV if
fire lone

nooa-li.

*

In the 3rd Infantry Division,

s anco Troop comil
supoi

weagon,

N5te

tile

colyw m(,.3-0,o
o....

on the genoeila]utitlt

end int sonnctioan, wi:th its e

the Reccrn.a s

o1h.enaiS-

of the _37vr.r frun is a.
P ay]_orrent it

lid

broos,

observed. °

wust h-avc she 37rn. if. wr baro~n imto armoremd cars
o .lie
le have <,sederashane guin nests, and antiItank rosition~s.
n.
.un nests with
.
it against istitani noositions can. ... acliiae
The 50 caLiber is nrot enough..
good effect,
In theimountainoas terrain unsuited to tuan
and 37mr were effective for attacking bunkers,

actiun, boti -,57/m.m

eiplacexents,

tef,
points whenever it was possible.to get them into positiun.
difficulty

as. been trans)port

nd locati on of positions

3~ 8i

Uto

'ca stroog
e-c
'iC.

nathey

In J.
The Assistant Divisionr Coumrder 3ot0
could be taken.
' i
up viucn atte
Division stated-that "we can't ge't the 37s
n vwe can the 571er ,
nount' iusan Lha,
r7

.

,

.y

-,

s

The solution of' this proble,-accordin$

to

"In this

wrouL . have been ideal for t'he terrain.

of

.lcih

'on,

would have been the use of theiold .. 916 37m.

srePoed the Re..-artL.ertv

at Liem°i

mtbe

t

b.js

it

tultuohich we can

country becaesowe. can't find .)ositinno

officerss

j

S

'1oar 57nri lpns .are ort aL ttl.c y use.esL

fantr.y, declared that

thwse

i"t

hofte

.n

ry

t

untaini

.

_- j

of t1,e 179th Infantry,

Co:.'rer

e a Go, se 1
.;am woul...
3..y1916
37
some of Li oold I
if we
We couP1 nut-a direct nits an toSe sto be bu1nlers
uinh-ndlod ±nhad ther, and thezy tire l.'hL enouu't to
A fev# in the AILS Orinance
to ab,'nost any -osibion.
be a

Depot that we could get when the need arose wautr
fine idea. ,.
Siailar opinion

-as voicer

n.antray
Division

3bth Inf

Troop

c

by the Cam..nr othe

916 37rmF Ins in
would like twoof the. old
Thoy cauid be transported in .t:-ton
each p.-atoon.
ar
trucks end then ore ccrr-ow) hr ....
which the coud be s
ato.nack outi.i
chine un
houI.d be re-nests, etc. "The a 1 titark 37 15 OK anv
ut fre ou nttv w can't
tained foCor antitana work.
geL it into firing pOsitions from wIdc1.oh it can be .sed
e un nests.
to knock ott these ,im
.
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DTPLOY2NT Q.;f .-..
Frxerience in

V
t111TAI
IICAL

2

iemonstrate-the

Italy has continued to

ef fecti .veness of chemical mr.tar, units in.su.,oort

rations.

oue.

of inftnt.

;n has shown the_ A:
As in Sicily, the presentcc.-.i"- "i.c.

mor tax t..o be a..rost accurate weapyon ccnbrLe of' d.el__ver

-a a.i.,

volume of orecise ano. cestrvictivc lire

on a v,_riet): of tu~rr eas.

J;h.e-r,-,cal ha-Dta...ions nave been dttaahec,

uo

Ai. )riliciPVi

sub-attachm.ent La ranjiuental_ corbat teams.
SJn
fire has been fotiowed excet

unusubl

situatio.nus,

caus i-gn. has shov,n oerinite r. that t he cha.
considerer

as

substitute for su.ipwoiL art-".r.

suYOilatiL the or canic
76 at'
outstand ilug

ca

L8I,

0 nd

l

c

UL[

- 39 -

ar.

_d

sha'

r.rtar
or as

v ole

>.,_s

>i

of

iot be

weifoV

.mortars of? the infant>,

alAfue h.,sbeen the

r

inf'antry diVj~siO.iE ..

cc't-,

Is

La

-_s de-

fire which it can deliver at the critical tine and in the D1.C
sired by the supported infaIntry cormtianoter.

As in the case of th , infantry mor"tars and other heav, ',flv-n
mtunii,)n h,v-e

severe difficuities in transport of both the weapon and

the growuid ha.s permitted.

been used whenever3
an._e fire and relt

some etenb "Isened the

The qua].-ties 0f

).r-

eo £)ea xx:

-!.v

ln, rane for. its

ivey

Yr.khas

b

Transport .by -ton

been imposed by the mountainous terrain.

of
1:('-) pithr
c~b.Ie~i-i

0iT
in

f .e.in;" bhe..:ortars fct xrdrr .,

robete

-.
moUntains some ibure. ha've been viJrtally i..i.i 'J
iscad

the h).igh r

Des-izte the di.FicuLi-as occasioned bl tei'ain., th)e 4 2 has been scc,,.,enr"IL
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....
...
.Aft.
,e
ro
3 and the foiIo,ig
nc ..n,
C the leCm"
11t}
cesfu.lly use., trourhout
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anduf, of

uoted from a rio

on combat experience, are

principles bas,

Fifth Arm;:
The i--eavy

a.

avnues of enemy

on all
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as sool
"Io.c"
01pp

Goler.o
14

b.

s.all,

ire ahen

icay

the

ssa..

n ob,'ct.vt.by
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be site: so bhat enemia

L.
by te.s
c,
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the orinfntry ta bes

mortars shodr:l

LL",'.

orters should berangerrod in
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be broken up

1Sthe.irf(ntry eorlMftnCer,

1ir.ect9,;

prece bne anttack, the miortars and. arre stocks of

D>.:
Dur-b1:te
forwar4 as far as ososibhe.
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enb
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enemy
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,b-oLb
be used free7
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rout,
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do, hebl's
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ahiC
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tar sgets LUIant cenriob be

ech,7

autiLL.

'.th

'Lu.re,

}ru,ciio

tort.u un

art.)Lieay

eaCh1ta

forward observers sheu.lcl work togtnr
taryets ayrooatO to his weapon.
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movements. should be studied and mortar fire should be employed to
interfere with hostle movements as much as possible.
The chemical mortar has been effective with high ex-)1osive,
white phosphorus, and with combinations of both.
gui

eoacem.o

r.o.ts and bultdinas tnfested with snipers and. groups
of

leon, and
ain for genral infantry suport,
v 1..Labie

Again-sb mchine

It

has been esnecial

it

has proved

imo:nrtt as a means of attidk..i

g

rge bodies, of encry in. defli.,aded or sheLtered assembly areas, prior
to their.£attick.The

exa yie of this type of action is

quotec from. a miremorandum of the CG3, Fifth Army:
.A f.oCc of aproximately one German infantry
battalion was observed formin-, in a sheltereo valley
for an attack on the Range-.--irs who were holding a nountai. -..-ass.
Th& mortars had rana:ed, in .on this area as
a i-ily
avenue of approach.* At the critical moment
the Raner Coniander. called for mortar fire and 550
rounds of t-i fired at the most rapid possible rate
yon
ch:emica,l company broke up the formation and
teft the r: round covered ;4
ith dead and ounded.
In
.
anlothlfler
attack under simiLar circ4umstances against
another unit . C)) rounds of i. .and-250 rounds of 'P
broke UPi the attack completei
anD
Inearl.y 2o0 dead
-were .eft in the valloy.
In a1.;r.:1
r attack near
VJ:J.JAIf,.O, massed fire of a cremical battalion was
placed on the attacking, force. dhich was repulsed..
Whenever the situation has dennded., the chemical
bee r most effective in

laying smoke screens

aortae

has

One report. of such an

opEration shov's that
...
.A smoke screen about 500 feet high and 3 miles
long
placed
on the op.rations.
north side ofThis
the screen
\fLTURNO
cover ;;as
brice.
buil.din.
was to

maintaink.ed fob eleven hours durinez the first day.

In

the succeed3 ng night it was mai-utained by smoke pots,
and in the morning it was renewed, by .mortar fire and
kept up. for six. hours. A total of 3,&0O white phos,phoros shell~s were fired at th~e rate. of one shtll

every fifteen secon.ds after the screen had been
initiiaJly estab...i tshod.. .
An unusual. and h~igh-ly successfult type of mortar employment

was the ±llumination of' attackig forces by silhouetting them
against the glare of phosphorus shell fired into an area behind the
attacking troops.

A re port .of this incident illustrates the possi-

bilitie sof this novel employment:
*n a German nirht attack at SAN PiIETRO, white
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phosphorus she1s were fired beyond the main body of the
The lIrht of the burning phosphorus threw, the."
attackers.
enemy soidiers into bold relief, and our cachine runnnersto eecut,.-- dead'l fire and break up-the
wvere enablea
Appro.< imcately 400 rounds aere used in this opeattaclk.
ration. .
apparent f rom

The extensive employment of the chemical.units is

0,000 rounds of 4.2. mortar shell were fired

the fact that approxntimately

One battalion

in the sector of two divisions in the period of-one month.
served in the line for 120 consecutive days without, relief 4

FreciuentLy.-

incorming division

when a divsion h1as been relieved from the lire,'the,

has reouested the mortar, battalion in:,,the area to remain attached to it.
The Chief of Staff, 36th infantry.ivision referred.to the work of the

mortars as follo..s:
,The attached chemical units have done a fine job.
We havr used the 4.2 to good advantage in many places
cokul not ,et our s... -oropelledcnnen
where :e

cou~p ny weapons,
31.

LIGHT AiA::T.

or our 571m guns into position..
AN,.D

1.

OAIPERA!S

have assumed increasirfig iuipert--

ye

Night ope ratlonls of 'alL

The necessity for movements

ance throu ghout the fighting in Italy.

under darkness in mountainous country, affording the enemy doidnant
Limited objective night attacks have

observation. is readily aparent.

played a larger role than ever in the infantry operations.

They have

been of special imoortance in the taking- of towns and villages against
which davbl_ ,ii-t
opeaton

assault invariably proved costly in casualties.

atn-ht

thorough p.)anning,

and par:ticularly in

attacks,

the elements of

and briefing of all ranks as to their

reconnaissance,

objectives and duties have heel] essential.
maps and compasses,

In all

Likewise,

proficient use of

maintenance of control and direction, initiative and

sumll unit leadership have been paramount to success,

Plans and techni-

ejue have raturlly varied with the nature of the terrain,

and the unit makin'g the attack.

the objective,

The fol.owing general observations are

cuoted from a Battalion-Executive of the l8Dth Infantry, whose unit has
had wide ex-Perience in"tatA

and has conducted a number of successful

ni :ht attacks:

-
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*For a nightby attack,
you ,"ust ha.'mv thorough dayti.r ht
reconnaissance
all lea.'ers.
Put cub en.ouh night

patrols to screen your foltwardmoveet
o
eptrack
of what the enemy does. These patrols show!> push upTto
within 200 yards of the enemy _posi -ions, t6 within 10
yards if possibLe.
Give each Seadin coaLnV a dfinite
terrain objective, and do the same for eachp.atoon,, if
poss.bie.
Make you.r movement to ti"!ine, of patrols in platoon
col mn, well closed up, -with pla-toon co-!urine within
viLsual-, contact of each oler. Allow 1.to 20 m.nutes, at
the patrol Line for the platoorleA '....s and tir
mento
get orj..ented., to get. all ihformation froi .the patrols,
and to ret de>KI'toyed.
Then move forard quietly and
loily until.
are discovered
then
-ou chn r'.
Your
atta:.ck rust be made along the sides Cfbthe eopes of
ridg.es if the ridges run in the. direecton of your attack.
You can't mov alonh the tops of ridge.. orinthe bottoms.
of the draws, because the Gerans alway-s ",ve these areas
covered with machine pistols or Ii i?.h.ht
mniacne guns.
After you capture the ob"ctLv e (2on0t stay on it
The Germa-ns ad..L shell hell out of it.
You mo-ast move
:the flankf

forward, or to
contro.

to

.. d from which you can

the objective a .d where vou wil

be out of the
lat
lea t, thy

German con centrations.,.• Temperarily,
koep you of " li-e objective and you keep "hom off it.

Follow bte attack Close>y with ivire, ..
a. take a
will ususty have ,to, .t jou oim
l
artillery lift+ed so that you can move off the obj.e ctive.
Use a pyrotechnic igna1., for. this .if the rado and wire
are both out, butu otherwiso don't use it.
It ives the
radio along. you.

cld.inforria
J.
Lion, ,

Germans too

-

:, -r

he.'ness,-:

obat .in Italy has shown more then %ver the necessity of
emphasized .training
action.

.gh operations for units before

The Assistant Division Conrander,

oing-i-b

36th Ini'anbry Division,

who had directed the night training at the Fifth Ar.my, Leadership
Battle Training Center,

in Italy:

cormm.ented after sevorai, months'

exuerience

.

-

,.,.Now, 'as to nigrht trawnnag.
It show 3~f be stressed
after [,a
tsl c training is completed.
First ,yoouroust teach.
the soLdier how to live at nig,.ht.
The .scuad show!..d sleep
as a squad, so tha t the so.rad leader' can ,-et hold of his
men quickl,fy
Also platoon chi~efs must be able to get.
hold of squac, leaders, and so on._ One Cointxarny 002 ri
,ander
of the. 34th Piv-ision who saw our s.attl' Training course
said that if

they had had it

he might have been able to

save more of his comp'ny in a certai.n situaaion i en they
were jumped at night. As it was it .took near>y two hou-rs
to assemble his company. Similarly, the Soldier Iust be
taught all the small things
cooking at night, follow"
ig irection, use of the compass, iow to or aanizea.
defensivc position in the dark so a.s to be able to recriv:
a counterautack at daylight, avid such a sl ioe thini
as
heni to dig a foxh ole pro[ierly at night..
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With regard to night training of units, the Chief of Staff of the 34th
Infantry Division recommended:
.As to night training, stress control and maintenance
of direction. I am sure the Division Corrmander would say
attack at night should not be for over. a kilorny
that
meter and a half. On the-nights of November 3 and 4 we
advanced three kilometers. unjer darkness against opposition
and occupied the heights north of the VOLTURNO. Our
casukities-oere 60 killed, 329 wounded, -and no missing.
Your training for night advance should include passage of
obstacles o.f a1! kinds...

Similar recoammend, ions w,ere caade bythe Comnander of the 36th Infantry
Division, whose troops fought .their first campaign from SALERNO to.
CASSIN0"
.nA addition to night movermnents and driving l and the
use of maps at night, units to inclyde, battalionsMust be
taught hov to mairttain directioh at night so that they can
proceed fTrom one terrain.feature to another at night and
be___.sure to be on the righit terrain feature in the. morning,
prepared -to resist counLtecrattack. F-:requently they will have
to fight to get this terrain feature. Therefore training
shouldinclude too night attack, wnich however, must be on
a fixed direction and with a limited objective. Organization of the position in the dark after it is reached must
be. included in this training..

"

to
Likewise the VI Corps Comaander declared that "men must be trained
take care of themselves at night and not get lost,

and a Battalion

Conander of the 179th Infantry stated as a result of extensive
experience in. Italy:
Er.Emhas:ize training in night attacks by small units,
platoons or l.ess, to kLnock out machine gun nests and
roads, trails,
make then keep off
In this work open
bunkers.
ground,, as these are always
patches of

and narrosv
...
mined or covered( by direct fire of gutomnatic weapons.
trails,
or
roads
However, teach their to move parallel, to
or they will 1 'et lost at ntigbt in such terrain as this. ,..
Small unit tec,.ni:"quo in

,

the occupation and Organization...of

ground at night in-muuntainous country was thus described by a platoon

sergeant of the 179th Infantry:
.When we move into a position at night we always dig
everybody, in on the forward slope first. We dig four
deep slit trenches each big enough to hold two or three
men. We dig them two in the front and one to each flank.
men Cg individual foxholes. We put two
The rest of the
to three men in each of the four slit trenches as a day
The rest of the platoon moves to the reverse
outpost.
in again. If the Germans attack, the men
;i1is
stop- lnd
on tie reverse slope move forward and occupy their holes
The idea of putting two or three
on the forward slope.
*

-
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men in each of the "'outpost holes" on the forward Slope

is to have reliefs of sentinels without daylight movement.
Each night the outpost group is relieved by other men from
the platoon and moves back on the reverse slope.
In the 45th Infantry Division, the Commander emphatically
stated that
T
! am an exponent of night operations. The Army
Ground Forces policy of havinp one-third of all
training
at night is correct. It must be borne in mind that mines
viil stop us at niht but Uhe German can't mine the
whole counLtr, . ,Our rarching, even the hardening exercises, should be done at night. Officers and non-commissioned officers must learn to follow routes. NO
lights should be permitted. Mtjen must learn to march,
bivouac; move transport at night. Units have to be
relieved at night, and this
be nracticed..must
Teach
them- to move quietly , no singing, o noise. Give them
lots of marching on trails under assumed situations.
In late November., 1943, special inquiry was madE, by the G-3
Fifth ArLy, into the lessons-of fdight operations that had. developed
from the Campaign.

The opinions and recomrendations of a number of

exnerie nced commrianders as a result of this inquiry ere identi cal
with those above quoted.

Comment on the enemy reaction to this type.

of combat were of special intere st:
*The German soldier does not like to fight at night
and does not fight at night as well as during tho day.
In Several instances German security at night has been
found to be lacking, Some instances have also indicated
that the German soldier whien surprised at night has bercome confused and has been an easy victim of the welDtrained night fightert.
32.

SCOUTING AND PATROLLING
No elements of infantry combat haye been more ii:
portant in

Italy than scouting and patrolling.

As the mountain, fighting has

become more and more static, frequently the entire activity on tvide
fronts has become patrol operations of one type or another.

In

January the Regimental Cormmander of the 179th Infantry stated that

'the fighting now is almost all a matter of scouting and patrolling,
aj~dgment

then justified by the existing situation.

As in Tunisia and Sicil.y, the Italian Campaign has shown
that infantry units are generally below the required standard of
proficiency in these subjects at the coimneement of a campaign,
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and gradually improve through hard combat experience.

Early in

the

Campaign the Commander of the 45th Infantry Division declared that 'tour
patrolling is vry poor, but we still capture prisoners."

Confirmation

of these views was shortly forthcoming from a corporal of the 67th Panzer Grenadiers captured at PLSCOLv0&AZZA by elements of the. 45th
Division on 5 October, who stated in effect that
.,American scouting and patrolling activities have been
carried out on much too small a scale. This was especially
true of niht pro7ls. It the Americans had. realized that
.rthe recent
the. German squads were 400-500 yards apart in
dis ngage.ment phase -they could have, risked more arid would
always have. been able to get through the, Crman lines.
fterward again drew attention to
The same Division Commander shortly a,
the need of better patrol action:
Teayasa
whole is eak on patrolling.

They go to

maneuvers and don't patrol enough. Units make contact without their patrols ever hitting.
After an extended period of mountain fighting in which much of
the action had been reduced to the action of combat patrols, the level
of proficiency became improved and the Coimmanding General, VI Corps
observed, with special reference to the work of the Parachute Infantry:
. *The scouting and Patrolling are now much better, but
they were not good 'to start with. Patrols now get out,
stay for two days, take care of themselves, and do not get
lost. The Paratrooperst patrolling from the start was
much bettor.. They kneW how to patrol in .strength, to get
out quickl.y wel to-the front and flanks, and. to find
their way at night. I suggest that. their system of night
patrol training be-adopted for other troops. .
Similar comment on the improved standards in these, operations was made
byt the-0-2, 34th InFantry Division early in

January:

. . *.The vaLhe of deep and aggre:ssi-ve infantry patrolling
•was again brought out,* The infoumatidn obtained Irom
these patrols from personal I,:nowlidge of the ground and by
the prisoners they secured was later p:rove:n to be extremely
accurate and could not have been obtained in any other

manner.
*The

*

,

..

value of large;- ambush patrols for the purpos

of capturing

prisoners and generally disrupting tihe enemy was demonstrated, and one
Division Coimander reconmended incruased employment of such groups:
. .There is the ambush patrol -- we should make more use
*
Ambush patrols can catch enemy patrols and get i
of it.
formation. We must use larger patrols -- passing to true

-
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raiding parties.
Some patrols may be as big as thirtysix men, big enough to raise hel-and keep the Germans
in a stew aLL nil-ht.
We. have captured 700 Germans in
this campiaign (as of latter November) -- mostly by
ambush patrols.,One lesson,

that large patrols with specific missions should

make provision for rapid coimmunications vith the main force, was
pointed out by a Battalion Executive of the 180th Infantry, who gave
the, following illustration:
.Ilearned something from an incident that occurred
near OLiVETTO.
Vie were advancing up a road a.lona the
STlE RIVER.
The river ran down through a pass in a
ridge, and on the left another and higher ridce ran
almost at right angl.es to the first
ridge,
It was recojmmended that (a strong patrol accompanied by an
artillerv liaison officer with his radio,, should be sent
up the high ridge on the left to hunt for artillery OP's
and knock them out.-Also to locate-hostile battery
positiond and-bring fire down on them.
The patrol was" '
to move well ahead of the main body, so as to have the
OP1 's knocked out before our advance up the slope to the
pass commenced.
The patrol wyas sent out,. but the liaison
officer was not sent with it because it would have taken
too many men to carry his radio,
The patrol wiped out
three QP' s from which the Germans were directing their
artillery fire,
They could see twelve enemy batteries
besides ten to fifteen tanks in firing position but had
no means of comxmunication by Which they could direct
counterbattery fire on them.
Lesson:
Any patrol like
that should have proper means-of coimmunica-tion with

it. .,,

Patrol experience.and German methods of counteracting patrol
activity weredescribed

in a report of the Commander of the ,179th

Infantry:
.The reduction of these
petrol action,
Our old men
points of patrolling during
placements know practically

stone bunkers is really a
have picked up the fine
the campaign, but the renothing about it.

The Germans have a nasty habit which makes difficult the work of patrols sent out to locate the German
defensive positioni.
The Gebvmns do not fire on these
patrols if they can avoid it, but let them go on
through.
Prisoners have stated that they were ordered
not to rire except in case of a major attack.
They
have also recited instances of seeing our patrols go
by their position at a given time on a certain night.
Checking back, we have been able to verify that one of
our patrols were there at the stated time
On the. other hand, if one of our patro.s stumbles
into a German position, the Germans try to destroy it
t, the last,ran, to prevent the information getting
back to us.
A night patrol nMust be good to get in, get
inform ation, and get back..
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Concerning the use of patrols to seize and hold ground until
stronger eleraents can be brought up to occupy it in force, the same
Regimental Comnander drew attention to an important lesson from the
fighting in Italy:
.
.In training in the United States, emphasize that
ground once gained cheaply should be held, Time after
time a patrol is sent out to determine the enemy strength
on some hill and finds that the hill is unoccupied. Almost invariably the entire patrol comes back to report.
Then some unit is ordered forward to occupy the hill. It
moves forward arid finds the hill alive with Germans who
smother the unit with fire from machind pistols, light
machine guns, and mortars.
The G-3, 45th Infantry Division made identical comnent on this subject
and applied the principle also to the question of bridges:
* ,
.The same thing holds true at bridges, Several
times a patrol has found a bridge not blown and the
entire patrol has come back to report. Before some
other unit caTn get up to seize, the bridge, the Germans
have blown it,
This is the most common failing in
patrolling among the infantry of- the whole Division.

Regarding the use of call signals among patrols at night a
Battalion Executive of the l8Oth Infantry warned against promiscuous
sound signals that might disclose locations:
.At night, don't use bird calls as signals.

are no birds in the battle area-

--.

There

they all leave,

However cats and dogs stick around, so dog barks and
cat howls if well done are all right. The Germans use
cat howls a lot. If a C-erman uses a cat howl, lie
down and answer, him the same way.
le will then come
towiard you and you can get him with your bayonet, . . .
Without exception all comanders recommended intensified

training in scouting and patrolling for all units which are training
for combat,

"There's no suchi thing as too much training in patrolling,

espcialy
igh

paroling"

declared one infantry Regimental Comn-

mander, and a Company Commnander of the 504th Parachute Infantry
reported aliso that

.A
unit cannot train enough in scouting and patrolling. Our patrols, even now, come back with only
partial information. A. strong patrol sent out with
a radio for a period of two days can accomplish.-more
than three patrols sent to definite localities but
remaining out for only five hours or so,.
A Battalion Comander in the 179th Infantry like-wise stated that

,-
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*
.*Mlore
training in night patrolling is needed.
It
must also include digging in at night, so as to be dug
in and camouflaged by daylight.
This should be followed
by occupation of position for the entire next day with
absolutely no daylirht movement permitted,
And the Conmander of the 45th Infantry Division with reference to
training declared:
.The problems must be made realistic.
Set up an
enemy force.
Stage the thing..
There is no use sending out a patrol unless there is to be a capture or
other real patrol action.
lake the training realistic.
Put out a listening post, then pive them some sounds
to -isten to.
Require report's of what they have seen
and heard.
If a patrol doesn't do a good job, have
them captured and then fine the leader for negrlimence
in appropriate cases..

33,

TOWN AND VJLLAGL]', FIGHTING
An outstanding feature of the mountainous country in Italy

has been the presence of numerous towns and villages through which
ou

dvneha.ra.-ese-

our advance has progressed,

These towns and villages have been a-

most invariably located on dominating ground or on ground vital to
the security of the advancing line of cormiunicatiorxs.

They have
7

generally consisted of closely packed houses and narrow, twisting
streets. As a rule the roads approaching them pass through the
center of the towns and become the main street of the community.
The houses and buildings are

walls-e e:.'.rally
hits.

strongly constructed, with thick stone

tmune even to artillery fire except for direct

These towns and villages have -been heavily defended by the

enemy, and he 'has made full use of them as organized strong points
and positions of vantage for snipers.

Approaches and.flanks have

usually been covered by miachine guns and mortars, the.latter often

being dug-in in lefiladed positions in rear of the town.

Where the

villages have been less congested, and the houses more sea, terod, the
enemy has frecuently allowed advance attacking elements to pass and
enter the village, and then has sought to destroy the support
following, at the same time endeavoring to cut off the advance
elements.
Experience has disclosed several ways of dealing.v -ith

-
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these villages and towns.

terrain perm-its,

An effective method,

when the situation and

is to by-pass the village under cover and seize high

ground beyond it, thus, either forcing the enemy to withdraw or cutting
This method has proved highly satisfactory in a number of

him off.

cases, and experience of a battalion of the 504th Parachute Infantry has
thus been given by its Executive OfficQr:
about taking small t'owns or
hat is tau.ht at Ben
here. That system costs too
o
villa,es is impraoticabr
many men in the sort of towns we run into in these mountains. We have learned by experience not to try it. We
just work the whole outfit around the town or village under
cover, seize the high ground in rear of it, and firmly
establish ourselves on that dominating high. ground, If the
Germans want to stay in the village, we let them stay there
till they rot. Take enough food and aP'hmunition around with
you to last 24 hours. The Germans Vill pull out in that
period, and usually we inflict heavy casualties on them
The road through the town or
during their withdrawal.
It is always blown anyay and
village is not so important.
you can't use it until sometifle later after the engineers
get up and repair it.
*

.

The Commander of another battalion of the same regiment concurred in these comments,

and recited sinilar experience in the capture

of a number of towns and villages:
remarks about not attacking
We learned at ALTAVILLA not

•I agree with Captain defended towns and villages.
to do that any more.,
--

We have employed the tactics he has

described, that is, working around to the rear of the
village with the whole force, at CALLO, MACCHIA, FORNELLI,
Get your-, It worked every time.
and several other towns,
self within 60mm mortar range of the .town, and on'
dominating terrain in rear of it,..and the Germans won't stay
in

it.

Frequently the terrain and location of villages and towns
have made the tactics above suggested impracticable.
Division stated that "if

A report from one

possible avoid the villages altogether and cut

off the enemy's line "of commnication.
possible because of the terrain,

But frequently this is

and also villages are often centers of

t
communiortion that are vital to the attacker."

In these cases,

fully planned, silent night attack has proved successful.
attacks,

not

care-

In such

systematic infiltration methods have been used by troops

eouipped with hand grenades and a high proportion of sub-machine guns.
As houses have been gained, they have been converted into strong points

-
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from which the attack progresses. Some units have advoc-.ted, the use
of enemy light machine guns to confuse the defenders, but this,
unless carefully done and with every man fully briefed as
to exact
plans', may likewise
ating tanks,
in

confuse the attacking force,

when the ground has permitted,

The use of coooer-

has also been successful

support of the attack.
An example of a. successful night attack on a defended town

has been recorded in a report of a Battalion Executive of
the 180th
Infantry who conmmanded a company which successfully took
SAN
SALVATORE:
.In a night attack against a town you have
a little
diffe rent, proposition -from other night attacks 'because
your plan of' attack has to be based mainly on a map
.study of the layout of the. town.
A good example of.
such an attack is one we Made with one rifle company on
SAN SALVATORE. I was comaanding a company then.

SAN SALVATORE is about equivalent in size to a U.S.
village of 1000 people.
All streets in the town convlerce through a central square, like the. spokes of a
wheel,
I was able to make a thorough daylight
reconnaissance of the approaches to the town, but the
platoon leaders could not ..-et up in ti-me and, were
limited to a map study.

The plan of attack-was as follows:

Each of the

three rifle platoons taking part in the attack was
equipped with all the "Tommy guns," bazookas, and
offensive grenades we could lay hands on. We borrowed
from other outfits. The attack was to be launched at
a prescribed time. One platoon wjlrould attack frontally,
one from the right side of the town, and one from the
]eft side of the town.
Since the streets from all
three sides converged into the central square, the fire
of all units would be directed towards the souare.
Orders were issued that there was to be no firing until
the unit was fired on; then they were to open fire
promptly and rush the buildings with grenades and
bazookas, Each unit was forbidden to fire to its rear
unless it was definitely sure that it was being attacked
in rear by the enemy. Each platoon was to halt on
arrival at the central souare art. keep up fire down the
streets leading to the fourth side of the town until
all platoons had made contact and I ordered the advance
to be resemed. Each platoon would then follow a designated street leading to the exit (fourth) side of the
town. I would be with the center platoon.
WAe cormenced our forward movement at the prescribed
time. As the center platoon which I was accompanying
neared the edge of tho town it was fired on by a heavy
machine gun and a machine pistol, both located off to
the right front. One man equipped with a rocket
launcher darted out, silenced one of these weapons with
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*

one round at a range of about 50 yards and then silenced the
other one with two rounds at about 75 yards. Then we rush"ed
the town. There'were trip wires across the streets connected to booby traps, but it was a fairly light nirrht and we
cautioned
were abi e to step over them. All the men had been
about trip wires and in addition, the leading man going up
each strE et was equipped with a light stick to feel for trip
wires, We worked up the streets as per the Benning teachins on street fighting, We used rockets against every
building from which we received resistance. In addition, we
threw grenades in every one of them,
When we reached the scuaro and had made contact, one"
half of each platoon was faced to the rear and left, in
position as a rearguard to protect our rear against any
hostile groups we might have by-passed. We halted on
arrival at a. stream at the far edge of town. Later Italians
told us that most of the German garrison, some 70 or 80 men,
had escaped by following the stream bed, Checking up after
daylirht we found we had captured eleven Germans and had
killed, five or six. This attack was on the night of 16-17
October. Believe me, the noise of Toimmy guns, bazookas, and
grenades in these narrow Italian streets at night is simply
terrifying. Some of the prisoners told us that they were
convinced that' they were being attacked by at least a
battalion.,
Detailed exqerience in-the occupation of towns has also been
furnished by a Battalion Cormmander of the 143rd Infan.try as a result
of fighting in the MAORINAPLES area in October, 1943:
,Towns in this country consist of all stone buildings
with thick walls, heavy -doors and shutters, and usually
with a courtyard inside. Most of the streets are quite,
narrow, with a solid, wall of two to four storey buildings
on both sides making it impossible for troops. to find
cover from sni.pers without breaking open the heavy doors,
There is
which are frequently secured with heavy iron bars.
usually one mumin street through each town, which is relatively wide, Numerous large churches with high domes or
steeples provide enemy observers and snipers with excellent
for several hhundred yards down principal and side
observation
streetsf.
*

.

It has been found necessary, to place stationary
observers on buildings as columns move through the streets,
since it has been impracticable for pttrols to parallel the
columns along the rooftops, It is advisable in addition
to patrol down side streets to Send patrols promptly to
investigate church steeples and tall buildings overlooking
the routes of advance, as these are frequently found to be

occupied by snipers.

Enemy observers at such points-observe

our troops entering the town and call for prearranged fires
when the main body of our troops arrived. Such OP's should
be destroyed by artillery fire before our troops enter thetown, and should be kept under machine, gun fire to neutralize snipers until our patrols can complete their
investigation.

Hostile armored cars and .mortars are invariably posted
These
on the far sides of towns. to sweep the main streets,
streets should be avoided altogether except for patrolling,
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until the town has been thoroughly xropped up. Since many
towns were too large f or the "normal" tactics of'enveloping and entering from the rear, our system used. was for
one company, to move straight into town to a*designated
phase line then immediatel,. break open doors, put lookouts on adjacent roofs, aCr send patrols along the side
streets to the edge of. town. The patrols remain there
for security while buildings-are being moppe'd up, Ad
soon as the patrols reach the edge of town and report
all clear.,the next company passes through to the ne4
phase line and starts cleaning out-its portion of the
town. Tanks follow each .company to. take care of snipers
and armored cars. .
The defense of towns.aftet they have been occupied also
assumed, importance in the fighting.in Italy,. The following experience
in this type of infantry combat is also auoted from a report of. a
Battalion Commander of the same regiment:
I. the case ,n
o an .f e
be used. effectively, andThe- nar
r
.srets
allowed little
field of fire. or observation within the
town.
Groups on the highest roof in each company or
platoon .area acted as observers asw.,ell as anti-sniper
and anti-infiltration security groups.
However, towns assigned to bd held were often too
large for effective nerimeter defense.. Therere the
outskirts were outposted, Platoon combat groups were.
organized at only the principal- street intersections, by
occuPying two or three adjacent buildings. Machine guns
were located at each of these intersections to fire.down
the streets in all dir:ections. In this ay a solid band
of grazing macline gun fire could cover spaces between.
combat groups. Also antitank guns and mines were placed
in groups blocking principal, entrance roads. Resereve
units and headotarte ro: g:roups..
held. interior intersections,

prepared to counterattack...

34.

FIGHTING IN

tOODS

UIID BTOQDZD 2il PAIN

In some regions through wbhich the advance pregre seed, thickwy wooded areas wer'e encountered which involved fighting in woods, on
a larger scale than experienced in

previous campaigns in

this Theater.

Combat in thickly wooded highland presented problems in locating
concealed enemy machine gun positions, snipers, and centers of resistance not readily detected until in

very close contact.

Fields of fir

were restricted by'the tree .growth and in many places observation was
ltxlted te such distances as fifty or one hundred yards.
Advance in
such situations was generally slow, and was assisted by heavy mortar
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and machine gun fire distributed over the entire area of the attack,
followed by ri.flemen, employink assault fire.

Successful use of-these

tactics has been described in a report of a Battalion Comiiander of the
143rd Intantry w hose unit was engaged in ooded country for ,a considerable period:,
, ,The
entire area was-covered with thick trees and fruit
orchards, interspersed .-ith farmhouses, stone wails, and
numerous sunken roads. Fields of fire have been greatly
restricted, Enemy,. delaying groups with machine guns were
widely scattered and im ossible to locate until arrival
within 100 yards or-less, it was found necessary to place
heavy weapons in the front line or very close up., to avoid
hitting our own troops. After encounterin hostile fire
it was found very effective to spray the entire woods
ahead with rapid concentrations of, mortar and ma chine gun
fire for about one minute, followed by a rapid advance of
rifle platoons using assault fire to cover all trees and
house windows where sntpers might be hiding. In each such
case, t-e. Germans pulled out rapidly, leaving weapons and
ammunition behind, althounh we had been unable'to Locate
them previously.
fHowever, the tendency of troops in such
situations is to vait for, definitely located targets be.fore they will open fire, 'This results in great d.eiay by
very small groups of enemy who shift position frenuently
and keep up a demoralizing rate of mi.acl ine.gPun fire..
Continuous rapid fire deliver d by our heavy machine guns
had a particularly demoralizing effcct on the Germans,

35.

RIVTTR CROSSINGS
The.Italian Campairn introduced for the first'time in this

theater the problems of river crossing operations into current. infantry
combat.

Unlike the experience in Tunisia and. Sicily, the advance in
Italy was- on several occasions barred by formidable, rain swollen
streams that involved major operations in crossing, each time in

the

face of hostile resistance., Without ex ception this experience was new
to al]

units which participated, and neressitated te-chnique, improvi-

sat ion, and. tactics which had not previously been tried in combat.
The actual assault crossings were accomplished by the use of ropes,
improvised rafts, rubber reconnaissan.ce boats, and by wading and swimmuing.

boats.

Heavy Woapons were generally takenoYver on rafts and rubber

In some cases the'y were carried over disassembled. by wading

infantrymen.

The crossings were generally preceded by heavy artillery

concentrations on enemy defenses beyond the farther banks) prior to
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the arrival of the assault battalions. The actual crossinus iee
covered jith small arms and heavy w,:eapons fire of units set up to
cover the assault from the near bank,
The most outstandingri.ver crossinu operation in the Calripmign was thelpassage of the VOLIIRNO, Thepoints of crossin vwe
approximately 80 to 100 feet wide, with a moderate current somen'v, t-it
accelerated by rain which had also swiollen and deepened the stream.
The banks were steep and difficult to descend and climb, and further
L

increased the problems of getting heavy veapons and araunition across,
The Coimmander of the 7th Infantry, whose two battalions made the
initial assault crossin.s, has reported:
% .iany problems faced us in the crossing of the
VOLTURNO RIVER, In the first place w e were all in-experienced in river crossins as this was our first
attempt. Our bigrrest problem ,was ope of finding a
suitable crossing point for the men to wade the river,
The difficulties encountered in the operatipn were:
Heavy rains and equipment for crossin,
lie had heavy
rains that raised the river frfom two to four feet,
making, it impossible to find a place for troops to
cross by wading, It then became a problem of' devising
means of
Ietting the troops and equipment across. Je
had to take into, account the depth of the river and
the steepness of the banks on both sides.
le. had a
very limited amount of equipftrx'nt on hand to improvise
the means to cross, EnouTh 4 -inch rope was secured to
provide each battalion with two guide lines across the
river, Tarpaulins w}-ere removed from all 3//-ton
trucks in the regiment, aid with fram
mes made from
salvaged lumber, improvised rafts were constructed,
These rafts were found to be buoyant enough to carry
equipment or ten .men riding or holdin on, across WIe
deep water,
At the last moment four U}.Gs w,'ere
furnished but never reached the stream because of the
bad roads,
The Engineers were able bo f'urnishz us aith
a num.ber of rubber pontoons and a few seven-van reconnaissance boats.
11'
ith these various means it was felt
that the troops and equinment wiooLd .v-t across,
Thare
were no means available for cro ssing vehicles and no
hope of otting thenm for 12 or 13 hours after we
crcossed,
Comunrcations.
This Was al.so a difficult problem.
Captured German cable was obtained so that each
battalion could string two sets at each crossing:
Normal coamunication wire was used to tie into these
cables.
This did not solve the problem initiaLly because artillery fire disrupted the lines and enemy
machine gunners controlled the banks after daiight,
so that linemen were unable to repair the lines.
It
was late in the afternoon following- the night cros;inr
before telephone commvunication could be establisned,
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Riadio cosrunication was satisfactory and was used to contact
battalions.
Duetbtothe fact that!we
Ammunition and Other Soplies
across, arunitipon and
hicles
ve
any
get
to
could not expect
To overc6me this VIe
M.
prdble
another
supplies. presented
side of the river
near
the
on
clumips
established, ammunition
of resupplying
expectation
tihe
waith
darkness"
of
uCnder cover
It turn.ed
battalions by means of rubber pontoons and boats.
the
because
problem
serious
a,
not
out that anmmunition was
too
without
objectives
their
battalions were able to reach
much opposition,
CounterCounterattack after Crossin,
Protection aainst
the left,
on
ground
attackscould be expected fron the-.ht
careFrot
froht
i.n
and hvecha.ni'zed attack from the valley
ground
the
of
and
air---photos
ful study of the ground front
"itself, it was found that two streams r n generally throub
the regimental sectoir, which were serious tank obstacles and
7
would prevent tanks from working "fro"6. the left. to the right
Crossings .were therefore selected for battalion
flank.
sectors and routes of advance so-asto have one streart on
In order to takeca
all battLUalions.
the left flank offrom
the front, one tank company and one..
any tank attach
tank destroyer company were waterproofed and..attached to the
They were moved under coverof darkness to the
reinent,
near bank of the river v,ith theexpectation of crossing soo
Hover, it was necessary to g-t a bullafte.r da'&igvht.
to work the bank-down so they could
engineers
the
d.ozer from
noon the nest cray tanks and tank
5,et to the stream.About
ths worry from.
a nd relieed
strea.
the
destroyers crossed
mechanized a:ttack.
The,experience

of

th

leading assault-cona

batta].ions iakinOtLie crossing is

fro

report

the Comaouny-Comminder,

01f

which led the crossing

one of the

of 'uspecial. irfterest avid is
TIe foilo1n

trativc of the probtems of the opration.

iluS

.s cPuotod

Conoany, 7tu I nfantry,

"C"

of the VOLT3U ,0:

.Company "C" was the assault comp:'ny .or the batta:eion.
Theoui.ssion was to secure as a bridgehead an area abaoit"
1O00 yards square on the tar ekde of the river. Jo. arriw d
at the r:iner fruit our assenbly area about .0100 on. 13 SepTh.e com many was .<,vonl four ropes to stretch across
te~fher,
One [[ean was
the river, so I detail.ed two teen on oath rope.
Vart bank.
the
on
tres
to swim across and anchor t~he rope to
the
on
ro;>
the
anchored
and
white the other' man assisted
an d
apatre
yar.ds
near bank. The ropes w,"ere placed 'About"25
kapok.
,
Tue men. a]3-had..
each plateen was aissigned a tope.
]lifebr-dts to assist their crossing, anA t);7 using thc r0opes
they were able to cross in the swift current at this point.
The ordr at crossin, was the 3rd,- 1st, 2nd, and weapons
Comoany headouarters was to cross With the 2nd.
.pa toon,
The weapons p1itoon had. improvised rafts of
platoon.
canvas which soved unsatisfactory, as we lestone raft with

one Light mchioe gun, one mortar, one 511 radio, and the
swift for th
ootirelyto
ainmmunition." The current was
lost no men byv drownring on-the crossJng
canvas rafts,e
by ropes.

7.

.

.
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A summary of the tactical lessons of the crossing from the
cattalion viewpoint was furnish ed by the Comander of the 1st Battalion, 7th Infantry, and is quoted as follows:
*.Lt is quite necessary that a thorough reconnaissance be made of both ban! s of the, river and also of the
river-itself. Every attempt should be made to ;have all
the equinment necessary for the crossing assembled at
least three days in advance, and if nossible, use the
engineer pontoon boat, as it is, by far the most.success.
ful. You must have support units up to support the
The
crossing, and must expect opposition at an piacE,
crossing should be. made. as eaarly as nossibie during the
nirht in order to get the entire unit across prior to
day.ligjht. We were caught withpart of the battalion not
over at day].ight and suffered most of theL casualties
from these units. Try to cross the river on as broad a
eue
have your units mutually supportas passibeyvet
frontfrontfas-oossib
ing. We necessarily, had to cross on a narrow front, due
to the nature of the river bank on the near side. It
was about 20 feet deep with onby one -wash we could use.
The first company crossed the river without a shot being
fired, but the second.ompany crossed under artilic-ry.,
machine gun, and mortar fire. The beachhead should be
elstablished as eaiy as possible in .order to cover the
crossing of othr r troops, Do riot usc!arnyiprovied
ecuipuent if you can possibly get around it. Y lost
entirely too much eauipment from our improviced rafts
.
made from t1e 3./4-ron truck tarpaulins,
Comments as to other Itesson-experierces from the crossing of the
VOLTURNO were obtained from other

officers of the 7th infantr
nits;

are summarized as of. interest to all inf'antry
Rif]

units should not be expected

cross a rivr and. then makt

an attack.

and

uo

carry heavy rafts to

It is too ti-in; onthe men

and consequently slow4s down ther attack too much.
Rafts for inf'antry units, except for trans',orting such
ealtioment as machine ,nuns, mertars, .tadio

,

&J armmunition, are not

necessary i..n suach crossin.gs as that uf the JOL.,.IIOO

Well Limo6

rapes are cufficient and satisfactory for the men.

A scrong artillery concentration just crier to the crossing
is very; helpful.

At the NOLTY-,O

the artiltery, cov....red. r.round null,1..

beyond the riv-Er, btt not actualy on the fir ban.,

Fir eon th

H.r

bank close to th. stream x.acld have assisted the units crossing.
Th- German practice of lettin'

one unit go by and thon fire

on the folo.in' unit was also encountered i

-
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the rivrerossing9

It is never an assurance that a route is doer because another dniL has
preceded without opposition.
The most satisfactory aid to the infantryman in the passaae .of
a river is the use of ropes to cross on.
In river crossing operations, radio cmunication must be
provided

36.

.Wireis too uncertain because of disruption by artillery fire.

ATTACK OF STONE BUNK
........ 'S AND

LAC.,.N
,2i
TS

The German defensive positions in the mountains were characterp-.
ized by numerous welli-piaed

dug-in and cleverly concealed emplacements

troop she.lters, and mortar positions, A new element in the enemy
defensive .field works vwa-s the use of heavy, above-ground store bunkers

of a type-not hitherto encountered in

previous campaigns in

These stone bunkers were ge.neraliLy found in

this Theater,

rock-.strevn .areas containing

underlying strata arid outcroppings of rock which prevented adequate
d3ggingi-,n of positions-without the use of demolitions.
walls criss-crossed the terrain in

Numerous stone

such arbas- and in most cases the

bunkers were sited to blend into the general pattern of the
rocky slones, and were aliost indistinguishaolc

alls end

until approached at

close rangeo
scoeped-out
These bunkers generally consisted..of shall)er,-1
emplacements for 1.ihb a..nd heavy imiine guns,

surrounded by strong&

stone and earth walLs, coVered with p.ckedand. earth-revette stone to a
The overhead cover was amoerakly rein.ox sorfot
hegh o the
forced by heawy timbers or logs,

Narrow firin S sis

face of the bunkers,' close to tile ground leve:l

the rear.

vr

etL

h

Exits wore provided in

Th?.e folievwing description of specific exampl.es, of these

defenses in the vicinity of LATON.Y has been given by an. observer of tile
Army Ground F orces Board who studied the enemy positions in this area
immediately after they had been takenby our troops:
. * *The outstanding feature of this position was the sim
plicity and crudeness of the defensive works and.-the
skillful nrinner in which they had been blended into the
terrain, Because of the rocky nature of the ground, most
of the positions observed were constructed entirely above

..

ground.
Machine gun bunkers, mortar epiacerents, and
personnel shelters were made fro. local stone with their
overhead cover supported by timbers or ties and by doors
taken from nearby villages.
W7hile crudely constructed, reports indicate that
these bunkers and covered positions effectively with"
stood direct hits with Slam heavy mortar she-l Mort
emplacements and shelters for riflemen wore usually
located behind storn walls.
The forward machine gun
bunkers, although primarily-sited for fields of fire,
were noavertheless so placed as to blend perfectly with
the surrounding terrain.
The bunkers, many of -v:hich
were partially concealed by undergrovth, became an in"
visible part ofthe maze of rock walls w1hich forited
their backLground.,

positions

on them,

The German defensive tactics employed in holding these
had to be learned and taken into account in the attacks upand were thus described by the Comrander of to0 179th

Infantrv:
.,
,The German positiohswe .have run into in these
mountains have had very 2few riflemen in the front line.
The forward element of thie defense has consisted almost
entirely of machine guns in rock bunkers. These bunkers
are so cleverly blended into the terrain that they are

extremely difficult t o locate,

In tio daytime the

Germans seem to hold practically all their riflemen back.
about a couple of hundred, yards.
They depend on teir
machine dns., mortars, and artiiiery to stop your attack
or cause you such losses that a quick counterattack by
their riflemen will Throw you out.
At night tey
put
out listening posts manned-by riflemen.
hold back the majority.
.

*

but still

they

An effective method. of attacking these bunker-studded
defensive positions involved systematic silencing and capture of individual bunkers until a section of the line could he pouetratod in
force,

The' same reaimental colmmander above quoted has also reported:

.J.o
ret the Ge--rmans out of their defenses, you have
got to locate and knoec out a few bunkers, <hen l~ocate
and. knock out a few more in tie same area, until finally
you have a hole in their defenses.
Thren push a un..t
through the hole, usually at night, and mop up the ramaining defenses in the rear..
*,

The actual attack of individual stone bunkers initially
renuired a number of experiments with different methods and weapons,
It was found that they were generally imperviousto heavy. mortar fire,
even including direct hits.

In some cases

when the guns could be

gotten into position, these bunkers have been effectively, silenced

-
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i1OWs,
by direct 57mm, nd 37mm gunfire. In ,most irs
position
ever, it hos not been ,possibl to ge t these anti ta..nk [uns into

and neutrailizec

for tihe work. Thu same. has been true of employing tunics, When thiey
A regmontai Comcould be brought up, they did th job efficintly.
mnder stated in this connection:
three tanks into
.At LAGONE, we were able to tet two or

hull defilade oositiotis near FL:iOUZA. F]rom here the.,y
knocked out by direct hits 6)v-ral stone uunkers on the north
slope of the IPIi,,LE (te high ground just on the north udge
But that was the OniLy place it vas practicable
ofLAGONE).
, ,
to use tnst
Inquiry among a number of officers and non-commissioned
, experience in dealing with these bunkers resulted
officers who had wideo

in the, followincr reconmendations as to the most effective moans of re-,

ducing them,
*

hich comprise a conconsus of opinion to which all agreed:

. .Tho bunkers must be

ealt with by ,.JLe

It is

units,

tanks or sui-table artilLery
tIGt
gnrally not r)ossible to
weapons into position. to r(-duce bthorn by(di,rct fire.
m:ortar fire v0i.ll nyt penetrate the heavy coveIr
Attaclking, units

oul.d work their way up. to within

twenty-five to fifty yards of the bunker, under cover Of',smoke or darkness, if necessary.
close rang,
atc,
at

After approachin.theb

.

_Jker
it,

ith a rocet from.

as close to the fire-slit as possible,

the antitank launcher, or with several antitank gi,ne.s.
Then close On the. bu:ker as rapidly as possibl e and
dispose of the occupants with hand. grenades or bayonets.
The

nWiO\Waih whose recoiierndations are ouotod

that they did not bc*ieve' that the antitank rockets or

ove stated.

rnadus actra.Lv

penetratedthe bunters, but the concussion from such udssjles at close

range stunned the occupants and stade possibie their sis]posaL by :(acid
assault with hand grenades arid bayone.ts.
the)se bunkers must be car.nlully

The

use of smoke in attaqt.:ng

:xdcute 1 with dueL

I

consineratien of

Ge rman de f ense 'method s,
On one occasion a bunker was smoked prior to attack and the occupants
came out unrder its cover and tool, up fian'.n

jpotione in th;

oW eof

attach vith machine

the

frm which thc y SuLCceSSfully reoulsei thz

pistols.

The incident vwas thus described by a,Battalion Cotmiander of

the 179th Infantry, whose unit was involved:
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.

*

*

.Qn HILL 709 one of our companies Iiot up close to the

German bunkers.

The company couald .not rnove in da-yh

ht
because of the lack of cover' so a night attack was decided.upon. It would be moonlight, so it was decided to
place smok6 on the bunker at the time of the attack.
This was done, but as soon as the smoke screen formed,
the Germans left' thieir bunkersm oved to their right
front and left front to the edge of the smoke and ciLught
our attacking units in the flanks with mac.ine pistol
fire. The attack failed-.
On a la ter nigrht attack, .e changed our tactics. He
put down a smoke screen as before, waited just a foe
minutes, and. then fired a heavy concentration of 8mm
l1ght mortar shell rignt into the smoke screen. Then a
final smoke screen was laid down, Our troops advanced
as soon as the screen had formed., and caught the Germans
in-their shelters.

37.ALL-ATOUN) DEF-NSE AND DEFENSE' N DEPiH
The importance of all-around defensive orga7nzat on, and
defense in depth was repeatedly demonstrated during the CamralTign,
Experience in the previous fighting in Tunisia had e mphatic all]-y
brought out the value of this infantry lesson, and Lhe habitual_ tend,
ency of the Grerman to launch strong- counterattack after yielding
rendered proper defensive organ-i zation a constant ne.cessity in

groun
Italy.

Despite the di ssemination of prevlous exoerience i.

Lhis

subjectsomeunitsfailed to grasp its imruorLance durinr the present
Came
,ign,

as witne:!ssed .by a report of th; CoLMandJding Gesnera L 45th

Infantry Division:
.MJkore attention must be given to defensive organization. We Seem to have %tughtoffense Lo the practical
ex[clc sion of defense,
The infantry squad of twelve .men
is the basic unit in defense, anid in c' neral Lie souad
leacer does not know how to or-anise for all arouno
defense - two thirds of a circle at least. Jo
f nust work
the scuad defense in with that of the adjacent sauceds,
which is the platoon leaderts job. In defens.e 'ye do not
have enough orgfanization in depth, andL -e tend to-ci spose
troops too much in line. ,.
Smilar colmment was also made Iby the Comivnandingf Ge neral, VI Corps:
. . .Ve sti LI have units takinr C-fensive positions and
They must be taugiht to
occupyin
them on a line.

orcanize
.
in depth and in all-,.,round dcefense, even down
to the souad,
It has never yet been safe over here to
send, out only a coupan-r on a semi-independeit mission,
Th.e comiany is not strong e-nout to miaintain itself
beyond supporting istances.
9
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INFATRY-TANK COOPRA TION

As in Sicily, the .IalnCampain .again brought out the necessity of better training in the. combined use, of tnks
.wit
infantry
The
nature of the' mountainousterrain, as well as the enclosed terrain in
the valleys and more open country, did not admit the employment of armor
in mass#. Thetank action has been con fined to th, operations of small
supporting groups in rooperationwith infantry, in both oftfense, and
This type of employme nt has rev aled .then(needof a highr de-

defense.

Free of cooperation between the two arres, which.h.b notben achieved
because of lack of prior training of the foot troons of the infantry
divisions with the attached tanks.

Tlis training deficiency wa

apar-

ent during the fighting in Sicily, and conimvr,nders again urged that
infantry divisions now preparin,

for combat include thorcuabh traini.ng in
The Commander of the l45th Infantry

this form of combined ground action.

Division frankly observed in connection with this subject:
.The
infantry is not trained with the Armoresd Force
with the a rmorod 4 lement,s with which it
illIwork. miy
Division never trained with tanks,

or

Usual\T they just run

the tanks around wild on maneuvers. Tanks ha.
actually wibh our infantry bIttalions,

ot to work

The lack of combined tank md infantr braini-ng uhas
caused us to pass up some favorable opportunities. The
tank-infantry team should be so trained that combined attack can b set up quick-y with the tanks movinir Kndr
art'iIlery bursts and the combination driving righ bthrougi,
In training an infantry battalion in attack they shou]d
always have tanks and tank. destrover s it,
tthem, foiiowing
along, supporting eitIer offensively or defensiv,.
I do
not think the tanks Shoulk be attached to the bataiions
They should support the battalion under regimenthl control.
The battalion co.mminder alreadly has onouah to h"n"b '.,
have always believed that the tani. comianv should not bave

been baken away from the infantry divisions. •Lawn

ii

nothing else, they permitted' training: of the infantry with

tanks.

.,,

The value of the medium tank in

comboined operations with the

infantry .division

in -both offense and d.fense was strescset by the same

Division Commander

who also pointed out the of iect of supporting tanks

on the fighting infantryman:
.he

Infantry soldier has a lot of' cenfiden ctv in

the

medium tank, not so much for vwhat it has done - actually
we have done very little
with them in this Division - but
for what it can do.
It has a great psycilo;ioici effect.

-
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The infintrymen knoN its power, and like to Seeit around.
They kno it has great defensive power. . . ' have been
using these GHQ tank battalions attached to Divisions.
During the advance we keen seme edging way up front
moving from cover, to cover, with the leadtnr.. infantry ele,
ments, German prisoner s te]1l mm that the., enemy is scared
to death of them,
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INFANTRY-ARTILLgjtY COOPERATION
• .• . . _ .

,.

:=: - ., :..

.

.. .: .

::

.. ...............

In no other campaign in this Theater has the cemtine( action
of infantry and artillery, been of greater importance or productiv
greater results than in the fighting in Italy.

of

The infantry units

have l]earned the full use of the covering artillery fire anid through
experience gaine d in past fihting, have learned to follow closel

The i

their covering barrages and conc.entrations.

ortanefof tho-

rough understanding, on the part of the infantry con.uinders of the
capabilities and limitations of the suporting artillery cannot be
, -.

too much strr-ssed.

In some instances,

. .

.ha

,.

lack of this unde rsranding has
On

been apparent and should be overcome in all units in trainin.
this subject, the Artillery Officer,

FifthiArmy, reporte) e2ri1_

,Q in

the Campaign:
.On the front at 'the present time, (November,.145),
some infantry battalion commanders do not know that they
can get the -fire of anything more than that of their own
They must learn to ask for smore
direct support battalion.
Some infantry
artillery when the target merits it,
the liaison
coimnanders do not know the difference bwn
to
get the
try
They
observrr
officer and the forward
This
advisers.
artillery
as
along
forurard observer to go
he
where
stay
is not the forward observer's job,. H must
With reference to the relationsnip of the artiller.y anO

wfa:
" ntry com-

manders and the emoleym ent of the supporting artille ry, the saut
officer also observed:
his saupport
.The infantry commnander must tell
..
artillery co..mmander what hc wants him to do, and not try
.
On one occasion a forward
to tell
him how to do it,

observer had his radio on a reverse slope wfhere i Lv',ias
The infantry commander ordered im to get
protected.
tly
The radio was prm
out oh" the forward slope,
On
rendered.
be
not,
could
smashed by fire, and support
yards
6000
some
battalion
an
artillery
occasion
another
back of the front line was all shot"in and. was firing
effectively, The infantry coimander ordered them for-,
ward to within 1500 yards of a mountain mass, vhere
because of the heimht of the mask, the fire could not
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clear.,
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Of soecial importance-has been the training of infantr
officers in the adju stment of artillEr
methods.

f'ire with forward obs wrxration

As discilosed by experience in Tunisia and Sicily,

Artiiery

forpard observers often becoie casualties at critical periods Tlhen
artl
surposrt
is tne eded.
i .itmofa
artillery support

most

he supported.infantry

to adjust fire by its own bfficers in such cases will make the difference between success*or failure in attack ordefense,
O,-3,.Fifth

In a report to

Army, on training-. lessons from the cmpai., three

regimental cor anders advised,
,The infantryman should learn to rbserve and, aujust
artillery fire .t niolit as well as during the day.
Since about 50% of artillery off'icer casualties are
forward observers, it fol6ws that an infantry officer
may well be called on to adjust fire and give its
maxiaU bpnefit to his unit..
Similar roconmendation, including training in artillery fire adjust rent
for non-cominissioned officers as well, was also made by a Batta.lion
Executive of the 180th Infant.ry:
.Al] (Infantry) officers and NC0's shoul.d knoe how.
to adjust artiliery fire. They, often have to do so
because sometimes the forward obseyvcrs ,ct pinned-down
and can't move, or have become casualties. Ne have had
infantry officers and
0.0's adjust fire successfully
thro gh seven intermediate comr munication points before_
reaching the battery. It is not eneuh to be able to
4

-

____

tell the batteries how far their shel.Ls sre falling front•
the target. The infantryman-slLould also i-ho\, how to

close therguns on the target when one of them is.,hitting
close, The infantry officer should also be able to
judge what areas the artillery can and cannot blit.
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H£AND, PACK, AND ANNA B Th,'JSfl
The general probloms of supplyins f[ront line elements in

mountainous c ountry have beon discussed in Paragraph 4/4,d
These problems, when. suwoly by air was not essential.
part overcome by the us'

of carrying bas

equipment for disniounted pack colms,
L,

suapra.

core for'th'ntost

packboartds and imnorovised

and by animal tnsport
I

satrTew..-eue

Experience with packboards was entirely satsfactory.,
for the transport'of all, forms of supplies,
proper preparctions,

the

end it

They were used

was found that with

hot food and water could also be ta.i ,ento the

front lines by this method.
In the initial landings, only one Division, the 45th, had
packboards with 'them. These had been. obtained during the training.
period in the West Virginia Piimitive Area, and were brought overseas with the units.

The excellent service rendered through the use

of these boards soon led othr

divisions to obtain a suppl

of them

through local manufacture as the advance was . ushed into the
In t..is connection the Chief of Staff

difficult mountain-country.
of the 3eh
-I

-

-

.

-*

p

.... .XP-

.

:

tza'hiDorri
v.'~

- ,. i "

-] £ i.. :f

tions had

xected. toet.
pomp j uartermster,,-.pack
bc6rd
. t i:n
J(-~ u..
-.
.It-,
Nove..rr.an,_but,( (id ,.-reqeive
e
. .qeUiowhve
qdit& a- am r of
.

-.

th.e.same

rykptm"e"lpc
-

factory."

.C:2

aland-the

-r

I.Q

thsve
-..

At the same time the Assistant

-.

t

proVed
.

C-4,

..

-

3rd Infantry

Division reported in some detaiL:
* . .Me
borrowed one quartermaster packboard (Stockh No.
.74 P25)from the 45th Division., At our request Fifth
Army had 250 made locally ofthe sage model, and
furnished them to ourVDiviiob.
ie are non having" 500
more mad loca.lly and expect soon to have 300 in each
infant-y,regiment with some spares in the Divisibn

Quartermaster Company.

The packboards are satisfactory

andvital. Our onLy wonder is why ive must sake trh ex
locally in order to pet them.
.
The necessity of these boards is also apparent from a

comment of a Battalion Corander of the l79th Infantry cith refer.
ence to the need of additional, men in the arununtion, and pioneer

platodp :
7

:.--..-.

-"-

,,,

',

. -........

-

-

-

.,
..
:r.,A).t-..wions:,
11
,water ,,:
.and,..-a.munitionh riuetbeh~hndcY'-:
'oarriedto.ttfr.,nt,line-un its . . You cn-pe-t. tar bte.d[f.f up 7
only :pait-of -thwe,: wa y withr.m.aulfd&s-:beca use,.'of .the,' s-t eep
....
i,,n
.s.s pf.
of-the slo~pes.. and lack odf .trail.
Our. ahhun'.iti'on :,;
.t
'
a-, i.piorneemrplato....n is.. never' 4.vai mbie
for' t ione"r work because:it..mu.st--.beu--cortanti y.used: 17cr-..cdrryVihg --.. "
-

parties,,- At,the.present. strength-of Our
n
t .:pissit
takes 'about.20 men to carry up 'a day's supplies for
one comnany 10 for rations, 5 for aima-unition, and 5
for water. .,
The satisfactory use of pockboards for transporting l.ot
food and hot w-ater to front line troops. in areas inaccessable except
by hand carrying parties was thus described by an Assistant Division
G-4 above quoted:
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front line hot Dnough for th

men to tak; cocoa or cof-fee.

In areas 'v.:here aniLmals could be used, organized mule trains
provided th0 supply link between the truck head and the points at wvhich
hand-carry was begun.

iuleswere obtained locally and allotted to

di.visions, which organized, provisional pack trains, which were sub",
allotted to units.

Selected men with previous experience in animal

management were detai..ed to carry on th, work of these trains.

The

system used in the 45th Infantry Division was thi,_s described by the (-4:
. . Forward supply is now larEc.2lyv. by pack train. WU have
one officer for each regiment ir ch.tr .- of a pack train
-

platoon,

which'may vary from 20 to 150 mules.

TheL nuatb r

in each. regint
is very flexibl.,.
It dk.pnds ntirely
on the te rrain in the resijmental S-sctor.
We have a total
of 404 pack mules in- the Division vwith 360 men and 5
officers in charge of them.
rco
other officers comprise
the Division veterinarians,
Mo,.
st of the mt ks are too
small for the Phillips pack saddle, so we use the local
Italian saddles wjhich are much. smal!r and. itr,
We
get the mules through military government arnci.s, who
secure them by purchase and. renuisition. To our front
line units, dilivry of sulpplies is by -ton to a "jeep-,
head," by mule train to a- Imule-hoad,It and. from there
on a man's back to the unit.. We hav 300 packboards per
regnent which ar J used constantly and are very satisfactory. .
*

In the 34th.Infantry Division a

kral a syst.m of mule trans.

port was similarly org.nized and functioned-satisfactorily.
furnished pack trains as needed,

not in eXCss of 60 muis

Units wore
regiment.
1er

Within the division a Division .R.,emount Supply Section for procuremnb of
mules, animal maintenance equipme.nt,
In addition an animal pool

and pack equipment was organized,

was set un to keep avaiiabl~s serviceabl.

mals to replace thos, which become unserviceabQ

in

ani-

thlQ pack trains,

For the care and, rihabilitation of brok::n down animals from the t.rains,

a Division ±nimaiL sick lire. was also set u.
euded

a

mobile

animal maintenance;

unit

The o)rganization also in-

w,.hich operated

to

eko °contact

with unit pack trains and regularly p-rform corrt.ictvw- raint~nance,
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such as shoeing

etc., in the forward, areas.,

The entire oreanization

was directed by the Division Veterinarian through a Division Remount
Center responsible for.all pack 'animal operations and ,'aintenance,
The care and thoroughness of this organization serves well to
indicate the importance of anLimal transport in the areas where It
operated,

41. "CONHVUNICATIONS
As in

the Sicilian Camp aisn,

infantry signal conmrunica ions

in Italy were materially inf'luenced by the terrain.
country imposed increased difficulty in
of wire and in

S

the high,

hand.

the layin'

The mountainous
and. maintenance

the operation of, wire comiunications generally.

In

rugged areaa all wire had to be transported and laid by

In one Division the. Chief of Staff reported that
*

,

*Ie hve twenty mien per regitnnt who just carry lire

and do practically nothin' els(They no forward,
locate the companizs, and carry wire oack to the battalions, It is the only way e can keep up comLiuniT
cations..

Similar experience has -been noted in other Divisions,
what wire communication entailed in this country is
report of the Communications Officer,

Some idea jf

aeparent from a

i80th Infantry in

January .

*
.InT. the battalions they have had to Increase their
linemen up to 9 or 10 per battalion by using men from
the aimnunition and nioneer platoon. Durin., this attack
the regimunt has about 70 miIs of telephone wire in

operation.
One circuit is 15 miles long,
The
battalions nebd extra linemen more to maintain their
wire than just to lay. it.
After a few dayso
your T/O
linemen are exhausted because tlhey pa t practically no

rest.

.°

The same general picture appears in

the statenaents of a~Battalion

Executive and a Communications Officer in

thc 179th Infantry:

..
The main (communications). need is just twice as
many ]inemeh as are now allowed in the battalion
communications platoon. We have frequently had 20
miles of wire in operation at one time. For sevn i-den

to lay that much wire and then mxzintain it in these
mountains is just too much,. We have to denend largely
on wire because radio is often not deperndable, and
runn.rs take; too long.
The restricted roadnet and limited trails off the

-

6

wain

th,-, way of

roads in the mountains madeit difficult to keep wire out of

traffic, and maintenance thus became a serious probiem,

Also the con-

stant difficulty in laying and maintaining lines out of the way of
traffic at..tim s, led to laxity in the proper protection of 'sire,

and on

one occasion the Army Commander declared:
Look
. One thing to be noticed is the misuse of wire,
alonE{ the roads and you .- ill see the confused mess of wire
alongside, often much of it actually in the road. ,ach
commanding officer must insist that his signal troops do
their job correctly, and the si,rnal officers should supervise it..

The mountainous terrain also influenced radio conmunication.
The mass interference as a result of high ridges,
often necessitated great care in

peaks, and

eill masses

the selection of station sites,

the

As in the case of wire, The
movementbf stations, and radio relay.
necessity of hand transport Of radio equinment because of the. terr::in

created additional problems,
minor damage and disrepair,

Continual hand carrying of sets lcd tb
requiring increased: reoair and maiintenance,

Under these conditions the need of. a hi.gh level of care in handling and
operation was disclosed,

and carelessness in the handling of signal

eauiPmnrL, already noted in te initial
graph 21, supra),

l ninrn

had to be ruarded against constantly.

.,.e Chief Signal Officer,

the need

Also,

of additional radio technicians an&"repairmen! vas again felt

acteyasinSciy

Para-

operations (Cf.

as

VI Cores declared:..

. We -:vays have a real need for xdditienii sazubae
This is not, a critbiccitof the :een
radio technicians.
but we need mor}e of them.
They are r'ood.°
we have.
With reference to transport of radio and. the, problems of care and oper'
ation., a Battalion Commander of the 179th Infantry sa td

ha

.In each company a basic has to be used to carry the
SCR 511 radio, It wili be the sam;-.=, rhen ve ret the new
This is a dangerous job because the Germ ns
SCR 300.
keep a sharp lookout for radio antennas and shell every
Also the radio has to be handled carefullyi
one they see,
or it g oes out of commission
The nea SCR 300, recently introduced into field operations in.
this Theater has been reported to be stisfactory and exceptionaLly
dependable.

In the landing operations at'NtTTUNO and ANZIO the Commander

of the Special Signal Company used this set for the first time in an
amphibious operation, and declared it was the most satisfactory type,
th-us far used,

In the 3rd Infantry Division

eiperience with this.

set was thus described by the Division Siinal- fficer:
*.The Division has been ecuipped with the SCR 300
since about December 1-st.
It has been a3iven a thorough
tryout in traininr exercises and has been used, by one
regiment in combat, I have checked. closely and have so
far heard no. complaints against this radio. I have
asked many radio operators what they thought of it
considering its extra weirrht, and they have all replied
thcat they will fladly carry the extra weicht because
the radio works, while other types often did not, work. .

Vt

We are now iaking adapters so tha-{t the SCR 300
can be used. in connection with antennas end 610 power
packs installed in vehicles. We arte using the SCR
300 for the net from regiment to battalion as well as
for battalion to companybecause it is frequently
impossible to. get the SCR 284 up to te. battalion
location in a vehicle,. and the latter set is too
heavy
to carry
hand in this terrain,.
The SCR 300
is working
very bysatisfactorily
in both nets...

In another Division, a Battalion Com.Liunications Oi'ficmer of the 179th
Infantry recomAiended the SCR 300 for qse in the heavy weapons company
for 81m mortar .observers;' This set, he reported, .was more reliable
and dependable than either the 3CR 311 and 536 sets previously used..

The necessity for the hithst lvcLof sinal securityl was
major lesson of the campairn. This eleient of sicnal training and
operations was riven special-emphasis by the 4 rmy Coi-amande r:
.

.et mu stress the impottance, of s-].
nal security.

The (ermans .,
an exceptionalr 'cud intwixluence
system. ..
1e t-u
sxe
illful at radio intercept. The
enemy gets much information by inference.
They note"
the peculiaritie s of individual radio operators, which
soon become a dead give~away to locations of uhits.
The codiex s.fair, but after alL it 2ivres only a low
oroer of security.
The Germains notbe stereotyped word,s
and. phrases ohich reoccur, such as battalion norxbers.
The use of names, poarticuJlrly nicknames, is occ of
the best ways the enemy has to break rdown oux b~ode
system,
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MISCELLANEOUS
a,

Use of Booby-Trapped Grenades for Securit-y at Nigt

In some units a practical meaIns of night security: was
devised by stringing trip wires in. front of positions and attaching
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the wires to hand grenades,

The method employed was thus descrLbed by a

Battalion Cornuander of the 179th Infantry.At night our men put trip wires in front of thcir
They
positions to give warning of any appioaching enemy.
to
it
tie
and
grenade
hand
a
from
take the fuse assembly
around
put
is
knot
The
knot.
slip
a.
the trip wire wlijth
WVhen a German hits a trip
the lev:r to hold it down.
fuze, the !,vr flies off,
the
off
wire, the knot slips
It'may waste rrenades, but
and the detonator explodes.
Pull igniters would -work just
it is a very usefulTdvice.
as well it they were available in
Use of Signals and Flares
b.
b. se

quantity.

I

Sinals and flares used by pctrols and other units must b- careSfully

prearranged and thorourhiy understood by all concerned b%,yond any

possibility of mistake.

A Regimental Commander declared:

. .Th, difficulty of maintaining contact and liaison
*
in the dar requires an increased, and above all, an
They must be
intelli-1ent, use of prearranged signal;
signal or an
misinterproted
A
concerned.
known to all
.
alt
at
none
than
worse
is
unknown signal

Bayonet Tactics

c.

ander adopted a
In a battalion of the 180th Infantry the Comm,
system of bayonet tactics in traininy th:t proved most satisfactory in
combat.

He has described it as follows:
S.,When I had a rifle company I taurht all_ ry bayonet

men to work in- pairs, one following the other,

If.they

came upon t;vo or more imen, the leradin. man was tauvht
to call,"rirht"& or Tleft", to tell the other man iLnch
side he wanted him to protect. The system worked
beautifully in the few'bayonet fights we have had with
the Germans. ,
d.

German Counterattack

. Small Groups

The experience of sinll infantry units in attack has shown
bhat the German will almost invariably launch a counterattack, even
against small units i

be break up an attack.

A Company Cormmanoer thus

described their tactics:
.

.

.I learned from previous fights that you can expect

a counterattack, usually by 10 to 20 men, in not over
five minutes after you get close to the German positions.
They are usually strong in light machine guns and. machin
pistols and. counterattack by fire tand movement, They
keep up a heavy fire while small groupp, even individuals,
alternlately push forward. The attack is almost always
against your flank. They seldom close in with the bayont,
but try to drive you out by fire, .
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Glerman .Rages:>,
A number of ruses have been employed by the enemy to deceive

and confuse our troops.

The following have been reportedby officers

of the 1st Special Service Force:
...The enemy employed the "white flag" ruse several
On the first occasion a captain who went forward to accept a.'prisoner advancing under a white flag
was shot by the enemy.
After that the ruse'.was
attemptkd on several occasions but failed completely.
The method used to defeat it was for one man to order
the bearer of the flag to continue forwafid to our
forc&0s rather than to. allow.ny of our men to move to:
him.
D ring the process_the tropsIn
the vicinity
tines.

would cover the .prisonqr and. nrobabl, hiding places
vith their weapons, at the samo time remaining in
concealed. and covered positions.
The generalbopinion
was that th
flag isswhite
entirely unreiiabli, most
often being a ruse.
The enemy, used ruses to locate our positions.
At times eney soldiers would deliberately expose
themselves by needless rriovement with the apparent- intent of drae(iing fire.
If our soldier6, retealud their
position by firing,, they were covered with mortar
fir e. We soon learned not to shoot at these decoys.,

f.

Camouflage Discipline.
Thd'standard (f

camouflage a nd camouflage discipline has not

.b e.en mnaintained at the required level,
superiority,

Because of the friendly air

troops have shown a, tendency to become careless.

The

Commandelr of the 45th Division declared:
,Our camouflazo d'fscipine is very poor'. .Thu
way
to correct it is to put up a plane.-a cub w,ill
do
very well.- and-check the camouflage. If the plane
can find bivouacs, trains, or CP's, raise hell with
the commaanders,
Pat" the commander of tin faulty unit
up in th~e plane and have him look at his own erroqrs...

£,

SeIf-Care and Care. of-Men.
.The

unusually.,severe

conditions of weather,, climate :and

terrain haviemade self-care and caro of...troops more important than
ev r,., Re;ports indicate that. there should be improvement in
subjects.
in

A Division Commander observed:

, .The average American can't take care of himself
the rain.
Many of thm just stand under the trees

like so many wet turkeys.
They must be taught to dig
a shk:-ter and use their shelter halvesyproperly, Only
th(- ones on Puard need to get wet
Make themen learn
to improvise, . . We Are getting a lot of casesof
trench fI.et. ,.any
cases arc caused by ignorance.
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these

In training and correcting this, use no lectures

make the

We must learn to take care of our men.,,.

man do it.

h. Development of Patience in Training
The average infantryman when going into combat for the first,
ti.r

to feel that the battle must move quickly,

is prone to. be impatient,

and often fails to understgnd,the elements of time, waiting,
that are oss-ntial.

and-patience

The S-2, 168th Infantry observed:

. Ihav, seen a report that our maneuvers in the US. do
not impress-men with the necessity for patience, and with
the slowness of movoment in combat.,. This is perfectly true,
and the subject should bc-. stressed in training in the U.S.
You can move only slowly*in actual combat. Waiting is-part
of, the curs of-mar . Anything that can be done in the U.S.
training-to impress our infantry with these facts so that
they will exp -ot these things when they get overseas,
should- be done. ,

SECTION

43.
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FIELD ARTILLERY UNITS

GENERAL
a. Role of Field Artillery in the Italian Campaign
In no other previous campaign in this Theater has the Field

In the
batteries became one of
first stages of the Campaign the early-landed
Arti.1lery played. so large and vital a role as it

the deci.din

has in Italy.

factors in securing the beachhead, and in one critical
4

instnce have been credited with saving the then unconsolidated beachhead from destruction (Cf.
the difficult'advance

Paragraph 16a,

supra).

Thereafter through

from the SALERNO plain to the prepared winter

defenses c.f tbe mountatinous "Gustav Line," diiihad.enocn
artillery continued to provide effective and sustained support of the
hard-lighting infantry..

This support,, maintained at all times under

Varying conditions and situatcions,, had its
the advance in

full

share in

making possible

the face' of serious terrain obstacles and determined

enemy resistance.
Unlike the operations in Sicily which involved pursuit
action in a rapidly moving situation throughout., artillery combat in

-
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Italy included. missions of support in

many different types of action,

Battalions of various calibers provided preparation fires,
rolling
barrages

and ,-oving concentrations

in support of infantry-attack;
counterbattety and neutralizing missions; interdiction and
harassing

fires; protective fires, normal barrages, and other defensive
missions as the situation in

front varied from time to time,

Of

special importance was the emplowtent of artillery. to break
up enemy
counterattack,

In

some instances concentrations

of fire on a scale

not heretofore employed in any theater were delivered against

especially formidable objectives to blast the enemy bodily out
of
well prepared and dug'in positions,

Long range fires involving air

adjustiaent by combat aircraft deep in the enemy territory beyond
the,
range of the organic air OP planes also had a part in the artillery
operations.

In the main, the role of effective support of its in'

fantry under any and all conditions has been successfully carried
out by the Field Artillery in the Italian Campaign.
b.

Influence of Mountain Terrain
As in the case of other arms,

the rugged mountain

terrain, limited road net, and close country %n Italy influenced
the operations of field artillery to a considerable degree.

The

close terrain frequently restricted. the selection of positions,

and

often rendered the occupation of position even more difficult
than
it

had been in the mountains of. Sicily.

The same factors also neces-

sitated the crowdinr of units in order to .et them effectively
into
action,

and consecuently resulted in placing batteries in

closer

proximiby than woul4 ever havc been done had the ground and
road net
permitted otherwise,

On this point the Commander of the 71st Field

Artillery Brigade observed that "we have to get our units in the
space available, and that is limited.
That is why you see batteries
so close together."
General,

A simiar conment was made by the Cormnanding

13th Field Artillery Brigade,

who also stated that "This

bsiness of ]_limited areas is sometimes very difficult."
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The terrain, coupled with prolonged unfavorable weather,
influenced the movement of units and occupation of

also materially].
position.

This Tias particularly true of the heavier 8-inch howitzer and

155mm gun battalions,

Poor roads, often deep in mud that reduced trac-

and soft, ruddy position areas delayed movements and

tion to a minimrii,

increased the labor and problems of displacement and occupation.

In

rocky areas relatively free from mud, positions were scarcer and. were
Ammunition supply, although presenting no

also dif ficult to organize.

problems compareable to those that the terrain atposed on the infantry,
was nevertheless rendered difficult in many areas because of the roads,
mud, and steep gradients.
The high ridges and rugged mountains'also.provided the
enemy with defilade that in some cases defied effective coverage with
artillery fire.

Although the howitzers were generally able to deliver

fire whereever critical situations arose,

occasions existed when enemy

positions, installations, and concentrations could not be reached.

the infantry relied on the attached 4,2 chemical mortars

these cases,

and organic infantryr mortars,

Mountain defilade also served to provide

a n.C-asure of protection to friendlyr howitzer arid gun positions..
brought out in the later section on occupation of-position (Cf.
graph 46a,

In

infra),

As is
Para-

defilade was the first recuirement sought by all unit

coijLanders in the select-ion of position areas.
c"

Soundness 'of Tactical Doctrine and Technicue
Experience in

Italy has further confirmed, the soundness of

American artll~ery doctrine already successfully teste:d in
campa-.igns.

As- ..ns disclosed in

Tunisia and• in

principle s must be applied with judguont,
consideration of iindividual situations.

previous

Sicily, the sound basic

flexi&bility,

and with proper

A typical co mment on-this sub"-

jectappeared in.a report of the Commanding General,

18th Field Artillery

Brigade:
.Th-; orinciples taught at the Field Artillery School
Wi,,hen
and enunciated in our training literature are sound.
solved
have
they
applied with judgment and common sense,
ho ve confronted this unit to date..*
ich
h
all th orobLms zmr
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Some variations and rftinor changes in tbchnique have been
adorted because of Peculiarjities .of terrain- situatidn, and other
.factors Also; as units continuedin action for long periods of time
and gained.. experience asa iesult of,,
local situations and conditions,
some additions in technioue, such as improverilents and labor saving
devices have been developed.

These however, did'. not. constitute

cnpef...,
in fundrmental principles.

'They ,,ere atten mrey ire-oved

and tore effective ways of applying standard procedure.

The Command-

er of the 977th FieLId Artillery Battalion observed in this bonnection
that
..The teachins'at Fort Sill are

xcellent, but i-t is

sometimes ne-cessary to vary.. Vve use a 1:50000 firing
chart because, of -the length of range involved. We are
now not simplexing the line to the guns. WVe run two

lines by diff erent -routes as we had tuo iany lines shot

out and a sLicplexed line is no better than a straight
line when it is shot out, .. On one oa two occasions
instead of having a common base point, ie have two, because of the width of the sector intvolved and the
different center lines,. We also have a site chart at
the fire direction, center dhich gives the site, including.
the coM.xnlexientary site, at a glance..
d. Effectiveness of Fire
Efac]ensof.

.-

Efectiveness of supporting fire has been a myarked fea-.
tore of artillery action in Italy.
cormanders,

Conmments of sapported infantry

foralrd observers, and prisoners of war have all i1di-

cubed that the fire of participating artillery units has played a
major rdle in tile advance of our forces
bollievedl in some

Although it

has been

e ses that ammuunition has. been used somewhat over-

liberally, the effect of accurate, heavy concentrations of fire from
massed batteries has uroved .its value and has .been justified.

Strong

supporting fire has been delivered whenever it appeared that the
front was threatun, d by. counterattack;

and in. such cases the policy

has beepi to give the support without question.

With reference to

ar-,untmon ex.)entditure in such,missiOns, the artillery Commander of
the 3rd Infantry Division declared:.
°Possibly there has been, SoLe unnecessary firing, but
it is hard,to say,
For exair-ple- .e get a report of a
counterattack,
aybe it is a real one, or it may be a

-.
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mistaken alarm, but we go ahead and fire..4
In addition to the basualty. effect, the artillery fire in this
Campaign as in Tunisia and Sicily has produced good results in weakening
Evidence of this is apparent in a

the enemy morale in many instances.

report of the G-2, 36th Infantry Division who stated in connection with
prisoner interrogation:
,Ger-man prisoners we have captured recently in our
attack here say that our artillery fire has a most demoralizing effect on their troops. We captured about 75 of them
on December 3, and they stated tihat they were just Waiting
for someone to take them prisoner. ,.
*

.

Similarly a German sergeant captured by the 3rd Infantry
Division gave testimony of the effect of our artillery fire and declared
that "it was impossible to stand more than five or six barrages of the
strength that have been used in the last few days,"
Artillery has been one of the most effective means of breaking
up the habitual German counterattack, and in destroying units forming
in assembly areas for such attacks.

The Commander of the 34th Infantry

Division reported that
. . ,Time and time again we have seen the enemy form up for
counterattack with infantry and armor in the late after-pi,
and so far we have been able to stop these attacks with
artillery fire. .
Also the following incident described by a forward observer
with the 936th Field Artillery Battalion serves well to indicate the
effect of well directed fire on enemy forces forming for counterattack:
The infantry reached the ridge line. We soon saw what
*.
looked like about 40O0 Germans forming for a counterattack.
1 had previously fired on a bridge, not much over and to
the right. This had a concentration nwmbur. My data was
t
"Concentration He. - is so much right, so mqch over. '
I was ablie be pass to fire for eff'ect dn the third round,
The fire fell right in the middle of the Gerrians. We could
hoax hollering and saw pieces of clothing and arms and legs

in the air.

We saw only two Gernans after that,.

.

Another example of the effect of artillery fire on a German
counterattack is
lery

recorded in

a report of the 27th Armored Field Artil-

.attalion on lessons from the Campaign:
. In one instance this battalion broke up a counter"
Two companies
attack force consisting of three companies.
taken
Prisoners
reserve.
in
one
and
assault
w-.tore in the
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from the assault companies asserted that the reserve
company could not get. throug-h the barrage-and the assault
companies did not dare retire through the fire.
Caught
between the artillery and infantry close-support weapons
they had no choice but surrender, .

44.

GENERAL TACTICAL LESQONS IN SUIMARY
The Imajor tactical lessens of field artillery in the Italian

Campaign cannot be properly called "new"

For the most part they

follo-W the'general pattern of experience in Tunisia and Sicily', with
change and varia'tion because of the distinctive

characteristics of

the Campaign and the terrain over iwhich it has been fought.
In the
more recent stages of the Campaign the stabilized situation in rugged

mountain country resulted in some experience not heretofore gained in
this Theater.

The lessons were generally com.on to all units,

Ing to some extent

jith differences in

vary-

caliber and organization.

These les son-experiences are summarized here for convenience in
addition to more detailed specific treatment of individual subjects
in suceeding separate paragraphs.
The outstanding lesson of the Campaign was the need and successful achievement of the greatest possible degree of flexibility in
all phases of artillery combat.

Much of the duccuss of the artillery

action has been the rest .lt of this flexibility in
fire direction,
Common-sense,

commtunication,

employment,

aid other elements in

fle-xible operating procedure,

conditions and situations prevailing,

control,

field operations.

designed to meet all the

has been the rule.

adherence to set procedures has been avoided,

Rigid

and throughout the

Campaign artillery technique has been so applied as to provide the
max:imum support of massed fire, whenever and wherever needed by the
infantry.

Of all

principles enunciated as a result of battle ex-periN

once, this has been the foremost.
The familiar lesson of employment in mass, experienced in a
far treater degree than in the actions in
wTas again one of the deciding factors in
operations in Italy.

Tunisia and Sicily combined,
the successful artillery

As is brought out in a succeeding paragraph on
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tactical employment

(Cf.

Paragraph 45b,

nfra) , in no campaign in any

theater of the present, war-thus far have. our forces assembled in action
so mauch fire power,

both in numbers and caliber of. guns,.

Forward observation still remains the primary method of directCoupled with the principle of flexibility of employment,

ing fire.

results of this method of fire direction have been outstanding.

the

The

mountainous terrain, affordinc numerous observation posts in the forward
areas, has been a contributing factpr.

Infantry observers as well as

the organic artillery forward observers have continually adjusted the
fire of both direct support units and reinforcing battalions with a high
Theflexible'organization

degree of efficiency and success.

and employ-

ment of both organic and reinforcing units have enabled forward observers
at any point to utilize the fire power of all battalions within supporting range.
The lessons of flexibility of employment and the maximum use of
forward observation further disclosed the need of increased communication
facilities and equipment.

The marked success of mass employment involv-

ing these principles relied largely on the completeness and dependability
of signal corfmunications

Almost without exception-the standard

allowances of signal equipment have been only a bare minimum for
operations of the nature and on th6 scale required by the Campaign,

and

practically all units have improvised supplementary facilities with
salvaged,

captured,

and additional equipment obtained through field

expedients.

This c ondition has been especially true as the stabilized

situation in

mountain~ terrain has necessitated more and longer wire lines

and relay radio stat bans to permit control arid coordination of the large
number of units involved.

Artillery operations in Italy brought out in greater relief a
major lesson previously published in the lessons from the"Sicilian
Campaign, zhich is restated here for emphasis:

"The necessity of the

greatest degree of resourcefulness, determination, teamwork, and perseverence in the occupation of positions in terrain presenting extreme

-
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difficulty."

Although the requirement of speed occasioned by the

pursuit action in Sicily was not present in Italy, the more di.fficult
texrain that prevailed, with the formidable problem of mud and unfavorable weather conditions added, resulted in the same lesson on a
far gr-ater scale,. especially in the case of the heavier caliber
weapons such as the 8-inch ho'ivitzer and 155nn gun.

Commanders again

reiterated that the training of units for combat should emphasize
occupation and displacement in .the most difficult terrain possible.
The usefl.ness of air OP aircraft was again successfully
demonstrated.

Also, the limitations of this method of fire adjust-

ment in high mountains, and the effects of weather and greater
opposition from enemy fighter craft than heretofore experienced,
were brought out in the Campaign.
lom

Air observation adjustment of

range guns by combat aircraft on a scale not before employed,

has been conducted with satisfactory results on a number of occasions.
As may be expected in stabilized situations, counterbattery
operations assumed increasing importance in Italy.

In this~connection

the ewployment of observation battalions was greatly expanded, and the
value of frecuent and complete shell reports to assist :the work of
corps counterbattery sections was demonstrated throughout.
Two new artillery weapons, the 8-inch howitzer and the 4.5inch gun, have been employed for the first time during the Campaign.
Results with the former have been outstandwng, and infantry commander6
have been enthusiastic over the fire support it has rendered,
especialLy in repel!]in

counturattaqk.

At the time of preparation of

this memorandum, information on the performance of the 4.5 gun is
lim~ited, but present indications are that this weapon will prove to
bd a valuable addition to field artillery armament.

45.

TACTICAL UvIPLOYV-ENT
a.

General
In general,

were followed

standard principles of tactical employment

throuhout the campaign, with some modification to
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permit the greatest possible flexibility in fire power and bontrol.
Within the organic division artillery, the standard employment of three
]iit battalions in direct support of their combat-team infantry, with
the organic medium battalion in general-support was adhered to.

All

reinforcing artillery was employed under corps control, commanded by the
corps artillery brigade commanders and coordinated through the corps
artillery officer.

To facilitate conmrand functions, reconnaissance, and

cormmunications within the corps brigades, groups of two and three battalions were organized and empioyed under group "commanders, with the
remaining corps battalions operating directly under the artillery brigade
comnanders.
Whenever the situatiQn requited, corps battalions were
placed in direct support of divisions', and were subject to the priority
.
missions called for by the divisions they thus directly supported.

At

the same time, when not Occupied with such priority missions, these
battalions so employed were also given missions by their parent brigade
Organizations.

With'in the corps brigades in Italy it was fairly common

practice to place two reinforcing corps battalions in direct support of
each infantry division.

Experience in this type of employment has shown

that the 155'MI howitzer is the best weapon for such direct support
missions, and the 8-inch howitzer and 4.5 gun should not be so employed.
The latter arabetter suit..d, for general support of the corps sector.
The greates't degree of cooperstion and coordination between the organic division artillery and the reinforcing units has been
sought for and, for the most p~art, achieved

Employicent well forward

has be.en stressed, especially in the case Qf the reinforcing battalions
of the corps brigades.

The Conmmanding Ge.neral, 18thl Field Artillery

Brigade declared ii this connection that his battalions often went into
position ahead of the division artillery, and that on one occasion
.When ive went in the Germans had direct observation
from ROTUNDA and other hill masses, and the battalions
had to do some pretty fast and deep digging to avoid
heavy casualtiEs, Corps artillery to be effective must
b aggressively used and must expect losses just like
division artillery..

_ 8O,

-

I9

SOn the subject of employment,
Field Artillery Brigad-also stated:

.the Commander of the 71st-"

J.,-.Let'sforget-the terr "Corps Artillery." I .would .
rather be regarded as reinforcing artillery. Our
missions are. the same as those 6f .division artillery..
I try to get my. battalions up just. as far as I can to
keep the Jerry artillery back.
There is. no sense, just
because you have .a long range gun, in putting it way
back. Get it up where you can"exploit its range.
We
have forward observers up with the forward battalions
and usethem the same as division artillery forward..
observers.
For coordination of division and corps artillery fires
on targets of opportunity, routine and night harassing and interdiction fires, the use of an X-X line delineating area responsibility
for such fires has been &dopted in order to prevent duplication of
fire and wvaste of anmmunition,

The use of this line has not been

rigid, and in no way, has restricted the full use of reinforcing bat-

talions on any mtission warranting greater fire po-wer than that
available in the division artillery,

It has been effective in

preventing both division and corps. artillery from firing on the- same
targets when one or.the other could.properly accomplish the mission.
The...need of. °group headquarters within the corps artillery brigades has been felt throughout the campaign.

Although all

corps battalions have been employed directly under the .brigade
headouarters for, fire direction and for the coordination
of fire
rssions, the group cormanders
in

nd their staffs have been invaluable

relieving the brigade commander of detaIls of dommaffi, inspection,

and other functions, not. directly connected with firemissions,
group headqu~arters have also been especially
continual, reconnaissance for posibions,

useful in

routes,

displacement,

conducting

and areas) -and, in

this-way have made possible far. greater efficiency
r ovemnt,

The 3

and occupation of position.

and flexibility in
In many instances

the group.headcuarters have also served effectively as an intermediate
cormmunications link, providing communications to the group battalions,
thus relieving the brigtides of additional line establishment and
maintenance,

When it

is

considered that. the one corps brigade
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contained. at one time no less than thirteen battalions, and another
brigade eleven, the value and need of-these intermediate co.mand headquarters becomes readily apparent.

In several instances group

headq.uarters were improvised throughreorganization of former regimental
.headquarters and staffs after: the break-up of regiments into separate,
battalions.
In the employment of large masses of reinforcing or corps
artililery, experience in Italy has shown that the need still e_ ists
for a Corps Artillery-Officer in addition to the Commiander of the Corps
Artillery.

The coordinating activities and. functions required of the

former as a staff officer, and the command functions. and responsibilities of .the latter cannot be satisfactorily vested jn one individual,
at 'least under the conditions prevailing in the present campaign.

In

this connection the Major General corranding the 13th Field Artillery
Brigade observed:
...There are aLiny matters of detail and coordination
which should be handled by the Corps Artillery Officer
at Corps Headquarters,.matters with which the Artillery
Brigade Co.mmander does not have time to bother, This
is particul>rly important in making the plans for and.
in .coordinating the plans for a complicated operation
like tht CAIHQ-NO-MAGGIORE attack. I believe our experience in the past 14 months shows that we should
return to the old system which was used in World War I,.
which was taught at Sill, for 14 years, that there should
be a Chiefof Corps Artillery with appropriate rank who
can coordinate all field artillery matters within the
Corps.
b"

Emolymn

in Mass

The principle of employment of field artillery in mass has
be ' followed in Italy. to an extent nevel before equalled in any
American cantoaign in Lhe presentwar.

In no theater of operations thus

far has so large an array of metal been assembled by American troops
and used in

coordinated action on a singlearmy front,

the organic division artillery, the U.S. forces in

In addition to

Fifth Army have em-

ployed a total of more generalsupport and reinforcing artillery of
various types and calibers than was used in both the Tunisian and
tanks
Sicilian Caiipaigns combinedexclusive of tank destroyers and

K.

the role of artilery.

also used in

Among-these units 'were bat-

talions of d,.ie 155n
I hoitzer.' 155m, gun units and severI
battaLions of the new )-inch hoitzur. Other types incldea the
105mw self-pr oe ! ed hovitzer,
batta]-ions
aval.i

.

and the new.

ICe--e also included in

,un.

ObSEvatiOn

tho total.
The "fire oIer thus
and when it is consider ed that

bereadi[s-ia

VecS

5-inch

iLt-,

tanl
estro i and
ten,•s have aLso beene.vioyed .as arti. .eJ
caus- of the ountainous terrain and close country, the exterL
mess utloviu.tnt in Itaiy is

even

ieat

umore
significant,

Fen used] in coorinted action through prearranged
fl.eble firo oiection coater s'.ste,
the ca I.biities

plans -tad te

of .1::.ssed fire fret thu: cvailablL
artiL ery exceeded all previous
expo. :ionce.
The outstanda.n- OCXtLL. "of missiar of fire occrred in
taecoordiauec
operation,

ttack on the CAiAINO0,MAOGIORE hill mass.

.- _ich actually required a

the artiiarv

eok's coordinated planning,

o _ the three corps of Fifth Ari.iy

were massed on this obje.ctive.

In this
all

including the B±-itish,

Mjore titan 900 guns xe-re emlioyed in

this action, and fired more than 3800 tons of ammunition in

sopport

of the attaci..
c,

of Tank De-strozers

ty!yent

Ti.e terraiin
scale tank action,

Ital

in Ven,°

'beinr
rqenersl1v unsUiteo tar iaroe

taI. . destroers have' been se]_do.

Orjw.trf i Is.].-atf[or the adwnca
coun.rsr~

in the Artillery Fire Net

used in

enrbereK the ni.oanbainou 0 .war
n

The fire power of

those

.aa pons in

role as artilleryr has been fally ruco£nized,

and fill

tacit'

s' -con.e-t-,

has
ighL

The coliueon"-procedure in their enoy

as artillery has been to attach sn

art

comlp-tnyT to each lir, ht ar-Lt -.iery

The coordination of tlieir fire ,.ith t

units has varied,

.. ose

Dostroyer battalions have been nor.mal]lv attached

to the infantry, divisions.

battalion,

0

alvat:.

been taken of every opuortunity to strengthen further tha
division artiLseiv4

their

other divisional

In sonse cases the destroyers have been used as

additiorial batteries and their fire has been conducted tnrou:h the
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arti-liery.battAlion fire direction cepters.

In othr

instances,

the

destroyer compnies have organized and operated their own, fire dir ection
centers,

n . havc been employed as additional battalions in

division artillery fire no-t..

The present trend is

batta ions after receiving training in
on

ate tieir

the omn rai.

for the destroyer

fire direction methods,

fireC direction centers,

to oper-

Survey- of position has generAL]y

been conducted Jfor the destroyer units by the surveyNT parties of the
been used effectively

The destroyers hav

division ortiiiery.

for inter-

diction c.nd harassina fires.
Eperience with these units as artillery has proved their
for increasing the fire power of the div]ision.

value and sitfbility

methods .were soon mastered by the destroyer

most cases the 'rtilier'

personnel and their units fitted in readily
organic artillery,

In.

itethe

fire net of tbie

The CorT-Landing, Generat, 18th Field: Artillery Brigade

reported:
. *We had. tweive 3-inch (tank destroyer) guns at BAC!LLI.
We
We put them in under ourtown fire direction centers.
an 8-3 school for them and the vlhole thing worked out
rn
The 894th Destroyer Battalion wanted to handle
very well,
they didn't
At first
their ovn fire direction center,
but they learneu. .
know ho to to wqorkn it,

In thle 45th Infantr Division,
described

y,the

experience was ths

briefly

Corr-uinder of the Division Artillery

*.etried both methods of fire direction center
.
Now they run their
procedure wiith the .tank destroyers.
We. trained them or rather 'Ie put our own men in,
ovwin.
there to train them, so th at they can no-v bandle the job,
We- have found. whdat we consider a p-ool1 use 2 or bank desrus t register on
Th
harassinr tire,
rtijr
troyrsan observed point from a plane or from an OF before we
allow this.o We consider this a good ose for the tank
long,. renge , and the
destroyers because it exloits,their
smaLler, stuff at night for harassing purposes can be
.
,almost as mean as the large calibers.
Simila rly in te-

34 tlt Infantry Division,

the Division Artillery. reportVid, that tank destro
used in

the fire net.

the hxecutive of
'wers
wre regul rly

An exception was the 3rd Division, ,,hos

Aril-

lerw nDecutive stated that the attached destroyer battalion -,%:as
habitually held under .diivision control and was used separately on
occasion for interdiction fire.

Since the preparation of this

(Note:
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publication,

reports indicate that this Division has. also eiuioyed its'

attached dertrovcr battalion in

the division artillery fire net.)

Experience and lessons on employment of tan! destroye.rs,

fron the tink-destroyer point of view, .re
d.

given in Section VIII, infra,

mp._loym.en t of Observation Battalions
Altogether three observation battalions were used through-

out the Ca,mmign.

The results ,vero

enerally satislactor,

though

experience has again slo..vn , as in Sicily, thr't the practice of taking
flash and sound detacutLents from the battalions for service svith
the
Divisions is not practicable,

On tits point the Conmmander of the 2rid

Observation Batitai i on declared:
.Sep3rate ivision detacm.uinents fron sound and flash
bAttalions do not woork.
Divisions do not know how to
work These detachments, Olteutell them how to do instead of what to do, nd the detacllenta bhemselves
sin:,
(ly
do iot carry theoernnea, ox eo.ui'poerb to do t
job e, pected of them
The standard system of sound. base has been f ollowed° Unit
comanders as aresult of exoerience recoimAend the use of long base
for
flash ranging.
out.,

Unusu!

Standard counterbatterv methods have been used throughaccuracy has been obtained an using sky,lashes by taking

the center o: the plow and accenting the location only when three
or.
more rays give, common intersectioti. General explrice u one
battalion -v,s
,

thus detalriedby its

In our presenb set-.up,

Corrnriander:
we have c lunk to Uhe standrd

system- -- the regt]_ar sour)@ bae
J..e sbil
advoc b..e LonG
base ,.'ash spy.otbinrr,. . ,As bo short base
... flash ranging,
the i ong base pets sky ftashes at night which you eannob.

pet with the snort base.
It is Urue that toe sho0rb oase
may turn up m:ore targrets of opporbunity, but these shorb
base targets are the sane onus blat the. &ir OP's ill g'eL
4
whereas bl';e Jong base wil[l -ZetU targets that nothipug else
wilt emick up, and will d..I eat defibude in a m,;y that no0
obher method can. . 4Ve blinkc our sound locations are
pretty fair, butliwe can use sound clepen d ,,ably only about
forty percent of the time,
We _ocnte tar'gets about half
and a-" by sound and fi.sh.
Unit coiwc-, n-,ers have reared
forms of night traininc,

on toe necessity 'or

and also traning in

all

fora rd--obsevor methods.

Mvap reacing at ni h'U,5nd other subjects required for effaciunt
operations of small units at night have been shown to be highly.

important in the training of flash and, sound units.

of
tncu oapf

The

U
this was stressed by the Coimander of the 2nd O bervation Btta]ion:

, •In moving into position we havet .never had .occasion to
We.
f always bring it in by
move the battalion as a unit
,small increments, Therefore those -who move these small
elements at nirht should get training in mrp,readingj,
following a route at night, and following a compass at-niht.
1
would
Ba& k in the States, we had "lkeg of beer parties. ' t-,compass
a
men
the
give
and.
night
at
beer
of
set out a keg
azimuth only. Those .ho got there first got the beer. Men
of two or three. .Map reauing cannot be
p-aties
Vorled in too
highly.
stressed
The. samLe Comm*ander also declared that "instruction in for-,
ward. observer1 methods is vita l for flash observation,

andtt

'f Lush

observers should be trained in ni-hIt high burst methods so that they can
assist in adjustment."
qrn4,-ument of Pack Artillery,,

e,

At the tLme of preparation of this publication,

has been used in the true role of mountain
,artillerm'

battery ofac..
artillery.

only one

One jmrprovised battery of pack howitzers has been organized

by the 36th Division and has been emnoyed jn normal support role ander

CMedim battalion of the "ivision artillery.
the

In the 34th. Division;

pack howitzers have .,been used vith tue infantry similar to cannon
comvwnies.

The one unit employed

as

mountain artillery hias been the

3rd Provisional Pack Battery of the 3rd Infantry Division.

This organ-

ization has been part of the 3rd Provisional Mounted, Battalion, an
mp ovised unit consisting of the aforementioned battery, a provisional

m.,ounted reconnaissance
an ard intrv cavaltroo
rilitoons

troop of 120 troopers operati:ng much the same_1

as

ten. and. a .provi-sion~tI-pack train of° five mule

n thu pack batter,,a;vseiltbeo

raiainha

.been adopt[ed consisting of 6 of'ficers, 126 enlistod iten, 4 horses end

80 mules.

The unit is organized into f[our g._un. sections, a fifth section

2Q0ofai.,munition mules

-nd
1 a two-mule machpine g;,un section.

The pack battery has bfeen employed dire'ctly under control
of the Division Chief of Staff, or at times under the G-"3

The officers

have directed uhich elements of the division mere to be supported by the
pack unit, and generally the battery commander has reported to the

0

orcc-nizationncomander for instructions.

,t

the mountain terrain have been hi.hly satisfactory.

The results in
Oparationul

o 'ierience has bean summed up as follovws .by the Battery
Cormander- . .We onerate a battery firu direction center with
an
observed fire chart, Practica&Ly alli our fires are
observed. On very rare occasions we hazve done soe
n±;ht
firing, at the 'request of the infan.try on targets
adjusted on during the day, i/
e have never had.metro data,
We have .nec g-raphical firing tables, We have fired,
some
smokeand some time fire. We have had no armunition
trouble. We carry our a4-unition as far as we can
by
trLnd then pIck-the rest o.f te way with
our 2 04ute
fifth. section. Toe avsraue armuition .pack haul hss
been
four
loi-_es.
Our nori,aL load-is 180 rounds-- 20 mules
with 9 rounds each, 4 to a 'side and one as top load,.
in
a circh, 3 on top. We use two airjn.S circles, and
have
no BC telescope-s, as. there is no use for them. We
have
four SCR 6 0 ratios -nd one SCR 284 in the
division
comwand net.
The samae officer also furnished additional
details, of
operation and employmiient of. interest to pack units
not yet in action:
-6 .. Nef irst went in.near ROCCA ROMANA in a place inaccessiole to the division &rtillero
e -wee Supporting
the reconnaissance troop which went in ahead of the
rest
oftthe division,. Iission, as to deterrline the
enemy
strength in the, towno • I went with the troop as forward
observer and.strung Wfi30 wire right along behind
as I
wvent forward. .When opposition was met the battery
weit
into position at once about 4
-000
yirds to the rear, i
used telephone comuunication throughout, ve figure
on
wire as thee normal means of cormunic,- tion to forward
observers. .',li.
use the radio only until the.-ire is in..
We have had very poor luck
it th e- 8CR .61c
fntichaap
parently cannot stand pact-transportation.
We were. 'n our lastkposition seven days, and fired
only three days becau-se of the lack of visibilitV the
- ,
,
.
. .
T

*

*
"~

othe- four.
On
three days we fired about 1200
rounds, at about these
range 7000, most of .it with
Charge IV,
Believe it or not, we. have fired at wnat. the map range
showed to be .12000. Of' eours, we v re high uop on a

mountain, fi ring out onto the_ flat.
•

~*Forage

.°

has been a problem, l.ienow g_
et oats, and. the
rules :re in good shape. 7/c need. a PhiLlips' packnmaster
tool set and a comeloete saddler's kit,
Also som', smal
U.S. mull shoes, and horseshoe nai]s, These pack units
that
coming over~should certainly bring .along soRe
.,roo are
American..shoes
and. nails, ,
4
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y-mlnt .of Roving Guns

Because of the lirt,b1 position areas available and the
sbabijized situation that davewoped tn Italy,rovi.n
been used to' any extent by the division artillery°
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guns have not
Amonc the larger-

calibers of the reinf 6rcing units,

some roving guns have been employed on

special occasions with satisfactory results.

g.

mplent of the S-inch Howitzer
in combat for
Experience with the 8-inch howitzer, employed

the first tyime in Italy, has been highly satisfactory.

Thus far the

of group headquarters.
battalions have been employed intact, under control
used,
Both observed and'unobserved fires have been

Forward observers have

been attached at aI times to the advance infantry battalions2 and wire
the conduct of their missions.
has been -the ormarvcomunicatLon medium in
necessitated continua]
The use of ifre for the long forward lines, has
considered
.maintenance, but it has been preferred to radio, 'hich has been
difficult mount'ain terrain.
less satisfactory for. the purpose in the
have presented great
Occupation of position and displacement
difficulties in many instances because of the terrain, poor roads, and
mud.

The average displacement -of seven miles has generally required two

full nii;hts for a battalion, and in some cases three.

The problems of

were thus discussed by
mobility and traction in the torrain prevailing
the Commander of' the 194th Field krtillery Group:
per
:e the 7.5-ton Mack truck,- ith one trailer
need.
* . .
battery carrying a TD-18 tractor plus a limber. If they
chain
hoist on the rear of the TD-18 with some answer.
could -put

not >ton, that .ould be the
howitzer. In
The *,"-4 tractor -Jill not handle the.,8-inch
one of our mud fights, the N-4 with grousers could not pulled
a TD-18 without grousers , and it
put inout...
it. ,eright,
budge
the how~itzer
blo'cks, 5-ton weight6

You should have seen us getting into the last position.
in
It was one Aoece at a time, an h-h and a TD-lS pulling
Nho cables nulling in front and
tandem and a Miack behi]nd.
down
one snubbing fr'om behind to keep the piece from sliding
and
the slope. We've. yut rocks, sandbags,.railroad ties,
from sinkeve rything else in the position to keep the piece
is to dig
ing out of sight in this mud. The way. to get out
a prime
put
Then
out.
spades
the
atound the trails and tgot
can
you
where
.to
mover in front and pull the .piece forwrard

close the trail..
fronts of 300 yards
Where the ground has permitted, battery
with about 100 yards in depth have been preferred:.
been very satisfactory.
The accuracy of this howitzer has
and counterbattery weapon, and
It has been an excellent reinforcing

-
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because of its fire power and accuracy,
requested its close pupport,
attack s,.

infantry comvmanders hve

especi'IyAffor breaking up

;nemy counucer-

The Comander of the 19)4th Field Artillery Group observed in

this connection that
1e.e
are very much satisfied ,viththe accuracy o-f the
weapon. The infantry has. fallen in love. with it and are
even calling for close support fires in greater number
than we are able to. satisfy. ,
Like-, ise th

Commanding General, 71st Field Artillery Brigade declared:

. ,'Iear.e sold on the "-inch howitzer, and we have sold
the infantry on the idea of close support from them
because of their accuracy and fire pow;er. The infantry
no'a want to use them for close support and to repel
counterattack. Of course tie 8-inch is not a close
support vjapon, and when they call for these fires3we
give them onty a few rounds,
.0

vie can use plenty of wvhite phosphorus for the 8inch. We have also used time fire. It is hard to
adjust hb- it is q4t6e accurate..We do not like to
use it at long ranges because w.
,e get so many duds.
The MV±67 fuze should have the percussion element in ito

.

In the.36th Infantry Division, the Artillery Co
also stated that
and ask for it,

awiner

'our doughboys are crazy about the 8-inch howitzer,
I would really like -to have some of them i-n my

division artier1e ry.
V.

EiRl~ioyment of the 4.5-inch Gun
Atbhoui-h information from which conclusions can be drawn

regarding-the emp-oyrment and performance of the nevf

i.5-inch gun. is

linite-d, available data indicate that this weapon will be satisfactory
and valuable adodition to artillery armament.

Good results have been

obtained at the average range of 14 00 yards.

These gun battalions

have been oushed well forward in order to exploit their rang> .and in
some instances hasw
artillery.

br'en erployed in posibions ahead of the divisien

In one battalion it has been customary to have a corps

observation battalion register the guns-on a check-point

or base point,

a procedure that has proved to be exceptionally accurate and raid,.
Such registration has usually been aceomlished wi th an average of
seven rounds in from 15 to 20 minutds.
/
As in the case of the P;-inch howitzek,fowrobevtn
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in

posts with telephone co mmunicAtion have been preferred to radio,
battalion an average of 35 miles in

thewire net was reported

The oq5serv'rtarcet ranges varied widely vith the ex.sting

on-.__. ettalonthe
oneA 0T rangres averaged from 2000 to

s

one

co rfmilon.

situation

In

One difbu.st
yards.
l00& 1ttalionthefOTthn,

in observation has been the comparatively smail 51z of the burst.
size
The Artihiery Officer, II Corps reported that it is doubtful-if "the

ficultv

is equal to-that of the o105im burst."

-Reports indicate that the smoke

unless iimediately
dissipc-tes rapidiyand is thus difficult to observe
At OT ranses up to 5000 yards, the 4.5 burst has been reported
located.
fairly easy to observe, 'but difficulty in observatieD has been experienced.
at ;re-.ter ranges.
of 14000
Thu gun is reported to be 'accurate up to ranges
yards.

yards
One battalion fired a center of tr.cact registration at 12000

battalion, and of
4vith the aid of a flash detachment from a'n observation
and the refive rounds observed, two- plotted at the same. coordinates
mainder were so close as to render
indivn-dual shots.

iirossible anr distinguishing7 of

Other evidence of accuracy is apparent from a report of

n
the Corrmm-ander of the 939th Field Artillery Battalio ,

arerleased with the accuracy of the gun.
W0.ao

About a

on the road cast
:eek ago we found a lot of observed tarets
he got six trucKs and a' volkswagon one a
of SAN BI+HTIO.

9

over wlith its weapon in tow. The-euservution post
pre
could. see this particular piec- of road hich uhe Germans
was not under observation. We .would keep
evidently thought
the adjusted piece laid on the road, and when the observer
saw a vehicle he would si ly comynd "'FireNo., 11The

Germtan driver would leave his ve hirle and rlet under cover
I was surprised at the
and ive'vould then precision adjust.

number of direct hits we got.

..

on
Battery fronts averaged from 150 to 300 yards, 'depending
terrain available.
ready noted in
u..

Te;e difficulties of occupation and displacement al-

the case of the S-inch howi.tzer were also commpon to the

ud hais 1been the ch.-ief obstacle.

On this subject the Colmmiander of

the 935th Field Artillery Battalion reoortedz
When it raifs hard
mover.
.We have the Diamond-T pr:e
because the uruck
positions,
ground
hard
we are limted to
itis
lacks po.er.,
it
that
net
It is
does sink into. the mud,
hours
five
as
much
as
us
taken
It has
a matter of traction.
When we came into this position about
to -get out of the mud.
ground .;-as
a month ago we had. a spell of good weather and the

." 901-

4.5

dry. Then it rained. We wanted to move a. .un a thousand
yards for a special fire, It took u.s.-six.hours of constant winching. If we could have a towed tractor per
battery it would be ideal, -I would prefer the four-ton
to the six-ten because it is much handier, .

46.

OPERnTiONAL TECHNIQUE
a,

'Selection of Pnsition
In the selection of positions in' Italy, the primary con"

sideration has teen defilade,

The other rmajor considerations of range,

routes for displacement and supply, accessibility, and cover have also
irfluenced position selection to a larpe degree.

Choice in area

selection has been materially restricted be'cause of the i-ountainous,
,clos'e terrain, poor and limited roads, and as a result of the large
amount of artillery emoloy.ed.

But within the limitlations imposed by

these factors, defilad'e has remiined the first consideration in
position selection,

On this subject the Division Artillery .Executive,

3rd Infantry Division stated that
* *Cover is seodndary to defilade. 'Ve get as close
behind the infantry as'we can wherever there is defilade.
It mayV be 400 yards or it may, be two miles. To pick a
position, I go up' tothe infantry and start working back,
looking for defilade, . ,
In another division, the Commander of the 155th Field
Artillery Battalion asserted from experience that "in the choice of
position, defilade is the primary cons]W.
and then coyer, if
frion,

we can find it,TI and identical corn-:men
commanders of tWh
S

;ias

made by thu four batb alion

3tth Division !krtiliery,

Although overhead cover to prevent air observation is

al-says desirable, a number df ba-ttalion corrunt~rs strongly recommend
avoidaice of positions under cover of large tres.n Such positions
frequently convert shell fire into

i

bursts

hich will result in

casualties even when'personnel are in slit trenches.

A battalion

qp mander reported in this connection that he'had placed. one battery
in position in the open, and the other two back under large trees,
The one in the open received heavy shllingo and suffered no casuAlties,
whereas the two batteries in the tree-sheltered positions were lirtitly

-
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lties.f..

casu

a'.few

.

shelled and received quite a few casualtis from bursts in the trees.
b.

Occuation of Position
As in previous experience in Sicily, occupatioh of position
italy has been almost invariably attended

in the mountainous terrain in
by ex.trerae difficulty.

Poor and limited roads,

restricted position areas,
The added

and formidable terrain obstacles have been commion throughout.

element of deep mud prevailing over extended periods, not present in
Sicily,

severely hampered both occupation and displacement.

Among all

units there has been imposed the necessity for the highest degree-of
initiative,

resourcefulness and teamork to a level not before recuired,

even in the Sicilian mountains.

Some units have through necessity

occupied positions that higher commanders at first thought mnpossible,
and among all calibers,

especially in

the case of heavier howitzers and

guns, ingenuity and effort have been severely taxed,

The Coimmander of

the 71st Field Artillery Brigade observed on one occasion that a battalion comnander
*did a job once in getting those 8-inch howitzers into
position that i thought could not be done, I just told.
him that he had to, and he got them in. They got in by
ainching, by bulldozer, by engineer assistance, and by
tanpower.
In some instances it

has been necessary to obtain assistance

from engineer units in order to occupy positions that had to be used,
S

and

the Artillery Comm'ander of the 4 5th lnfantry Division declared that without
,the unfailin' cooperation of the Division Engineers,
the artillery simply could not have rotten into some

positions...

.

In the extremely difficult terrain and deep mud,

the use of

tractors in addition to the organic prime movers often became necessary.
General opinion among a large number of battalion commanders recoimmends
the use of- one tractor per lidht divisional battalion,
medium. divisional and corps battery.

and one per

In the case of the S-inch howitzer

and 155rm gun., a tractor per battery has been considered a vital
necessity.

These supplemental tractors should be transported on trailers,

Volk

4,

_,

In the 3rd infantry Division Artillery, the Executive Officer stated:
,We have had three.TD-d8.s with us, an .they have
been worth their-weip.ht in gold. "'We got them from the
36th., We use them prinripally for the. mediums, but
thdy have many times sa-ed the situation for .the lights
when the tractor only could pull the load..
Similar experience has been reported by the Commander of the 9th Field

Artillery Battalion, who recommended that
. .There
should' he 6ne tractor per battery in a
medium battalion, on a trailer, preferably. W6 have
the 'I-18 without the trailer. It has been an
absolute life-saver...
Even with supplemental eqqipment,

there were instances

when the occupation of position exceeded all previous experience in
overrominac difficultv.

As an example of what the terrain and condiN

tions in-Italy could require, the Co.imanding General of the 18th
Field Artillery Brigade reported:
. . .It took the '936th three days arid two nights to
move out of PICiLLI and into their present position.
Even the tra-ctors grot stuck. When the 937th moved,
they were able to get only two howitzers into position
the' first nitrht,
They had to Ret the others off the
road and under.nets. .They got six more induring t/he
second night with their Diamond, T's. It took the
lQ-ton bulldozer to get "C" Battery .in on the third
nirrit., ,
As previously reported-from, expdrience in Sicily,

combat

operations in Italy have further shown that the older, formal procedure for occupation of position is impracticable for the type of
figbtin that has
1
prevailed in

the present capaign.

occupied are ;generally indicated on a mp.
then proceeds to the area,
the actual selection,

The battalion conmmander

usdally accomnanied by his S- 3

and makes

Tho battery commaanders are then called forward,

generally one at a time, by radio,
rcen.tarv in

Positions to be

Brief,

nature havo been the rule.

oral orders,

often frag-

On this subject a Pattalion

Commander in. the 3rd Infantry Division Artiliery bluntlyobserved:
.The old-fashioned ESOP with a lone winded order
*
on a hill, and so fort-, is all baloney. We just never
Out of the sixty times we have gone
do it that vay
into position, I have given one such verbal order. The
battai*on commander goes ahead with his S-3 looks for
positions in the area assigned, and then radio's back
for his BC's, He shows to.em their positions on the map,
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and-the executive brings the battalion up-when he oan get
road clearance,
a
With reference to training in bccupation. of position)
recommended
Battalion Commander of the 3rd Division Arti-lery

,

difficult
_.There should be practice in occuoation of
after
T-ie
positions, the only kirkd we have over here.
thought
have
e have-taken positions one would'never
t'ie a,,
and
first
of in the States, positions that you look at at
.
it.
say, "that's impossible," but. you end tp by doing
c. Organization of Position.
been but- little
In the oruanization of position, there .has
room for choice in the disposition of pieces.

The cardinal rule has

and at the same time
been to fit the pieces tb the terrain available,,
secure the maximum defilade and dispersion.

One consideration as a re-

of c-round that svill support
sult of rain and mud hasbeen the location
the weight of the piece.

Whenever the situation permits1 and the room

have preferred positions organizis available, most bttalion commanders
ed with pieces disoosed in an irregular-1W
50yad.

O

.Jete

1'

forrmation, or .eta gered line.
esarrxiritl

battery fronts of 250 yards, vith pieces approxi~raately
D
here possible,
,01

yards, have been
100 yar s apart, and position depths of 75 to 100
preferred.

however, has seldom
The, ideal as preferred by the cormmanders,

position areas, as well
been attainable because of limited and restricted
as difficult terrain.

In the cas6 of the 155mm gun positions, the

Artillery recorimiended that
CommandIer of the 36th Field
..
Guns should be Spotted so that one plane in thecourse
two
of flight caninot fly in a straignt line over more than

sections,..
preference
In an armored field a rtillery group, ,the Conmander expressed
for a secmiircular dlsposition of pieces whenever possible:
1114
. . .We are usiang a hexagonal for:mation or an inverted
100
The executive is in the center, no piece closer than

yards to him or to each other, and the depth of the
are six-gun
battery position 1S about 200 yards - these
batteries..
Regardless of preferences,
terrain available was

the
the cardinal rule of fitting position to
sthelmain lesson.

The Commander of the 9th Field

Artillery. Battalion reported:
.Spottingv

of iTuns must fit

the terrain,, I have had
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batteries on a front of,250 to.400 yards, once even 500
yards. Another time I had all, twelve guns on a front
of 600 yardp, ttough staggered. If I have room., wJhich
I seldom have, I certainly prefer dispersinn up to 500
yards.
.
In tie 185th Field Artillery Battalion, similar experience vas briefly
gpive.n by its Commander:
, .You just take. what you can 'get, Sure we like the
diamond, or ,TWi, some depth.. but you must fit the
terrain. Defilade is wvhat I am after-, then I consider
the spotting of the pieces. ,..
Provision for the protection of personnel has varied
with terrain and individual preference.

The slit trench is

generally

believed to be moredesirable because of the speed and ease with which
it

ca.n be dug,

and also because it

Where, the terrain permits,

provides sheltered sleeping space.

it has been common practice to dig shelters

into the sides of reverse- slooes and terraces,

Practice in the 3rd

Division Artillery was described by a Battalion Commander:
* .Our men have gone in more and more for the German#
Theyr dig in and
type foxholes on the side of a hill.
Or they cover a normal
down, and put logs on top,
foxhole wlith lops, leavin a hole just big enough to
get through.
Some of these are pretty elabcrate,
.
In service practice in the U.S., emphasize improving
the position while firing, Give instruction in improvising wheel mats and logs that will work in the
mud.

.

also

Advantages of the slit trench over the barrel-type foxhole.were

pointed out by the Conmmander of the l58th Field Artillery Battalion.
. . .We have found
A
occu~r at nignt.
not in a .foxhole.
cover.
W'
e dilg our

that the bulk of our casualties
trench, but
man can sleep in a slit
I order all men to steep under
guns partially in, and use parapets

If we caniTt get. sandbags,

also.

we fill

empty cart-

ridge boxes with sand and dirt..
Selection and Organization ofj CF's and FDC's

d.

In the general selection of positions,

commend posts and

fire direction centers have been secondary to gun positions.
been customarr for battalion commanders.to
positions,

select first

It

has

the gun

and, then seek suitable locations for the cormand post and

fire direction center?

Facility of control,

cover and concealment,

and reasonable proximity to the command post of the suppo-ted unit

have been the chief considerations in
positions.

the selection- of domm and post

In the artillery of all divisIons the'corimanders have insistcontrolling oisbance

ed that battalion conrmand posts be within effective

of the batteries because of difficulty in maintaining coiimiuni cAions.
In the 3rd,

34th, and 36th Divisions-,

is

it

standard

practice to keep the fire direction center separated at some distance
from the battalion cormand post.

The distance between the two depends

on cover, terrain, and other factors,
positions,

As"in the organization of gun

no standard rule can -be followed.

The installations must be

fitted to the recuirements of the ground and the situation.

On this

point the Executive Officer, 3rd Division Artillery reported:
SThefire direction centers are always separated from
the battalion command posts from 200 yards to half a mile.
e
We keep a duplicate firina chart at the co.mand post,..
have what we call a 'snoo.t 'phone" at the command post.
A recorder sits at the 'phone and listens in on all
The command post (S-2)
Lissions and keeps the chart posted.
always separated so
are
(S-3)
center
direction
fire
and the
the whole thing cannot be blown up at once.,.sIn the 45th Division,

different procedure is

The corfuiand post

followed.

and fire direction center are located together,

but with a sandbag

partition between the two elements of the installation.
artillery battalions commfrnanxi

Among the corps

posts and fire direction centers are gen-

erally together when posibions are occupied

in areas well in .the .rear.

When the corps battalions are pushed ,Nell forward, the two® instballatior,.a
are kept separate.
Many varying locations have been used for command ppsts and
fire direction ce-nuers in Italy.

Quarries,

caves,

thick-walle'd houses,

an.d sheltered sites behind steep banks have all been effectively
When none of these have beep available,
dug in

th& fire direction center is

preferably to a depth of four or firve feet if

and the spoil placed in
heicht of several feet.

utilized.
then

the soil permits,

sandbags so that the. sites can be revetted to a
The use of trucks for command posts and fire

sited under a
direction centers has been avoided unless the truck can be
very steep high bank giving adeomate protuction.

eN
~ght Operations'
As in Sicily, the importance of weUl conducted night
operations of all types was again brought out in Italy.

In country

which afforded the enemy commanding observation of roads and routes,
the necessity for night displacement, movements, and occupation-.of
position under darkness is readily apparent'

The Cormnander of the

41st Field Artillery Battalion remarked that
.ea.C1rly
aiays occupation of position is at night,
This should be stressed in instruction in the United.
States that is, under battle conditions9 with dwrony
mines to be avoided, and absolutely without ig.;hts, not
even the little blue blackout lights.,
Proficiency in service of the n,
i-,ce at ni oht
aid of liphts, was also an important lesson.

wvithout the

As the situation became

more stabilized, units thy- red an increasing amount of night harassing and interdiction fire, as well as othe,:r night missions, and the
need for crows woll trained in nitht firing was clearly demonstrated,
The narro-,

mountain roads, often danserous with cud and

jharp hairrin turns also brought out the, importance of night drivingf
Indiv idual driver proficiency at night, control of night movements,
Isoludine the empl yment of guides and markers, were stressed by a
m Oof
0@ln±manders.
The Co.manding General 18th Field Artillery
Brigade recommended increased training in night driving for units in

the United States, and advocated that this include special training
for assistant drivers,

in this connection he pointed out:

.
.in ni ht, driving, the averag e driver, with his'
lcft-.hand drive, is inclined to keep to the left
because he can see uhe left side of' the .rod,. In
trainina in-the United States, there should be more
ni i~ht driving, with insistance that the assistant
drive~r 153 made responsible for kcoeping the truck on

"

the rieht half' of the road hy advioingrthc driver
how! far to the rigTht he can safely drive. The tend-.
oneqy of the average 'assistant driver is to fold his

hands and go to sleep.

.

Other cormanders stressed the-necessity of all forms of niTht training.
One Battalion Commander of the 3rd Division Artillery declared:
If

Stress'night survey.

they can do it

they can do it

conducted with no ligtr,

at ni'ht

Niht problems must be
and I mean no Iluht whatsoever,

at any time.
/I

-
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given in the Selection and
bshould.be

raining

observation posts at night,
the dark. .

And

and in

occupation of

gettingwire to them in

of night
nother Battalion Commander with reference to the imrportdnce

tactical problems in artillery tra ining stated:
.

thinking that you have had a night problemwhen
o
,Stop

yoU go opt for one night.

Units should stay out several

nights, !-find out how to read a map vith a dim flashlight,
huddled under a raincoat so that no light will show,
They should also do.some of the old-fasiioned doughboy
.,
night compass marching, and some night surveyq
Reconnaissance

f.

was
The necessity for thorouch and continual reconnaissance
demonstrated throughout the camoaign.
rf areas,

positions,

Constant advance reconnaissance

observation posts,

and routes of comunication, dis

placement and supply, became a standard practice.
in forward areas was often hampered by minos.

Night reconnaissance
was

I many units it

neew positions during daycoimmon practice to conduct reconnaissance for
in many" instances It- was
light, and offect tri displacement after dark,
infantry in order to
customary to reconnoiter areags still occupied by
0

F

soon as the situation
have position locations spotted for occupation as
should require.

useful
Officers of group headquarters were especially

in carrying on the work of con%5 mnuousar

.....

andthus ofW

&..-..

No ItnewT

relieved the brigade-and battaliion co.mmanders for other duties.
lessons in reconnaisance wvere gained from; tie Campaign,

Experience

again reemphasized the principle that artiiiery reconnaissance must be a
never-ending,
g.

continuous process in all echelons,
,

Local S- curty and Antitank Defense

The threat to artilery positions from hostile armor has,

"

beern far less in Ttaly than had been emo~erienced in
a result of wxperionco

in the present campaign is

Tunisia.

Opinion as

divided with respect

to the need of the antitank platoon within the artillery battalioi
least in

the type of country arid fightling that has prevailed,

of 0 ommriders have stated that their aitillery pieces
tank weapon,

.num.b-nr

re the best anti-

and provision for "Ant-tank action is alwaysmade in the

organization of- positions.

In one division this belief has been
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at

strengthened by the fact that one of its battalions successfully
defended its position against armored attack and destroyed seven enemy/
tanks with its 105am howitzers,

.Although a ntunber of units have turn-

ed in their antitank guns, a majority of com.anders favor retaining
the 57~~~gun for organic antimechanized defense,,

On this .point. the

CormAanding General, 18th Field Artillury Brigade declared:
As we move further forward, we are roing to get into
what the British call "tankable country.!' I favor retaining the battalion antitank.platoons and recommend
theky be equipped ith 5715 .
Standard provisions for local security have been followed
in the organization of' positions,

Perimeter defense has been the

guiding principle, and antitank rocket launchers have been disposed in
pairs at critical points of observation and approach,.

The rocket

launcher cr'ews have served as warning sentries in the scheme of perimeter defense,
h. Movements

n Forward Areas

Eperience in the difficult mountain terrain and under
bad weather conditions has shown that artill.ry m1ovement in fo.wiard
areas should be by infiltration of small groups of vehicles and
veapons, or in some cases, by single vehicle,

The Coimmander of the

l8th Field Artillery Prigade has stated in a report on lessons from
the Campaign.
.In bad weather,

movement-s in forward areas must be
by infiltration. Attempts
to move by convoy, with narrow
bridgus, macdy roads, and bad .turnoffs, will inevitably
result in. traffic janis a~nd. casualtie-s,..

47.

GUNNERY
a.

Principles and Technique
The OCampaiqn in Italy brought out with groater emphasis

than before the soundness of gunnerv principles and technique as preScribed in the Field A-rtillerv School and in standard trainino
literature.
control,

The fire direction center again provided a mea sure o-

direction,

and flexibb'litv unsurpassed in

paiLsn
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any rlrevious ca.ni

b.

of Fires
,
Flexibility and Vssing
Artillery operatio.ns-in Italy have been-characterized by the

use of riass fire. Effective, flexible' control.has ben maintained throughout by fire direction centers of battalions, an-f ire control centers of
brigades, and divisions. ,The massing of fires up to seven battalions after

the adjustment of, observed fire by one batLa]ion or .by one forwardobserver
has become routine when targets have .arranted

much density"

Forward

observers have been trained to cal] for and adjust the fire of battalions
other than their own, and the maintenance of flexible, complete

comr

munications has peruitted the rapid. massing_ of all units within range when
ever.the situation has required.

As rentioned in Paragraph 45b, supra,

the outstanding example of coordinated mass fire occurred in the CAvilNOM1AGGIOVE attack, in jhich the fire of all guns in three corps, totalling
more than 900 piieces, was massed on this objective.
,-lmassing of fire from alL arti]]erv within a corps,
The
conmonly called STiENADE in II Corps art BINGO in VI Corps, has not been
The effect of such fire has been outstanding in the taking of

unusual.

formidable-objectives, and. the Artillery Commoander of the 36th Division
made the follow-ing comment:
It i eff.ctiveand
.Another type of fire is S.ItNADL
piece, heavy and
every
intervals,
cones down at irregular
Was captured
CAMINO
fire)
mass
light, As a result (of this
has surprise,
SERENADE
needed.
quickly. This mass of fire was
a bunch of
on
times
three
or
mass., and density. Drop it two
Germans and they'll surrender,..3
c.

Forwabd Observation
: , forward observation continued to be
As in previous campaigns.

the principal means of_adjusting
weather with. fair visibility,

In periods of good

Italy.

firec in

fires directed by this method inthv /Amerli-

can units of Fifth Army have often av-eraged more than 83% of al-l, missions
fired.

This average naterally fluctuated with conditions of visibility

and observation, but even inperiods of rain and low visibility observed
fires often averaged above 60% of the total.

.

i,,,aa

Cae

The main lessons of the Ca.r

n ith reg-ard to forwmard
t

observation have been the value of fiexibiiity, cooperation ai-onu observers,
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and 'ie aceSSL
for profici.-.ncy in the use 9f maps and tarset esignction bI Ja&i,
When a forward observer rorts a Larcut stun'ord
practice has heen for the-controLLinad..ncy to use tn

battaLion or
.sD,

battiLlons i').ich offer the best possibi.ityr f'or effectivfawx,

result the a.verar-e forard obsrver way expct to adjust his. own battalion 1'-Ss than half the tdjue,

Division artiliery ousurvrs fre-uen-lv
S

LA0

adj.ust corps artillery battalions, anA vice versa,

v k,

L.-s

'

L,.i-bloe

practi ce has tace targot designation bya,,aan almost invariable
necessiyi
and accoefiingly all observers must
. trained in tie se of

a,

seci....-,,Jy for this nurnose.

Full cooperation ainon-, the obsarvers

has oov
most eff'.ctive in the deiv.,ry of ir.
On onu. occasion an
onserver ha cormtpLetd uhshadjustment and was ahout to o :into.!"r for

ef ..ctb

,en L>,e tar.-et

obscured by a cod,

Iras

An observer on an

,.jc-nt hill aK.isc2 that be c'.d ste the tarr.t, and rve
fire roer efto',

thsvit-

F.diitv

N

in adjuso

-

t.- ,ibsio

contl.nU-

ort< on the

,

1Jt.
b- forwrrd obs;,rvation

£5

ac.hieved in the 'Caoaiwn is

i.ell iLlstrttd

5rd Division Artiler,:g
,Je ,keep out ti"e

forrad observr- oar direct suoort

c om.s of .o-

in ti'

battawlion, a nd at til,,es, tnree for thm rboa
supor to
Our forward &!oservtrs.iave ad uste
corpsbattaions and.
Stheirs nae adjusted ours.
Our
,battalions
ilav_. bean adJLst -7dby Infantr
forvar0obs
rvers
as
ranas fourteen
and
.re observeci
rssions ,v.
n:foani
o'tie

-iS

:LivisLon.

7th Infantry on thu

_ft fn

of tii.

Ihe cot;nrunic l Ion e.ec thiOs: from, t,.e. privat to
b,, volce t]:,C.IC
r
to the

iv]s co.n...rLboar)

mlnf :ntry battalion, .afld tht.en to tilk infantryr rou:m.ent.
The<" Kiroct su :nport batta]lio u :,,s eat of r,flPe, so the
nOisfln u,.snt to the .d.ivision art-iJ._"r....r. ss.itchhoorc:,rd
adc
th1en b,-)SOR173 to the covrs lire con :ol center.
They
passed it on to a 1550-,E5cores gn. oattaiono
The ;.sso
took an hlour and tw nr-;),
nin'ut~c,

and it

The noCesssJt ,; ['or ±:ho:,ce-ecu
in tarpet
sc l-,,

in

th r,n.

a

"b~j

~io

io

4

etrs,

s:.ecia~dLl

,

.1.:11ll

R,

ice-i:,s

41

ian

resuclts°.

in fori.n maps of

(Dora. ,an'iv.-j P::en, rai]', l,..tn vi,.1t A-rtiD~
l :" .q
4i
"

te:

traing~~ of forwaerd observersfein

strossed b

Was

sot

traiun.': i- tile it

all commanders,

-
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:5OO
lie

rile raco,±rernded.°

0_.,:1'o:!kad

Iver st- thor
to use ,vnss.
observers s;ouid be tai-t
eep ti.enulveff lecutod
a map, -1nd mae t-e,

.go ILt'u'

,

on

the map as they move. All targets should be designated by
coordinates, because you cannot tell which battalion will
fire on a particular target. If the obsdrver senses from
a base point or reference point, unnecessary delay may
result while his oVM FDC converts the sensing to coordinates..
Therefore, a majority of the time the base point shift is
.
not a-piicable.
Siilarly the Coremapder of the l58th Field Artillery Battalion reported
as a result of 'experience:
.Forward dbserveps frenuently fire other battalions
than their own, including corps artillery. Therefore, the
target must be designated by coordina:tes. Forward observers
must be trained in maps, and know howto call for fire on
a target by map. We have had new officers who were,.dangerous because they could not use maps - their map training has
been deficient, also their training in reading photos.,
The need of more thorough training in maps was also emphasized in a re.

.

port of the 'Conmander.of the 9th Field Artillery Battalion:
.

.

.Map reading -should be improved, and this applies to

officers more than to enlisted .Ien, That is one thing the
•OCS has not produced, andIit, is a subject to which they
shou-d give more attention, That is the only dificiency
our officers have had that could have been remedied before
ith the
they come to us. They should be trained to work w,
1:50000 map and with meters...
d.

Normal Barrages
- have been habitualiy prepared whenever the
Ntormal barragoes

situation has reverted to the defenive, or Whenever there has been a
Standard procedure

pause in the infantry operations for reorganization.

as prescribed in TvM 6-40 has been followed withdut variation,

On this

point the Executive Officer, 3rd Division Artillery made brief coiment:
. .We prepare normal barrages for the liuhts about 200
to.400 yards in front of the infantry°.

You. cannot im-

prove on the standard technique as taught...,
e.

Rolling-Barrages and Moving concentrations
Dxperience hum shown that the firing of successive standard

concentrations is gonerall> preferred to the true normal barrage, and
has been found to produce the -same general ef fects.
barrage,

however.

The true rolling

hac been fired on several occasions;

sidered useful as bover for river crossingoperations.

and has been conOne specific

34th
example of such fire Nas the rolling barrage laid down ahead of the
southeast of
Infantry Division during thec.rossing of the VOLTUINO River

-
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.

as

and

Timhbarrage was begun on the far bank of the river,

held there in such a manner as to mark physically the line of departure
for the infantry wirho advanced to the river in the dark.

It

provided

effective cover in the night crossing.
f.

Time Fire
The adjustment of time fire in the mountainous terrain,

especially under conditions of bad weather and poor visibility has
been difficult,

Its deadly effect, however, has been fully recognized

and it has been used throughout the Caripaign whenever conditions have
permitted its observation.

It has been considered especially effec-

tive when tcixed with white phosphorus and percussion high explosive.
The Comfander of the 71st Field Artillery Brigade commented on the
effectiveness of time fire when conditions permitted adjustment,

but

also pointed out the difficulties of adjustment in the prevailing
terrain and weather,
of duds was high.

the proportion

and the fact that at long ranges,

In the 3rd Division Artillery, the Coolmmander stated

that during one period his battalions were firing approximately 20% of
all observed missions with time fire.
&" UnobservedFire
As the general situation on the front became more stabilized, the use of unobserved fire became more important and prevalent.
A large proportion of thu unobse'rved missions comprised night
harassinF and interdiction fire.

Tao Campaign demonstrated

that the extensive use' of obseved fire method s
observation,

clearly

especially forwatd

has not diminished the importance and value of unobserved

methods, nor the necessity for sound training in

them.

The prolonged

periods of bad weather which cut down observation and visibility also
renderod unobserved methods increasingly important,

The Executive

Officer, 3rd Division Artillery, declared;
. . .We have fired recently a lot of unobserved fire,

mostly interdiction, and always with nap data corrected,
Because of weather conditions, in recent
using metro.
weeks the majority of fire has been unobserved, except
for the 41st F.A. Battalion, which has had beautiful
observation.
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Firing Charts and Graohical Firing Tables
All battalions have used a f iring chart and the graphical

firing tabLs in

conjunction with the chart.

not true observ%,d lire

charts as defined in

TM 6-40.

together xuTith observ. d concentrations and such

chart,

call or scheduled fireS as are likely to b
The grid system on the 1:50000 map is
stripped and the target is
is

Actually they are

Base and chock points

suppluments to the universally used-..1:50000 map..
are plotted on th,

coiidfon use are

The charts in

asked for by the Infantry.

used on the

When the target

plotted from stripped. data.

likely to be fired on again in

a short time,

K is

Usually th

chart,.

stripping and r plotting

may b- accomplished later in.the day,.
In many units, firing charts were also maintained by the
individual batteries.

This was universaly_7, true of all batteries in

3rd. Division Artillery,

in

the

wrjhich all colmmcandrrs regarded such practice as

a n cessity to insure continued effective fire in

the event coimiunication

between the battalion firi- direction c-nter and the batteries should be
cut.

The Arti~lery Exc utivf

of this Division declared that

batteries must be able to run their own fire
h.z.TV
to the battalion is out,
direction centers when the -ir3
The computer,
own firing charts,
Th° batteri.s keep tieir
keeps
corporal
sends down the adjusted data and the scout
When necessary, the, battery executive-acts as
the chart.
We needed
S-3 and the scout corporal is the 1CO and VCO.
.
a battery fire direction center one time only, but we
needed it badly then, and it worked.,
standard and improvised granhical
used throughout,

and have been in

univorsal] demand.

the light battalions.

The new tables have

They have been highly satisfactory

been distribut d to a number of units.
in

tables have been

irin.

babies

In the 4.5-incb gun battalion, th

contain an error in K, and.-in one medium howitzer battalion it

was report-

ed that the nevv table dods not provide data for ranges above 13000

yards.

In the main, the graphical firing tabl., has been proved, to be a most
valuable asset in the rapid delivery of accurate firJ.

It

has contributed

much to th- efficiency of the fire direction center system..
i.

Counterbattery
Counterbattery eissions assumed a role of increasing
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importance throughout the.,Campaign.

As the situation beccame more and.-

more stabilized the need for effectiveneutralization and silencing of
enemy artillery increased, and with the large amount of borps'and long
range artillery available,.counterbattery action -was eff 'ctjvely
carried out.

sanding GeneralF71t Fild
In this connection the Comm,
,:

Artillery, Brigade, obserVed
.S
We' fee I that good aggressive counterbattery is the
best protection, The Corps Countrbattery Section is
right here with us. It has wire lines direct to many of
the battalions. Counterbattery is the thing with which
we put our plans into effect. The ccunterbattery
locations are thi, result of' many inferences, information
frtm flank observation posts, flash and sound-when suitable, shell reports, and photo study. ,

The n.ed for the 8-inch howitzer and 4,.5-inch -,un as counterbattery
weapons, pointed out in- the

Essons of the Sicilian Campaign, was met,

in Italy, and these weapons have been effective for the purpose.

It

has been customaryfor the Corps Counterbattery Section to be.located
close to the commard post of -the reinforcing corps brigade, and as
indicated 'in.the above quoted comment, to maintain' close communic a-.
The, value of shell reports as an aid

tion wvith the corps battalions.

in identifyving the nature of enemy batteries-was clt.early disclosed.
Close coordination between the observation, battalions, forward
observers, counterbattery, sections,, and reinforcing battalions all
served to make the pounterbattery Missions effective.

j.

Time on Tagt(TOT)
,The.practice of massing fire on a target and allowing

for time of fliuht so as to cause all rounds to reach the t'arget
simultaneously, has been highly satisfactory,
condo cted, as follows:

,This procedure has been

After a battalion has fired an observed mitssion

on a target that warrants sp :.cial a ttention, ,a number of battalions
may then be massed on the target.
are

The watches of all battalion S-'s

iynchronized. and the tim- fo r the fire is announced.

Allowance

for time' of flight is made so that all projectiles will arrive at the'
target at the same time

Such procedureis g6nerally referred to as

a "TOT of so manvy battalions,"

and is applicable to scheduled fires
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as well as call missions.

The S,

65th Division Artillery reported

°

a,e had a lot of massing of fires in our last two weeks
in the lines. We had seven battalions, our four and the
three of the 178th Group, . .We are sold on the TOT procedure,
We allow for time of flight so that they all come down together. We synchronize the time and all battalion S-3-s wear
split-second watches.
Concentrations delivered with TOT procedure have been especially effective in ptoducing large'urabrs of casualties.

The element of

Surprise as a result of' the timing Fives no opportunity for the enemy to
escape the full density and mass of the simultaneous impact of fire.
k.

Survey Methods and Technique
Artillery survey in Italy has been generally confined to

position areas,

Very little survey. of target 'areas has been conducted.

No new lessons or improvements in survey method and technique have
sulted fro

the c.iipaign.

re-

Practically all cormanders stressed the neces-

sity of sound training in. all methods of survey, vith emphasis on
simplicity of method and speed in execution.

Night survey training has

been emphasized in the r'ecorrmendations of all commanders.

It

has been

particularly noted in their comments that although target area survey has
not been necessary tbo any great degree in Italy, it
neglected in training.

should not be

On this subject the Coruianding General,

71st

Field Artillery Brigade declared:
,Just because we haven't used much target area survey-S
we have used some
there is no reason to slack up on it
in training. It tis extremely important and must be taught.

You mulst check on the time, get your survey in fast, as in
this country you never know when clouds or fog will obscure
the view so that you have to pa'ss suddenly from observe~d to
unobserved fire..
Cooperation between the division artillery survey parties
and the corps observation battal tons has been highly satisfactory.

It

has been customary for. the observation battalier to provide place marks
for the division.survey sections as points of origin for division survey.
Within the corps,

a most satisfactory measure of cooperation has been

developed between the survey elements of the corps enaineers and the
survey parties of the observation battalions.
effective in

joint operations in

This has been especially

running survey from accurately located
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place marks on high mountains,

vhich has necessitated much labor and

long traverses.

48.

ARTILLERY AIR OP
The utility of artillery observation aircraft in Italy has

been outstanding.

Although.the high mountains have to some eatent

limited, the operations of these craftiat the same time they have
frequently been indispensabie as the only means of obtaining observation.
Despite the unfavorable: weather conditions that have often prevailed.,
the results obtained over long periods have.been exceptionally satisfactory.

Experience in Italy has shownthat the best results
especially for spotting enemy batteries, have been obtabined during
flights at dawn and at dusk.

Observers have- reported that gunflashes

are more readily detected at these periods, and at the same time
the
uncertain light affords a greater measure of protection for the
observing craft.

It has been reported also that days during ,rhich

ground haze prevails are better for observation of hostiiR battery
positions than those which are bright and clear.

Muzzle flashs show

up more sharply in ground haze than in bright, unobscured sunlight.
Artillery air officers have not recommended special training in
night
landing, but strongly advocate thorough instruction in .landings
in
late dusk, since it is advisable to fly many missions at this t.
Another practice .which has proved exceptionally effective
has been th& conduct of air adjustment at night in periods of
bright
moonlight.

This method of operation Lhas been productive of excelent

results on a number of' occasions.

Such missions have been possible

onlyt where th< landing fields have oemitted reacsonably safe take-off

and landing at night.

The scarcity of such filds

possibilities of night adjustment,

f4ici

has li mited the
could otherwise hav. been

exploited more fully,.
The average number of missions flown by individual observers
in

one day has been two.

Five rissions in
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one day has been considered

iissiens generally reouire slightly rorej than cn hour,

a high figure.

were fired has
and one flih.t of five hours during which four missions
have
The principal targets adjusted on by'air observation
been recorded.
been enany batteries,

although area targets, troop concentrations,

vehicles have .also been attacked in this manner.

and

Dependence on artil.ry

observation aircraf U for observed fire has varied with the °t,'rrain,
weather,

and thu existing situation.

Some,conanders have declared that

and during periods of
these aircraft have been positively indispensable,
high percenta e
favorabli weather and good visibility, an exceptionally
adjustment,
of observed missions have been conducted bIT air
November(,

1943, the Air Officer,

In late

18th Field Artillery Brigade,

reported

that
In the last three weeks more than 90% of all observed
issions have been conducted by Cub observers, and of these
these same
a high percentage was also originally located by
has
plane
planes. In the course of one day, a single
spotted twenty guns.
In periods of bad weather and poor visibility, however,
missions has been materially reduced.

the number of air

In January, 1944, the highest per-"

71st
centage of observed missions conducted by air observation in the
ofthat aonth
Field Artillery Brigade was 24o, and. during the first week
the figure was less than 3%.
artillcry
Enemy efforts to inte rrupt the operations of the
have been far greater
planes and destroy them by attack with fighter craft
than in any previous campaign.

This effort has increased noticeably

as a clear induring the latter part of the Campaign, and may be tahen
these obserwadication of the effective results of our fire directed by
One method of attack not previously encountered has been

tion planes.

noted on several occasions,
from above,

One fighter plane will attack the observer

while a cooperating fighter refains at a lo-wer altitude to

attack the observer as he descends to evade the first attacker.

This

system of enemy attack has been successfully used against our observ-rs
several times.

The enemy's determined effort to drive the artillery

observers from the air was the subject of a report by a Brigade Air
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Officer in November,

1943:

o . .Until recently we flew our cub planes well out- over
the German rifle lines with comparative safety dind with
unexpected inunity.
However, since about the middle of
October. the picture is somewhat changed.
We have re-*
ceived word. from the Fifth Army G-2 that the Luftwaffe
has as a recent prime ,mission the'knocking down of our
cubs.
Their actions have borne out this statement fully.
1 knoij of a number, at least five- who have been attacked
successfully in the last month. .

Standard evasive tactics and descent to low altitudes have been followed in avoiding these increasing attacks,
IT Corps hav.

and in addition, both VI and

established what are called "island of safety" in forward

areas for the protection of artillery observation planes.

These

consist of definitely located areas-know-n to all air OP pilots., which
are strongly protected by antiaircraftfire,
aircraft weapons.

including half-track anti-

The primary mission of the antiaircraft units

defending these areas is to'fire'on enemy planes which are attackirng
artillery OP aircraft..

All observer pildts have been instructed when

attacked to proceed to the area -over these "islands of safety."-

It is

reported that in the first two days of op.ration of these safety areas,
observation planes have taken refuge over them some ten times,

and'that

one ME 109 has been destroyed and another probably destroyed by the
antiaircraft
It

fire from units defending the areas.
has been clearly shown throughout the Campaign that

T.he

exctont of artillery air observation over the ,enemy lines,

and the

duration of flight missions that can be Safely conducted,

varies in

exact ratio to the enemy air effort to cdestroy the .observation planes.

As the hostile attacks on the observ-rs increase) conduct of flights
over hostile positions must-.be accordingly restricted.

Thus far, the

losses in observation planes have,been acceptable in the light of
trcsults accomplished and the number of planes available.
The Campaign has shown that thorough precautions must be taken
to prevent destruction and damage to the observation aircraft by sudden
storms and gales when the craft are on the ground.

On January 1, 1944,

a sudden and violent gale, approaching a 50-ile wind velocity severely

-
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damaged a large number of these aircraft on their landing fields

As a

result of this -,xperienoe, the ArtilleryOfficeb, Fifth Army, has
recommended that in c.ase 'of sudden gale when-there is 'not available
proshelter., such as buildings behind'which to anchor the planes, some
the windward
tection can be obtained by assembling a wall of trucks on
side of the Pplanes for shelter.

Other precautionary measures, as..a.. result

Corps;
Of this incident were recommiendedby the Artillery Officer, II
.Experience derived from that occasion (the gale of 1
January) proved the. effectiveness of several precautionary
measures. Planes placed at an angl6 to or broadside to
of the wind faed better than those headed or
the direction
tailed directly into the wind. Digging in wheels reduces.
the angle of attack and lifting forces of the wind. A
truck or other windbreaking obstacle placed on the wind"ward side of the plane is also effective..,

49.o*OM.IUNCATION
of communiThe difficulities in establishment and maintenance
experience
cation in the rugged mountain terrain noted in the infant-ry
to somewhat lesser
were also present in the artillery operations, though
for highly flexextent.. The outstanding lesson has been the necessity
degree
ible complete communications nets in order to permit therequired
of flexibility in control and direction of fire.

Experience has -showmn

has required more
that thb naintenance of these flexible communications
signal equipment and facilities than t'he standard allowance.

This. point

was stressed in a report of lessons from the 18th Field Artillery
Brigade, in which the Commandor stated:
....The normal wire commnunicat ion sjsttm prescribed in
training literature is a minimum requirement. It must be
reinforced by ]aterals, doublo trunks, .and. lines to•
neighbor-ng_ units, regardless of the type of units concerned, There bannot be too many wire channels tosubordinate, higher, and supported unitb? Shell fire,
traffic, and unforseon causes maikc a reinforced wire
communication system essential. ,.
Within the division artillery it has been common practice to
lay two lin(s from the battalion fire direction center to each battery.
has also been al"
The establishment of lateral lines between batteries
most universal procedure,.

-Wheneverpossible, every effort has been

made to have two channels of communication to observation posts,
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especially to such observation Posts which. locate a large number of
fire must
Dcperiunce has taught that speed in the iayinw of

targets.

be sacrificed to careful maintenance and servicing.

A Bricade

#S

)ointed out that "broken 1-ines,

Comiander

no. matter how ra 1idl' they

are laid are often no better than no line at all."
previously expei-ieTnced in

rough country with the light_ - .13 wire

oresent in Ittty

ere aaai

and

This wire proved to be too fls

,mcd
"
wls often unreliable,

easily rn

The difJficulties

The.Artillery 2o.i.mndcr

34th Infantry Division declared that
llO wire
'To attempt to renlzce to anv eitent our -.
The 4,f-130 1simply
be a, {§e'±t mistale.
'4,lith W-1O vIl
wil Unot stand U}p under onRind of traf ic, an even
Whien it is laid over an area 411ere there is no traffic
at all,
it rapidly deteriorates, esoeciaiiy in rainy
.?
weat]h-ier, and must be replaced with W-ll-O
In the iore stabilized

ire is

situations,

these for tie for-ard observers, and lire
Lncluin

.posts,-

sidere, tue priutary means of comaunication,

On the whole,
The use of radio relay,

con-

radio comuxnication has been satisfactoy

0

and flexibility or rad1o communication to

ery oP fire, have been stressed.
a cormuon channeL is

is

supinlemented by ratio.

hi ghest degree of speed and efficiency in

orovide for th

In

the lth

the deliv-

Fieldt Artillery Bri

ce

used by all- forward observers to insure tIis

required fleioLbil- tv.
reported

laid to all. observation

On this soint the Comnander of that Brigeade

2

.cist be a noix_.on channe' . oi radio es.ruiunientor
.ti observatiou posts an: all. battalion.
oinL a c brtradc or a:roup.
fie . ri nri-nec
11ithout tli a coimmon c~nann I_, fire airec i on centets
L£[th relayed hissions5.
an,. wire t-I:ns beccme congested
normai 4~r an obsorver to firle a
1%it m. urfettv
cmiail;'. true of air
.atl.u.sCbi
.,
T' ioei
0 Thei e

catiot

observers

o

o

The ]_on'; perieds of aet weather cauueu consil!ervble trouble in rauio
co muniction,

1

nd an':

coinantders rocoe iended that better

rs of
e,a-

'.,terDroolin' tie sets for operation under act conet tions slould be
developecu
trouble fro.

30u appeared uo be the onlr set with which no
S
1% 0±-Ji
dau-ess has been encountered,

The necessity for constant, all-day an
ciarly 'isclosed

throughout the campaign.

all-ni ht operation e,,nrs

A Briuade Comranor
e thus

cuo--nte<[ .n a report on combat experience:
,hadio
R
comrnunication must be
d on
,aiitain
a 24-hour
bas-.Ls even. th.ough traffic may be light. ±miogUncies
oben reliable radio commuunication is necess,%a, rise
frequenti4y. A shell near a switchboard can desr'oy all
wire oomununication, A constantlV available channul of
radio colmunication proVides ,good insurance
Communication exmerience .ith the observation aircraft again
showived the need for a longer rance set than that no, e1-iployed.
artillery of the 3rd Infantry Division, tI
has proven to be hghly satisfactory.

In the

SCR 30U has been trieC, and

In the 71st Fielo Artillery

Brigade, the Comimander gave the fol"loywing exnenc

in connection nith-,

radio an. the air OP.
o ,Originally for' the Cub.p
il.olanes, we had te Army "Al
channe- and ba,ttalion channels, tIc roU ,0 e bra gmado and
battalion channels.
This works much better, hucaune
en
et
with our base set on the Armv "A" channl,
the d ivision artili
ciirect. Formerty tie A
dIT
1my
"A"I
channel had everyone on it, end transmissions o,.,ere
cluttered. Now the pt ne on the brigade channel can be
shifted to its own battaLion channel i.ncases vjhere many

missions are
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oinp on.

MIS CELLANEOUS
a.

Nearly all battalion co;riianders recorncend the allotment of

a imited number of oackboards to arti'Llery units for iso in supplying
observation posts in mountainous country,
b.

Tbe value of the Army Grouno Form' Tests has been recocuniz-

od by all commanders.

One Brigade Cormman~r declared that there has

been "!nothing~more valuable for traini ng" than tinse ts

anote

Brigade Cownanter likewise stated that they wcrei onQ of, "the. best things
evor devised.U'

ficilitating adjust-

c. Colored smoke for marKng targets i n
rent has been tr-ied with satisfactory rrsuv
lts,
ArtilLr

Cor.n.de.a-aveecomne(

the su

A niber of Division
colored smoKe for
-actof

the 105-mi howitzer.

Issue on the basis oft atorut

has been su'Feted.

P'k.ferencec

.

as to color are re'

-
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of a unit of Lire
violeto an

grcen,

in the order indicated,

Yellow smoke is not desired, as it is said to

resurble the appearance of mustard gas,
and may also be confustd-with
withered-vegetation and gr'ass.
d.

The dissemination of leafl1,ts by artillery
projectile has
been increased. Officers from the Pszyzhot-_
ca1 Warfare Branch have
reported that results have been satisfactory
with the 105mm projqctile,
and numerous deserters have come into
the lines with the leaflets.
e.

It-is reported that worn rims of steel helmets
produce a
strong visible glitter or clint in the
sun, and nay give away the
location of observation posts,

It has been recommended that helmet-

rims worn bright in this fashion be painted
or cov, red with mud or
cloth,.
f.

The tuse of' dynamite charges in unoccupied
areas for the

purpose of simulating artibleby fire
to divert enemy fire on dummy,
positions has been tried And the results
have often been satisfactoryThis procedure has served to draw fire
away from ,redl positions, and
.also aids in discowring thle location of German artillery and mortar
positions by drawing their fire,

SECTION
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VII

ARLIORED UNITS

GEFAL
Muntain terrain and close country in italy have greatly

limited the employment of armored units,
Campaign has been the necessity

A maj'or lesson from the

J'ffitting the tactical emloyment of,

armor to the prevailing ground and existing conditions.

Tanks have

been profitably and ef'fectively used despite the
terrain limitations,
although their employment has not folloWid the broad
concept of
ar

e d action

Eperience has shown that the individual
situation

and terrain must determine the course
of effective tank operations.
In Tunisia, especially in th6 open country
of the southern sectors,
the major lesson was the failure to use the
armdr-d division in

r- 113 ,..

sufficient strength or in

In Sicily, though concen-

concentrated mass,

trated mass action was precluded by the terrain,

the nature of the

campaign made speed and pursuit outstanding elements of the lesson-

mountainous country has permitted neither speed,

close,

mass action.
units,, in

secondary roles,

of armored units,
applicable in

nor

nor pursuit,

Tank employment has been confined to the action of small

of these three campaigns,,
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The

In Italy, neither of these principles could be applied.

experience.

and on special missions.

From the experience

the broad lesson remains that in

the employment

flexibility based on sound general principles is

as

the same degree as to any other arm,

COOPERATIVE ACTION WITH ELEkENTS OF THE INFANTRY DIVISION
Of outstanding importance in

Italy was the need of cooperative.

action between tank units and elements of the infantry.division, as
distinguished from the normal action of tanks and armored infantry within
the armored division.
ation with tanks,

The deficiencies of infantry training in

above noted in

cooperthe

Paragraph 38, were also present in

separate tank battalions vhich operated in support of infantry divisions,
Commanders of both arms repeatedly pointed out the need of joint training
before units enter combat,
will fight together.

and reconnended

such training for units that

This subject was stressed in

a report of the

Commander of the 753rd Tank Battalion early in January. .Tank battalions should train with the divisions to which
*
We found that if we wore with the same
they are attached.
we soon got to know the standing
time,
division for some
combat experience, and
Trainingf,
procedures.
operating
very vital to insure
are
perserfnel
personal contacts with
teamwork and combat efficiency between tanks and the units to
We found that when we were relieved
which they are attached.
from one unit and attached to another it took some time to
get accustomed to new methods, staff work, and procedures.
After we have been in training and in combat with an organ-.:
ization, we have mutual, understanding and accept each Other

,

as part of the same unit.,
The problems of achievihng the leyel of teamwork required between the
attached tank units and the infantry they support have been increased
materially by frecuent changes in

attachment.

In this connection,

the

Commander of the 751st Tank Battalion reported that his organization as
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of January, 1944,
6.has
in ttrn ben attached to the
3rd, 34th, 36th,
and 45th infantry Divisions,
to the 1st Ranger Group,
to the 23rd Armored Brigade (British),
and at the
present time it is,with the 2nd
Tank Group and attached
to the 45th Infantry Division.

53.

SMALL UNIT OPERATIOuS

Armored action in Italy has
been confined almost entirely
to
small unit ope.rations in support
of infantry, either in attack
or in
defense, Elements engage4 in
these operations have varied
generally
from platoons to single tarks,
since the close country and mountain
terrain precluded the employment
of larger groups. CorLrnnders
have
stressed the need of thorough training of
the small unit, in order
that the armor may be fully exploited even in country where it
cannot
be used in its conventional role
of mass,

The Commander of the 753rd

Tank Battalion reported as a
result of experience in Italy:
•We should place more emphasis
on section and platoon
training. We have fouri, particularly
in italy, that a
great many times only a section
or a platoon can be used
due to the restricted areas-of emloy-ent and attack.
We have to a great degree been
trails in this country. In the reestricted to- roads and
attack., our advance has
been slow and we always try to
oveiwatch the advance of
each element by another element,
Identical experience has been
reported by the Copmmander of
the 751st
Tank Battalion, who commented
in almost the same terms:.
• The employment of the battalion
the aduntainous
country
has been in small units. The in
platoon,
section,
and sometimes
even

one tank has he~n used, The
nature of
Smost of the country we have
been going through has con
fined actioen to reads and Urails
and has permitted only
a few vehicles to get into action
always try to overwatch the advanceat any one Lime. We
of any element, even
if it is only one tank,.

The nature of the fighting and the
country involved often
required the emplovment of tanks
on special missions. Among these
were the attack of emrlacements
and pillboxes with direct fire,
whenevzr the tanks could be maneuvered
into effective position, Successful missions of this sort were
accomplished on a number of occasions,
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and the Cormmander of one tank battalion stated that "we have found 'the
fire of the 75rm tank gun to be very effective against the enemy pillboxes.
The gun is accurate enough .to get direct hits at medium ranges on pillboxes and put. them out of action."

The employment of tanks to assist

infantry in town and village fighting has been comon practice in Italy.
Direct fire from tbe tank guns has been effective in'destroying enemy
strong points in the thick-walled houses and. in sweeping streets.

The

exercise of great care in avoiding antitank guns and tank traps in these
compact, narrow-streeted.town.s, and.the use of strong covering support
fire have been important in these missions.

A battalion commander has

described his experience in this type of action:.
the attack on SAN PIETRO we were supported by a tank
*
.In
destroyer company in direct fire support, and' the tank
company which was to make -the attack used a number of. their
tanks for direct fire support of the tanks making thE attack.
Targets were assigned to -each platoon, and in some cases to
terrain TiFetures
each vehicte, Practically all houses and
wv-hich were logical sites for ant.itank guns were taken under
fire by both tanks and tank destroyer guns. One house, which
was not placed under direct fire proved to have an antitank
gun concealed in it, and caused considerable damage before
.

being knocked out

Another type'of specia] rission for which the armor was successfully employed was the advancing of single tanks to draw hostile fire,
especially from larger caliber, guns, and thus disclose positions that
would otherwise remain s.ilent and masked.

These tactics were generally

'

used just prior to large attacks, in order to locate gun positions in
advance, so that they could be dealt with before the main attack began.
The use of tanks as strong points in. perimeter defense, often dug
in to serve as armored pillboxes, has proved effective and valuable in a
number of instances in Ital..

It is recognized that under norma]

conditions, this method of employment is contrary to standard armored
doctrine.

However, in the situations in which these; tactics were used,

conditions both. warranted and required such employment of the tanks availnd they did excellent service in this unusual role.

able
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INDIRECT FIRE

--

7,PLOYME2NT OF TANKS AS ARTILLERY

Despite the mass of organic and reinforcing artillery available
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in Italy, it has been found often profitable to exploit the fire
power

of tank guns as supplemental artillery.

Such employment has been less

extensive among the tank units than it has been with
tank destroyers,
but on a number of occasions medium tanks have been
effectively used
in their secondary role as artillery.

The need of adequate training

and equipment to accomplish such missions successfully
has been-brought
out in the reports of a number of commanders,

In one instance a tank

battalion was called on to fire indirect missions at
ALTAVILLA and
PAESTUM, and these were deliveredby using an dmprovised
system similar
to that, employed in mortar firing.

In general, all conmanders recom-

mend thorough training in indirect fire methods to
permit rapid and
effective assumption, of the secondary role of artillery
whenever a
situation should require.
56.

ENIPLOYMENT OF TANK TROOPS AS INFANTRY
In late December, 1943, the situation at one sector
of the

line was such as to warrant the use of a tank battalion
as infantry.
In this instance the terrain was such as precluded entirely
the use of
the tanks, and the crews and additional personnel were
armed with small
arms and fought as infantry in the line.. This incident
was thus described by the Conander of the 751st Tank Battalion
which was the unit
so employed:
.On Decembe.r 25, the Battalion was ordered to take over
a defensive
soctor position from the 3rd Battalion of the
lS0th Infantry. A provisional company of 250 men, plus
an
additional 70 men for service troops, a mortar platoon
and

an assault gdin platoon was formed from the battalion.

..

Armament of the provisional company was with the organic
weap'ons of" the battalion and consisted of about SO%
submachine guns, 20 Ml rifles, and the remainder carbines.
We had in addition 12 li-<ht machine guns and one German

machine gun which we had-captured.

.

.The vehicles and

other equipment of. the battalion wvere held in a bivouac

several miles-to the rear, with the remainder of the battalion-to keep them serviced pending the tie when we
should
use. them again,
Although ttis was highly unusual employment for-tank
troops, this unit
performed good-service in this particular mission.

Training in fight-

ing as infantry can prove to be a valuable asset to
any armored troops,
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and the Commander of another battalion also declared in a report on
campaign experience:
. Another phase of training that should be emphasized is
There. have been many times
fighting on foot. for tank crews.
when tanks are knocked out or disabled, that the crews have
had to get out and. continue forward on foot with their small
arms weapons.

57.

STEEL TRACKS
In units rQporting on the subject,

of steel chevron-type tracks.

opinion was dnanimous in favor

This'.type proved to be more serviceable and

.dependable-than any other type; especially in the rough mountainous
terrain.

As .second choice,

the rubber chevron.-type is

preferred.

Block-

type tracks have been found to wear out more quickly and are more subject
to skidding on the muddy, slippery roads in the mountains.

SECTION
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VIII

:

TANK DESTROYER UNITS

GENERAL
Employment of tank destroyers in their 'normal role has been very

limited since the beachhead operations following the initial
As pointed out in Paragraph 17,

sura, the destroyers that landed early

performed a high order of service in
consolidation,

landings.

the critical period of the beachhead

and were of great value in carrying out their primary

missions during .the operations in the SALERNO plain.

As the advance en-

tered the mountainous hinterland where the threat of hostile armor was no
longer present, .destroyer units were employed in

secondary, roles because

of the terrain and the situations that the mountain country created.

The

major lesson' from tank destroyer operations has been the extensive and
successful use of these units as supplementary and reinforcing artillery.

59.oE

PLOYMENT OF TANK DESTROyERS'AS ARTILL1 RY
Although destroyer's were used as supplemental artillery in a few

instances in Tunisia

the Italian Campaign has been the first time that

these organizations have been used on a large scale in this role.

-- 118"

The

K

results have been highly satisfactory,

especially in reinforcing the

fires of the organic division artillery.
•missions,

When used for appropriate

a tank destroyer battalion in the role of artillery
has in-

creased the fire power of its supported division by
the equivalent of
three additional light battalions.
Throuhout the campaign units have
been employed extensively on varidus occasions for
interdiction,
"Serenade,? fires, normal concentrations, and harassing fires, J.cause
of the long range of thee

guns,.and their accuracy,

they have been

especially useful in interdiction and harassing missions.
comection, the Artillery Commander of ti

In this

1st Armored Division declar-

ed in a report that one of the major lessons from the
campaign was
.the value of using tank destroyers in their secondary
role as reinforcing artillery. While the Division
Artillery was supporting the 36th Division attack
on MT.
CAIINO and MT, DEFENSA, all three companies
of the 701st
Tank Destroyer Battalion were attached to the field
artillery battalions and fired through the field artillery
battalion fire direction centers.
The 34J.nch guns of the
tank destxoyers thus delivred timely and accurate
fire
during the attack whereas they could not have been
used
at all in their primary role.,
In another report the same officer observed with reference
to the
utility of the destroyers in this important secondary
role:
The tank destroyer and tank arti"lery action
should
not be limited to mere support of their respective
actions.
There are many times when other types of action
can be supported and therefore the employment Should
not.
be limited to observed fire for neutralization in
support
of tank and tank destroyer action alone. A great
deal of
the
employment of the tank destroyer battalion attached
•to this
Division has been'in support
action, such as interdiction,
similar types of fire..
The experience

of normal artillery
"eeae"
arsigai

of the 645th Tank Destroyer Battalion as supporting

artilleryv has been briefly described by its

Com!mander:

... One company had three f our-gun "batteries" and
another had two six-gun "'batteries"t about 2000 .yards

south of VENAFRO, and a third company has a six-gun
"battery" near FILIGNANO and another six'gun "battery"l
about 3000 yards south of-VNAFRO.. Each company had
its own fire direction center at the company command
post.
At the fire direction center we have a computer
for each four- or six-gun ilbattery."t The company
coimiander acts as the artillery -3 and the executive
officer or reconnaissance sergeant does the computing.
Most of our fires are scheduled or call fires, so we
do not have to work so fast as the fire direction
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centers of the division artillery.

We fired 4600 rounds as artillery in the attack on MT.
WITe
fired a preparation at 0615, "1,C" Company had
MOLINO.
an OP forward on HILL 970 and registered the whole battalion.
Its observer-target range was about 5000. He used telephone
cojrmuni cation from his observation post to his vehicle at
the foot of' the hill about a half mile, then SCR 610 to the
,1- cannot fife map ,data corrected as our range
battalion.
They should
tables do not show the necessary corrections.
be revised to allow it, Fromn 10000 to 12000 the gun is
very accurate, There is little dispersion at the longer
ranges,.

Details as to the method of employment of the destroyers as artillery in
support of the division artillery were also furnished in a report of a
Division 4rtillery Conmander chose attached tank destroyer battalion has
been extensively used in this role:
.Me
W have been using the tank destroyer battalion in
support of our division artillery'for a period of about
have attached one
three weeks in our present positions. W¢,1e
of the destroyer companies to each of the three artillery
battalions, and connected, the company into the fire
The positions for thd
direction center of the artillery.
guns of the tank destroyers are scarcer than those for our
lO5mm!s because of the characteristics of the 3-inch gun
In most cases our battery positions had to be
trajEectory,
selected first and. the target assigments made later on in
accordance-vi,th the more or less forced selection of the
The tank destroyers have often been
battery positions.
to position in order that we could use
as
given preference
the num.ber of positions available
Also
them effectively,
considerably more scarce than
were
for the destroyers
those for the 105's. In many cases. we had actually to
winch the guns into the positions selected.. Some of the
positi ons would have been Considered in peace time as
impossible, but it was a question of either using what
.Much of our firing has
could be found, or not firing. ,
been done at the longer ranges, some of it at distances up
to 12100 yards. The additional 2000 yard range of the tank
destroyer gun has been very helpful at times Vhen we oiere
not able to reach the target with our howitzers..
.

Further details on the operations of destroyers in

the artillery role

have also been given in the comments of the Commander of the 701st Tank
Destroyer Battalion in

"

late December:

.Durirg the past feN weeks we have done no direct firing.
We have been attached to thu 1st
at all with the Battalion.
Armored Division Artillery, and in turnthe companies have
been attacned to each armored artillery battalion. The
company operates directly from the fire direction center of
the artillery battalion, and in turkI give their orders to
the platoon fire direction centers. We are using a full
telephone set-up to each of the guns and do not use radio.
A
We have been using high explosive amrmunition altogetherq
the
in
great deal of the firing has been unobserved, but
observed fires I have used my own observers from the
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reconnaissanceplatoon in some cases and in other cases the
fires have been observed by obse.rvers from the artillery.
'On sore occasionsImy,observers have conducted-fire for both
the tank destroyer guns and. the artillery and it 1hes been
e-)Ixcellent practice for them.
When we are firing "Serenade" or other types of fire
requiring extra arnunition, the rounds are delivered'to
the guns and our organic, loads are left intact in the
yhicles.
. .
At an, time that tank destroyer urits are bp.erating in
their secondar? roles they should operate directly under
the Division Ar,
tiller'ry cdim
ihd. Fires, missions, targets,
and detailIs should be assigned to the destroyers as part Of
the p]_an of fire and not as an afterth6ught.
The coordination of fires and. missions should be. such as to take into
consideration the various claracteristics of the weapons
employed and their application to thQ terrain. In our
,present
set-up the destroyer battalion commander assists
the compariy co4manders in their coordination wth the artillery battal.ion to eich they arc attached. The destroyer
companies when they receive. orders from the artillery fire
direction center, assign tiiir missions to one or more
platoons through their platoon fire direction centers
0
We have our own survwv 'sections of one per company and
one per battalion headquarters. We are equipped to run
normal survey, although we need a few more items of equipment. The battalion survey section establishes control
points in the company areas, and the companies inturnr
establish the base pieces.
There have not been many opportunities recently in
which we could operate in our primary role, and it has
been of great benefit to be able to fire in our secondary
role.

.

Experience and comments with respect to the employmvent of tank
destroyers as, artllery, from the artillery point of view
in

Section VI,

Paragraph L5c

are covered

supra.

60°USEF S,.,,"O(ESrv;LL
Viny tank destroyer comm anders 11ame exoressed the need of
smoke shell, especiatkly in

the firing of srtiLlery missions,

The

-'elatively' small burst of the 3-ilhch high explosive shell has been difficult to observe at long ranges, and smoke f or, adjustment and marking
of base points would be very useful,

The Comatnder .of the 701st Tank

DQstroyer Battalion reported that
.We need smoke in addition to the types of ammunition
umnt-ioned in. War Department Circular No. 125.
In wet
weather such as -v have been having for a long time it is
not possible to observe fire when using HE, particularly
when we art, firing at the longer r'anges.,
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And the Commander of the 601st also stated that "W~e need smoke for both
direct and' indirect fire missions, and also for observation at long. ranges
or in wet terrain,"

61,

CO.1L. NI CATION

When employed as artille ry, tank destroyer units have established
normal wire communication nets sim'ilar to those of an artillery battalion.
Radio has been secondary, except for cormUnication for observation posts
and forward observers,

liaison officers,

and general.-ontrol.

The

establishment of i.:,wire nets for fire control and direction has necessitated the use of more signal equlpment and wire than is
the destroyer units.

normally required, in

Experience in one battalion was expressed a.s follows

by its Comander:

need a -portable reel of W-130 wire. on each M!O in
*.1We
the company 'wrheni-,e are engaged on secondary missions,. There
should be about 150 yards of wire on the reel. When we' go
into position a man can take the end of the wire and run-at
-once to theplatoon or company fire direction center and conOur SCR 610 sets have been tied in with the artillery
nect up.
on a possible'number of nine overlapping c.hannels, and we have
had very successf ei results. We are using three over-laps at
present, but are not using radio a great deal for commzunication
.
as we have full wire nets installed,.
62.

TANK DESTROYERS IN ANTITANK ROLE IN ITALY
Although the destroyer battalions were widely used in their

secondary role

there were occasions in Italy when. they were employed in

their primary mission, espeially in

the beachhead extension and in

operations in areas whe.re tank threats developed.

some

As a result€ of such

eboerience a report on lessons from the campaign presented the following
points which represent a concensus of opinion and experience from the
staff and company commanders of the 701st Tank Destroye r. Battalion:
a,

Target Designation
In the antitan.k role in forward areas target designation can

be speeded up and a target designated without confusion by firing a round
of APC tracer at or clos,' to the target,

The platoon leader or indivi-

dual who observed the target alerts the chief of section and lays the gun.
After' one or to rounds are fired to'designate the. target,
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the gun is

kept

ouiet,

Thu,° chiefs of the other sections then lay their guns on the

target.

At a proarranged signal all
f0

guns open up and fire a 6.esignated

nurber of rounds on the target,
b.

Reconnaissance.
Davlish

that i.

reconnaissance

is

the only type of reconnaissance

satisfactory for the selection of antitank gun positions.

reconnssano:
the supp.

[or antitanh positions and nositions for art.ilbr

r.oute is

as

mLport)ntas the gun position.

In
ro_.s.

Daylight rcon-

naissance of routes will ",termit destroyers to occupy positions in
support of infantry attach: during darkness, and 4L
thus provent the
necessity of

oving destroyers in

daylight under eney observat

c..,Useof
2'

rvaervon.

Use of Observation Post near Guns
dil4en the. destruyrs are used in

in

the antitank role, an OP

the imrrediate vicinity of the guns gives an advantage over enemy

vthicles°

It

-ay guns in

gives the guncrews sufficient time to -prepare for action,
general direction,

take careful aim at the target and rait

until the target comes wi.thin range.

The sane is

true in

picking up

pillboxes and sitting tanks.

ST CqTN
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IX

In ih

:

MINE

4"dIFAR;E AND BOOBY IRAPS

ALL ARMS

enemy's determined resistance and effort to stop

the Allied advance in

Italy, his ulse of mines has continued to increase

more thamn ever as lie has been forced back, from one .prepared position
to anotter,

AL] experience

in this Theater has indicated a steady

trend towards an ever~-increasirgw

of mines in Sicil

use of this weapon.

As the employment

was more extensive than had been. experienced in

Tunisia except for the absence of large antitank minefields,
rines in Italy has exceedd their pru.vious use in Sicily.
diction as a result of the lessons of Sicily,

The -re-

that wemust expect a

continuing increase in -the use of mines as the enemy is
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the use of

drivdn back to

his own soil, apcpears to have been
b.

rell founded.

The terrain .fought over in Italy has been especially well

suited to the %.-oloi.
_ent of mines as a powerful delaying and casualty

weapon,

The liited

and restricted road net,

tile mountainous,

country with fewr trails-and secontdry roads, 'the

close

terrain conformation and

nature of available approaches to objectives, and the numerous bridge
sites and by-passes have al presented situations admirable for tie employment of various types of mines.

a.

.The element of rapid withdrawal and

pursuit vhiciIcharacterized the fighting in Sicily has not been present in
the Italian Cam-paign thus far.
therefore not been hurried..
spread.

The sowing of mines and.booby traps has

It has been deliberate, thorough,

and wide-

k

c,

fhe general pattern of rinelaying in Italy has fairly well

paralieled that encountered in Sicily.

The nature of the terrain has

precluded the estlbilshment of extensive minefields such as were encounter'ed in

southern Tunisia.

been roads, valleys(,

As in Sicily,

the most heavily mined areas have

natural approaches to objectives,

trails, logical

troop and bivouac areas, an-. in and about demolitions and blown bridges,
Abandoned towns and villages have been thickly mined and booby-trapped.
Again in his withdrawal the enemy had the advantage of knowing the most
likel

sites for artillery positions,

strewn Iwith mines and traps.
no mine3

and these were nearly alivrays thickly

Unlike the Sicilian experience.

dryl r:iver and stream beds to cross,

4

there were

On, thc other hand, mined

river brinks had to be negotiated in the several river Crossing operatSions
during the Campaign,
do

The one major lesson of the Campirh has again been. a

r.epetition of the,:lnssoirs from. both Tunisia and Sicily,

the fact that

•

it

mines must be dealt with nbr all arms in the combat zone,

and that all arms

and services operating in the combat zone must be trained and equipped-to
protect themselves from the mine menace.

Training in mine warfare, and

the equippig of all troops with the means to detect and clear mines has
become clearly a basic necessity.

Again. it.must be pointed out that the

-
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work. of the engineer units was excel.ent
to clear all areas for all troops.

but they cannot be expected

The clearing of main routes and

major obstacles and conduct of special operations appropriate to engi-neer uhits is all.that

64.

can properly be expected of ,thern.

EXV RIENCE OF INFANTRY UNITS'
As in for-me

experience,

infantry

units in Italy learned to

take care of them-selves with resnect to mines when operating crosscountry.

All units have been eouipned with detectors,

and the

organization ;d.-thin units to detect and, remove mines has. varied.

In the

45th Infantry. Division,

the Conmandir4 General.reported:
! have four "mine platoons" in-each infantry regiment.

They'have no other duties.
There are.20 mine deteptors and
50 men in each, The infantry regimental commander keeps
his mine platoons up with the assault elements.
The personnel of these plratoons become expert in knowing w!here to.
look-for mines and ho,i tolift
and disarmlL them.
The Germans
place I:riines in good. bivouac areas, around bridges; on
probable by-pauses, arc! in trails,
The rule is, don't use
a cgood bivouac area until it has been cleared by the n.ne
platoon,.
In special, situations,
crossinss

such as assault landings',

and in river

.the infantry elements have learned that they must phess

forw rd the assault and take their chances and. losses from mines when
there is no practical way that the areas crossed can be cleared. In
I

f'

h

the crossingoft

-V

'

.

•

LUF.CO, .the Chief of Staff of the 34th Infantry

Divi si on reDrted:
*

.eh.had
°-

.

pieces.

to cross at night, .or' we would! have been cut to
The infantry just
had to cross and push ahead

through Lhe minofields,

baking

their l.osses.

There was no

* other solution because theyT had to rove. fast enough to .get
across the river, .across the low ground on the other, side,
and up t o the .high grounrd before daylialit.
If you get '
caught in lea ground like that in daylight, the casualties"
are wvOre than from mines..,.,
In tis

connection the 8-2 of one of .the r eg.iments which .perticipated

in the 'crossing.of
far side,

the river and the passage of the minefields on the

paid hirh tribuite'to the troops in

following terms

They will go anywhore an
.Ou are onderful.
*
. men
officer will liad them. When they will move at night
through the minefields as they did in the latest crossing,
The next day you
of the VOLTIJENOthey will do anything.
coul follow our battalions by the. bloodstained leggings,
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the-scattered equipment, and the Lodies where the men had been
srilnes LBut
the infantrymen went on through and

bolvbowa up, by

c~o.ured the bibs above the river,

ste

fallacy that in some way gained circulation that rules wqill riot
qonunes .panted in trails was thoroughly exploded by the experience

p
oftl

t~kt.,:J.~
•
pr

of th.e pcl

o,

treins operatine in

the Italian mountains.

fin-iteiy sho-n th t t mules possess no more i.rmunit-v an
tu

fr.

than th

-soldiers that., lead them,

have boen losL ihough sten.pDinr

on 8-:.in s,

It'has been

e-

powers of avoidance

A number of mulesa nd horses
aind oack..train trooos have

,

ren.ortrd numerous instaiices of such losses,

65. 0

"

SIELO

0? FIELD ARTILLERY UNITS

The eperience

of field artillery units With respect to mines in

Italy has been generally similar to that in the Sicilian Cantpaign.

As-the

ai-eriy has been forced back, he has had. knoledge of the most suitable
arti LEDvo'S 081
c,
a
aadoe
tion areas inthe
ground he has abandoned, and has according-

9

-n.

Iy mined. such areas heavily -whenever possible.
thickly strewn with tellermin-s,

These positions have been

wooden box inines,

and various types of improvised booby-.traps.
the 936th Field Artbllery Battalion,

antipersonnel mines,

In one position -occupied by

no less than thirty-two teller-.tl.inus

were removed frofl the rround oh which one qun was late-r .placed. in
In another battalion area,

four S-mines were found hooked -to one trip wire

in

tire rosition location of one hovitzer.

hav

Keen tv'reo'uent:Ly mined and trapned,

AnoLheca

exampule tf atillerv

8-inch howjitzer g r on,} .who

position,

The approaches to positiocs

especial>y in.,turn-aroundlecations.

expe-rienice was recorded by the Coi.rrsandrr ef an
ree ortea, tnat

.In

one buttery position a tellermnire was located by a
IetetorP •'then tn-e usual pracations rare tahen to remowve and
rtisarm it, a t',ire. was found? which led to eighteen oases of
,.

dy.,n mite burred in the .position, apee.
Oio epllosive,
,

k..torris

.Each case contained 25

*

In the reconnaissance

1-

of forward axeas for positions and obsero-

vation a-sts, artrslsry personnel has been constantly exposed to mines.
In-.onc

brigade,

wo
battery co±randers have been killed by, mines whale
i

engs.'ed in lor-ar,',c.
reconnaissance.

The Cam)aign has'shown cleabl-

that the

1enae i ron these ,,,eapons must be taken into account by aLl reconnaissance

-
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parties, and provision to copo with this .problem should be made when
reconnoitering for positions, routes, and observation posts.
Experience in Italy has indicated that sound training

or

artillery in Mine detection and clearing has become -an increasingly
imnortant subject of instruction,

The.presentaverage allowance of

dletectors for artillery units has been ten per .battaliono
and roost coinmanders recommend an increase in number, larFel, because there are
always some detectors which ae turned in for repair.

A major lesson

from the artiJ1ery, point of view has been the fact that areas which
have been lonp. occupied by. our own troops cannot be considered
free
front mine.s until. carefuily .swept. Also, artillerymen must be trained
not to stray from their swept positions
Areas that have onco been in
enermr hands always contain a potential menace froom mines., and this
has
proved particulailJv true in. the case of artillery positions
and ad.

Jacent ground.
66.

EIPLIENCE OF A ,1ORED
UNITS
1
Although the close country in Italy has prevented the 'enemy

from laying: extensive antitank minefields such as were found in
Tunisia,
nevertheless, mines have proved to be a serious problem for armored
units.

In many instances the terrain has definitely canalized tAnk

mloveme-tt,,

and this has forced tank commanders to see that mi.ned areas

have been clear(od before advance, or in cases of necessity, press
Lhrough the mined Sround. and. accept the losses.
w rd

The experience

aenk .Battal ion has thus been. described .by its

Cormnuer:

,o,Antitank mines have been our hip-,: problem, and up to
the present time ccvhave found, no absolute solution for
them, In an advance when we can coet the Lngineers to
swveep ahead of us. a groat many mines can be located and
removed, hotof course telat slows uq the advance of the

tanks unermakes support very difficult in some situations.
Mahy times we just have to take our chances on losing some
of the tnnsanu hope to get through with the remainderQ .
In th-e battle of SAN P ILTRO we lost some tanks because of
mines, as in that particular battle wue <o,,re ahead-of every"
thing and could not send out clearing partis. Some of the
cines had apparent".y been buried a long time, and in some
cases Leading tanks would pass over mines and those folloxin,2. would- exelode them and be put out of action . .
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01f the

All the --en in this battalion have buen thoroughly instructed in L±ane detection cit removal. The reconnaissance
p,toon has received special train-ing in addition to that
ru.ceive by the other units., and they .have beon of great
r.e4 in .be removal. All our replacements as they are re"
ceived, cre tested in mine removal and detection, and given
fu.rther instruction if renuired. .
In another tank battalion, the Corimander reported that the antitank .minus had bee especially troublesome, and in one case lost a tank

from a buried air bomb

or similar i-rge-size exolosive charge.

_

On the

ing experience:
subj.ect of mines he reported the foLlow,
.VV have had trouble ith antitank 4'ines. They are one
Not all of them act in thu same way,
of our bia{gest lrobleLvs.
ha
hdve had one tank burn after running over a mine, though
usually the rdi..nes do not damage much more than the tracks and.
In another case one of my-tanks was completely
sspension.
It looked as though
blown to ,ieces wihen it ran over a mine0
The
bomb.
air
buried
a
to
connecte'd
been
the r.ne had.
and
tracks
the
and
tank
tkE
off
turret
the
blew
ex-olosion
most of the buspension system... *
When it is possible we have the engineers sweep for mines,
but this is not always possible when e have to attack ahead.
of the infoantry. We have a great deal of trouble at night
are very
wihen we advance as .we canIt find the mines, and tey
e
freely used by the Germans, especially along the routes w,
.
have; to use in this close country.
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TYPES OF

iNES ENCOUNTERED

A numbor of different types of mines have been encountered in
Italy,

spree of '..,hich have been new.

The different models of thp teller-

mine have been freely used by the.enemy, and there has been an increased
mines of both German and Italian design.
of
use 0,jvooden

In the latter

stages of the Caniuaign the wooden-type mines have largely exceeded the.
number of standard mettal tellerm in.es used
trouble in

clearing.

and have given increased

The Engineer, VI Corps,

has .iade the following

comm-ents on the m!:ines encountered:
* .Th.o Gorwaras are nox..using mainly wooden box and S-mines.
S-mines have been encountered lately in quantities never seen

before.
lbaian

of
Pe ore nov, running into increasing numbers
ooden box mines equipped with German bakelite igniter

sets for pressure, pull, and release, Their are often in fields,
not just scattered around. For example, a whole olive grove
will be mined and booby trapped with S-mines, wooden box mines,

or both, Since the'landing at SALERNO, about 20% of all mines
encountered have been wooden box type. The Gerrman wooden- box
ty.pe is <bout 12 inches square by 5 inches thick, and contains
about 10 poun.s of Triton or similar explosive. The !talian
ones are not nuite so big, We can still pick up the-wooden box

-
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rLine ith the mine detector if the detector is very accurately tuned and the operator is very careful.
Hiowever,
troops don't trust the detector to find wooden box mines
as soon as they find one, they probe tlo entire surrounding
area,
ecent surveys indicate an increased use of wooden mines of all
typos,.ond one report in

late January shows that wooden mines have re-

presented, about 40"' of aLl mines discovered during that period.
The S-mine has been extensively empioyed, and has been the nest
prevalent of all antipersonnel mines used by the enemy.
found in

They have been

all kinds of locations and in varying quantities from a few

sc.-.ttered mines to elaborate fields
In

containing as many as 300,

some areas newer types of improvised

mines have been discovered,
concrete case 10 inches in

One tye

concrete antipersonnel

has consisted of a spherical

diameter enclosing. standard. German and

Italian explosive charges equipped with standard types of igniters,
Shrapnel has been used as aggregate in these concrete imnes,

Another

typo has consisted of a spherical concrete mine, 13 inches in

diameter,

cast in
hav

two halves which are bolted together with steel rods,

contained about nine pounds of explosive,

receive detoniting.devices,.
of Mines.,

and. were equipped to

Those found of this t,ye

ere in

and the type detonator or igniter was not present.
0-0-0"0-0-0"o
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